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Sarsaparilla Co. :
Gentlemen:—For Five Tears, mv
health has been very poor. I had a severe
SCROFULOUS TROUBLE and a very
case
of DYSPEPSIA.
a—. ■ — had
H
J "
EL Last Spring I had no appetite,
■
■ “
my back was very lame, and
I was terribly weak. I could not work
and was not able to go to my nearest

Dana
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Advertisements.
To meet at Helena.
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this

condition, I
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the first bottle
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“sing the
—-—and HA.
think the
"
1 as muci,
PILLS helped me
ns the SARSAPARILLA) and I NOW
DO
THE work for five in a i am.
ILV. I THINK it HAS SAVED MV
lila £•
My little girl was fcroubled with Sick Mead1
her DANA’S
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The Result of an Accident.
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Respectfully,
MRS. GEO. HANSON.
Sebago, Me.
DANA’S Kidney land Liver PILLS are made to
work In harmony with DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
They are the best PILL made.

SPECIAL NOTICES

DANA SARSAPARILLA GO.

BELFAST,

ME.

STEAM CARPET BEAK
OFFICE AND BOOMS AT

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
13 PREBLE ST., OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.
This machine with steam attachments patentand in nse by the leading houses throughout the United States; largest floor space in
New England; covered teams; no charge for
trucking; Carpets cleansed in any kind, of
weather at all seasons of the year.
ed

LACE CURTAINS CLEANSED EVERY DAY

$100 IN GOLD
Prizes will be given to the story-writers of
Maine within the next 60 days, as follows:
Best story, $50 in Gold; second best,
$25 in Gold; third best, $15 in
Gold; fourth best $10 in Gold. This
is done to attract attention to

eodtfsn

A splendid all round medicine which is
The business and good will of the late firm of

CO.,

has been sold and transferred to

PINKHAM,

35 Exchange Street.

BETTER THAN COLD
Buy a bottle, read the rules, and try for a
prize. This medicine is performing wonderful cures eve ywhere. See our books
for testimonials. Druggists. $1 a bottle.
BUY IT ! —
TRY IT! —
’TWILL DO YOU COOP!
—

HIDDEH MEDICINE C0„

All persons needing changes, transfers,
endorsements, assignments, renewals, etc., in
following companies formerly represented by
.ETNA. HOME
J. H. COFFIN & CO., viz:
INS. CO. Of N. A., LANCASHIBE, GIBABD,
PEOPLE’S, are requested to call on the under
signed who have the necessary authority to act.

PINKHAM,

Hewburyport,

marl4

Mass.

IstplycM

THE UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY is progressive but nevertheless conservative—absolute security being its perminent feature.

(Successors to J. H. COFFIN & CO.)

Exchange

Street.
sntf
THE
Fair

WEATHER.

Today and- Probably Tomorrow.

Washington, May 27.—For Maine;
Fair, preceded by light showers; southboth as regards water and pub- west winds, high on the coast. Signals
lic interest, these sponges we displayed from Narragansett section,
have been showing the past week. Wood’s Holl, Boston, Boston section,
The quantity, quality, variety Portland and Eastport.
Boston, May 27.—Local forecast for
and price make them attractive
Maine for Saturday: Fair; preceded by
has
who
to any one
sponge in
northwest
view for any purpose whatsoever. showers; slightly cooler;
winds. Sunday probably fair.
If you allow them to absorb
your attention for even a few
Local Weather Report.
minutes we will assure you that
Portland, Mb, May 27,1892.
we will not absorb too much of
8 A.
P. M.
your finances in return.

M.js

H. H. HAY & SON,
„ys,

Street!is[ir|ifcp

“At

ANQUETS,
Clubs, and
in homes

APOLLINARIS
Natural

Table

iWater is ever;
a welcome
N. Y.

Times,

Life—Colonel

Conger

of Ohio

guest.”

Mar. 10, ’92,

Minneapolis.

leave

Tried

mental and

bodily

came to Washington last week
Secretary of State submitted to

physi-

cal examination more severe than even
the applicants for admission into the
military or naval academies are made to

undergo.

Dr. Pepper
sounded
Mr.
Blaine’s lungs, tested
his heart, examined his muscles and tested all his
other vital organs. After the examination
was finished Dr. Pepper said to Secretary

Blaine:
“Mr. Secretary, you are a perfectly
sound man; there is not a symptom of
The only
organic disease about you.
posable defect that I can discover lies
vesicular
or
no®flb«!ther your
your mus-

cular system. Your nervous system is a
little strained, but that can be remedied
speedily. You want to look after your
and take plenty of exercises. With

eyes

these precautions you

thing.”

fit for any-

are

_

Three

Arrested.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, May 27.—About a month
ago, C. T. Frost’s summer cottage at
Owl’s Heed was broken into and some
articles of value taken therefrom. Tonight, Sheriff Day arrested three young
men named Fulton, Perry and Woods,
who are charged with committine the
deed. They have been placed under confinement awaiting tomorrow’s trial, at
which they will probably be bound over.
Didn’t Know It Was

Loaded.

Bab Harbor, May 27.—A case of
1
‘didn’ t-know- it- was loaded” occurred
here last night. J. Fairfield Hodgkins’s
Bon Haliie, while playing with a revolver,
accidentally discharged it and the bullet
passed entirely through the palm of his
left hand. The boy is doing well and no
serious results are feared.
Will

Carry Sixty.

The new
Mabanocook, May 27.
steamer Winthrop, owned by M. S. Collins, was launched this forenoon. She
has a capacity of sixty passengers.
—

NEW ENGLAND’S PATRIOTIC DEAD.
Memorial Day Memories and War Reminiscences Which Will he of Thrilling
Interest to Every
ows,

Orphans and

Soldier and the WidOther

Relatives.

Night Was
Thriving Towns of

ation bill. No sooner had it done so than
Mr. Hatch of Missouri was on his feet
with a motion to go into committee of
the whole on the revenue measures. The
first of such measures on the calendar
was the anti-option bill.
This motion

John Cobb.

Rev. John. Cobb, one of the oldest and
most pi eminent members of the Maine
Methodist Conference, died at his residence in Gorham yesterday, after a brief
illness of only a few hours, he having
just returned from a visit in the East.
Mr. Cobb was in his 85th year and enjoyed excellent health up to his death.
He was of an exceedingly cheerful disposition and was beloved by all who
knew him. He was engaged in active
service in the Maine Methodist Episcopal Conferference for 45 years, and in
that time occupied
many prominent
charges. Two years ago he became sup-

erannated, his last charge being School
street church, Gorham, but he has been
actively engaged in church work most of

the time since. He leaves a widow and
one son, Rev. G. F. Cobb,
pastor of the
Methodist church in South Berwick. The
funeral will take place Tuesday at 2 p.
m., from the School street church, Gorham, previous to which prayers will be
offered at his late residence.
The services will be under the charge of Harmony Lodge of Masons, who will attend
in a body. The remains will be taken to
Durham Wednesday for interment.
Roberts.

Dr. F. A.

Watervii.ee.

Mav

27.—Dr.

Kansas.

OF THE CYCLONE’S FURY.

Washington, May 27.—The House
today passed the sundry civil appropri-

Kev.

One of the

WELLINGTOM THE LATEST VICTIM

F.

A.

Shaped Cloud Swept Over the
Left Heaps of Debris "Where

Place—It

Had Been Four Blocks

of

Buildings—
Many

Fifteen Known To Be Dead and

Others Were Probably Killed.

made it necessary to shut down the gas
works.
Seven bodies have been taken out of
the Philip House ruins and a large force
^s at work removing debris. Two members of the Salvation Army are expected

Company.'

in the

He

paint mills

was a

heavy

own-

at Lisbon.

Pardoned from

Portland Jail.

Augusta, May 27.—At a meeting of
the governor and council today, all nominations were confirmed save that of Fred
A. Tarbox of Biddeford as state detective, which was rejected.
A conditional pardon was granted
Frederick W. Thompson, in Cumberland
jail for breaking and entering, while
drunk.
The council adjourned to June 23.

town in Southern Kansas.

DEATH LIST OF FIFTEENThat Was Known at One o’clock—Many
Others Probably Killed.

Kansas City, Mo., May
27.—The
Times’ special from Wellington, Kan.,
says: The cyclone was terribly destructive. At 11 o’clock, fifteen persons are
known to have been killed and an investigation of the wrecked buildings has
only been barely commenced. The cyclone’s most furious work was done
within a compass of four squares. Every
building in these squares was demolished

and wrecked.
Fortunately the residences in that
locality were not
otherwise
the
loss
numerous,
of life would have been much greater.
The Phillips house, the hotel from whose
mins seven bodies were taken, was well
filled with guests, and the loss of life in
that house is thought to have been great,
The offices of the four local newspapers,

Monitor, Press, Voice, and Mail, were
destroyed. The Wellington foundry was
demolished, and Mrs. William Asher and
her sister, Kittie Stralian, who were pass-

the

ino’ at

flip, t.imft-

wptp.

hnrip.H in t.hp mint

and killed.
Their bodies have been re,
covered.
The destruction in the northeast pari
of the city has also been great, but tonight the details cannot be had. Great

Failures of

a

Week.

*->»>

New Fork, May 27.—The failures ir
the last seven days as reported to Dun <$
Russell number for the United States
185. For the corresponding week last
year the figures represent 219 failures in
the United States.
BRIEFLY TOLD.

The

town of Creede, Colo., is it
being swept away by a freshet
The Irish Canadian of Toronto, an in

danger

new

of

fluential newspaper, in this week’s issue
comes out boldly for annexation to thi
United States.
Charles Reendalla, a New Durham, N.
H., farmer, attempted to shoot a rai
yesterday. The rat was not hurt bin
Reendalla’s wife received a dangerous
wound,
The Italian cabinet has resigned be
cause of lack of support in the chambei
of deputies. The king refuses to accepl
the resignation and the chamber may b(
dissolved.
Fire in Hotel Royal, a cheap Bostoi
lodging house, caused one death by suf
focation and injury to several persons
The fire was caused by <
yesterday.
pipe which a lodger was smoking in bed
The certificate of incorporation of tin
National Lead Company of New Jersey
which has bought all the lead works ii
the country, has been filed. The capita

Boston, May 27, 1892.
Was Tying on the Track.
Barometer. 29.466 29.523
Undoubtedly the most interesting, useMechanic
Falls, May 27.—A tram on
53.
Thermometer...
54.
ful and sympathetic literary contribution
Dew Point...*...... 53.
51.
the Portland & Rumford Falls road this
.»i»......... 100.
91.
ever made to the spirit of Memorial day
Humidity
Wind..s
s
morning struck a man who was lying on
will be presented to the public by the
5
Velocity....17
the track. The engineer attempted to
Weather..
.|Foggy ICl’dles Boston Daily Globe next Monday,
stop and had nearly done so when the
Mean daily ther.. .53.01 Max. vel. wind... 14SE
May 30. This contribution will take the man
He proved to be F. G.
Maximum ther... 66.0 Total precip.... o.35 form of a
was struck.
illustrated memorial
superbly
Minimum ther... 50.0)
number of The Globe, filled with the Noyes of Mechanic Falls. How he came
is not known. His inheroic memories of the sons of New Eng- to be on the track
Weather Observations.
land who died for the Union. Thousands juries may result fatally.
The following are the observations of and thousands of the patriot dead will
More Cleaves Delegates,
the Agricultural Department Weather be remembered in the edition and the
27.—A Republican caucus
stories of their heroic services
thrilling
May
Saco,
Bureau for yesterday, May 27, taken at and of their
last great sacrifice will be last night chose delegates to the state
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obtold, often for the first time in print, convention in Portland and
adopted this stock is
servations for each station being given in stirring the tender recollections of com$30,000,000.
rades and kindred and teaching the good resolution:
this order:
Temperature, direction of lesson of the war to the
More than 75 per cent of the tanners
Resolved, That the Republicans of Saco in
younger generathe wind, state of the weather:
rough leather, but
tion. In the same number Capt. John caucus assembled take this opportunity to ex- and curriers of
our conhdence in the ability, honesty and
leather and all kinds of grain leather
Boston, 52°, W, cloudless; New York, Palmer, the commander-in-chief, will re- press
integrity of that able legislator and brave sol- east of Buffalo, have agreed to an ar56°, SW, cloudy; Philadelphia, 5S°, W, view the history and present situation of dier. Gen. Henry H. Cleaves, ami ,we heartily
our earnest and united efforts to secure
rangement to reduce production.
cloudless; Washington, 56°, NW, cloud- the Grand Army of the Republic. There pledge
nomination and election as governor of this
In the Massachusetts senate yesterday
less; Albany, 56°, SW, cloudy; Buffalo, will also be many good short stories ap- bis
state.
the petition of tlio Prohibition stati
25°, NW, partly cloudy; Detroit, 52°, NE, piiate to the day.
The demand for next Monday’s Globe
cloudless; Chicago, 48°, SE, cloudless;
Billy Frazier, once pugilist, then par- committee for legislation enabling tlieii
St. Paul, 64°, SE, cloudy; St. Vincent, will be unprecedented, and you should son, now pugilist again, preached the candidates to be placed on the official
52°, SE, cloudy; Huron,So. Dak.,'missing; not fail to leave your order for copies for sermon over the body 0f Marcellus state ballot, was refused admission, l:'
Bismarck, 64 N, cloudy; Jacksonville, yourself and absent friends with your Baker, also a pugilist, at Forest Hills to 16, only one Republican, Arnold oi
newsdealer today.
cemetery, Boston, Thursday,
84°, W, cloudless.
Plymouth, voting for it
...#•••

■
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Arrangements

with his money. The
to have for him an irresistible attraction, and he was continualabout
the great winnings of
ly talking
the Englishman, Hall Wells, and other
reputed successful gamblers.
Wellbrigg evidently intended to follow
the Wells system and he played heavy
stakes and kept them up in the face of
almost continuous loss.
At the trente
and quarante table he did not stop Saturday last till he had lost many thousands
On Monday he tried again
of francs.
and played with a nerve that astonished
veteran
the
even
patrons of Monte Carlo.

Day

The Day’s Programme Similar to That of
Previous

Tears, Except That ApproWill Be Held at the

priate Exercises
Soldiers’

City

Monument—The Services in

Hall—A

Cist

Maine Towns and

the Speakers in

of

Cities.

Following will be the order of exeron Memorial Sunday and Memorial
Day.
cises

Thatcher Post will attend services at
at St. Lawrence street church.
At 2 p. m., comrades of Bosworth Post
will assemble at their hall and will proceed to Congress street Methodist church
where a sermon will be preached by the
pastor, Rev. George D. Lindsay.
On Monday, comrades of Bosworth
Post will assemble at their hall at 8 a. m.
Squads will be detailed for Calvary and
Western cemeteries, where the graves
will be decorated. The remainder of the
Post, together with the Sons of Veterans, will, at 9 a. m., march to the head
of Preble street, where cars will be taken for Evergreen
Cemetery.
Orders for Thatcher Post are given below.
OVER A MILLION PERSECUTED.
At 1.30 p. m., comrades will again asBaptists Call Attention to the Wrongs of semble at their respective quarters.
Their Colored Brethren,
Chief Marshal Clark has issued the fol-

10.30,

lowing general orders:

A f Qnnirn

Tibbetts.

and he was, up to his death, an owner in
and director of the Worumbo Manufacer

FOR THE DEPARTED BRAVE

Another mysterious
Nice, May 27.
for Memorial
Dutragedy has come to light at Monte Carlo
notwithstanding the efforts of ST. Blanc
ties and Services.
and his agents to bury out of sight the
victims of the gambling casino.
James Welbregg, said to be an American, from New York, arrived in the early GENERAL
ORDERS TO PORTLAND
part of this month on a pleasure trip
VETERANS AND MILITIA.
through Europe. Welbregg was about
30 years of age and of pleasant manners,

Philadelphia; May 27.—The 60th annual meeting of the American Baptist
Smith’s residence seven persons were
Home Missionary Society began here tomore or less injured.
The streets are litday. The president of the society, Hon.
tered with tin roofing, cloth awnings
E. Nelson Blake of Massachusetts, made
and broken timbers.
Everybody is on a brief address. The treasurer, J. G.
the streets and it is impossible to get at
Snelling, reported receipts for the year
the exact facts. The Standard and Mail
of $500,430, and expenditures $448,038.
offices are wrecked.
The opera house
Rev. Dr. A. Guild of Brown University
and dozens of the best business buildings read a paper on
“Roger Williams.” Rev.
are useless.
Fine school buildings and Dr. H. F.
Wayland presented a resolution
churches are ruined. The loss will foot
stating that in the South 1,150,000 Bapup many thousand dollars.
Wellington tists were subjected to all sorts of outis the county seat of Sumner county and
rages, and calling upon the government
has a population of over 10,000. It is in to use
legitimate means to end the persethe centre of a thickly settled agricultur- cution.
al district and is the most prominent
fliA fvnm ?n4nrioc voooivrnrl

Ids
ing condition and have since died.
Jones was one of the killed in the wrech
of the Phillips House. The destruction
Lewiston, May 27.—Hon. John G.
Tibbetts of Lisbon, died last night, aged south of Harvey avenue was eompara
72. He was the founder of the spool tively insignificant and no lives have
mill industry at Locke’s mills with Galen been lost in that section so far as known,
C. Moses of Bath, built the dam and Grand Army hall has been converted into a hospital and there are now there 5(
purchased the water power which sub- killed
and injured.
sequently was turned into the Worumbo
at
Lisbon
Manufacturing Company
Falls,

turing

and It Won

Mo., May 27.—A special
Wellington, Kas., says: This city
had a visitation tonight from a funnel
shaped cloud which ploughed through
the business part of the town with imLuck was steadily against him, howmense destruction of property, and some
ever, and when he withdrew from the
table his whole capital of 100,000 francs
loss of life. A heavy storm of wind prehad disappeared.
ceded the cyclone. A few minutes after
On Tuesday last Mr. Welbrigg entered
nine o’clock, with an awful roar, it struck the casino and approached the tables as
the city, coming from the southwest. if about to play. He did not play, howbut stood and watched the others
Everybody was indoors.
Washington ever,
as if the spectacle fascinated him.
Then
avenue, the principal street, is lined on he turned
away and walked into the
both sides for blocks with ruins. Fire reading room of the casino.
Suddenly
broke out among the debris and one wo- the report a£ a revolver was heard, ana
there was a rush to the
reading
man, it is supposed, perished in the
room.
A man lay prostrate- The emflames. Solid blocks of brick buildings
ployes of the casino made every effort to
lie in heaps of bricks and mortar. Hun- hush the matter up, and
Welbregg was
dreds of dwellings are either totally de- quietly buried. The affair created great
the
excitement
among
foreigners, and
stroyed or more or less damaged. The
the Americans and English at
especially
is
in
as
the
broken mains Monte Carlo.
city
darkness,
Kansas cittj,

from

Roberts, a prominent homoeopathic physician, died last night of pneumonia af- profusion prevails
everywhere.
Sylvs
ter a brief illness. He was 52 years old
and Walter Forsythe were taken out oi
and a graduate of Bowdoin College. He
the ruins of Conrad’s restaurant in a dyleaves a widow.
Hon. John G.

Carlo

and very free
games seemed
A Funnel

He

and the

a

Where Last

The House Hears of the Post Office Department and Its Needs.

strain.

Dr. Pepper promptly responded.

It at Monte

—

ITSELF.

New York, May 27.—Secretary and
Mrs. Blaine breakfasted in the public
dining room. An hour later this morning
they were met by Senator Hiscock, with was
by
gentlemen
antagonized
of
whom a few words were exchanged. At desirous
proceeding with the
bills.
Mr.
Hatch’s
11 o’clock the Secretary took a carriage appropriation
motion was defeated by a vote of 108 to
and was driven up town, intending, it is 108 and the House went into committee
said, to have his picture taken. There of the whole on the post office appropriation bill.
were two arrivals at the Fifth Avenue
Mr. Henderson of North Carolina, in
Hotel whom the Blaine men present took
charge of the bill, explained its provisa great interest in.
were
J.
Sloat
They
ions. It recommended appropriations of
Fassett, secretary of the national com- $78,216,067, a reduction of $2,303,946 from
of $294,845
mittee, and Al. Conger of Akron, O., a the estimates, and an increase
over the appropriations for the current
national committeeman. Mr. Conger befiscal year. The estimated revenues for
lieved that Mr. Blaine would be the nom- the fiscal
year 1893 from the postal serinee to the Minneapolis convention.
“I vice were $80,336,350. or $2,120,262 more
find,” he said, “that the sentiment for than the sum recommended. To meet
whatever deficieny may occur in the
Blaine is not only strong in Ohio, but several
appropriations made by the bill,
in
the
else
Union.”
a sum equal to thot deficiency was to oe
everywhere
The much talked-of conference of Re- appropriated from the treasury. Mr.
Henderson stated that the post office depublican leaders who are opposed to the
would soon be
self-supre-nomination of President Harrison will partmentand hereafter entirely
a large surplus
ported,
not take place in this city, but it is said might be expected every year, which
could be judiciously used in increasing
will be held in Minneapolis two days beand multiplying needed postal facilities.
fore the convention.
Letter Carriers’ Pay.
icvi
xx »¥
uic a a coo ui
aouiu^tuu
Washington, Hay 27.—The committee
today says: Secretary Blaine, while at
breakfast after one of his early morning on post offices today ordered Mr. Pattiwalks recently, read an account of how son of Ohio to report favorably to the
that champion exponent of physical per- House the bill introduced by Mr. Cumof
York to increase and
fection, John L. Sullivan, had visited Dr. mings theNew of letter carriers.
The
pay
Shrady in New York, and had subjected equalize
himself to a punching of all his muscles, bill provides that the pay of letter carriers in free delivery cities for the first
sounding of his lungs and an examination of his heart, with a most satisfacto- year of service shall be $600, second year
$800, third year $1000, fourth year and
ry verdict as to the result. Mr. Blaine
for once concluded that the example of thereafter $1200.
the great American prize fighter was a
Silver Debate Postponed.
good one to follow. He dictated a letter
Washington,
May 27.—In the Senate
to Dr. Pepper of Phi adelpliia, provost
on motion of Mr. Sherman, the
of the University of Pennsylvania, ask- today,
further consideration of the silver bill
ing him to come to Washington to make was postponed until Tuesday
next, when
a thorough physical examination, and to
Mr. Sherman will speak upon it.
deduce therefrom a scientific opinion as
to the physical ability of Mr. Blaine to
OBITUARY.
undergo an extraordinary and prolonged

—
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Kumors, Mr. Blaine

Chase

Confident of the Maine Man’s Nomina-

Page S,
The Pythian prizes.
Boston & Maide.
St. Lawrence street church.
Music and drama.
Court record.
Page 6,
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Politicians in Gotham Specu-
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late

of the
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from

WILL SOON SUPPORT

Gets His Picture Taken and Seems to

J. H. COFFIN &

May 27.—One

Jamestown,

I

Editorials.
Personal and Peculiar.
Columbus day in Baltimore.
Special bottles for poisons.

35

He

CENTS.

Him Ruin and Death.

his ship in New York,
reports that the ship nearly foundered
off Cape Hatteras last Saturday night.
She was struck by a squall and lay with
her lee boats under for a long time before two sails split and she righted.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Page 4,

mar29

E. !•>
of the U. S. S.

Newport,
crew

of absence

and Made Sure*

Prices of horses.

Office,

on

PRICE THREE

HE HAD A SYSTEM

Sim ROSE m RUISS

Ends Until the

Her Beam

Sails Split.

Decoration Day.
Weather indications.
General telegraph news.

DOW &

52S5Si»HMi

PAGES.

JAMESTOWN’S PERIL.

MR. BLAINE IS WELL.

Page L

DOW &

PRESS.

STRIKERS LOSING

Contractors Said in New

HEART.

York

To

Be

Steadily Gaining Ground.
New Yop.k, May 27.—The situation in
the street paving strike this morning indicated that the contractors are steadily
gaining ground in the struggle of the National Paving Cutters’ Union against the
New England Contractors’ Association.
An increased gang of non-union pavers
was put to work this morning and
all
union men were refused places. By next
week it was stated today, all the jobs
which are now stopped will be resumed
with big gangs of non-union men whom
the contractors will import into the city.
The pavers acknowledge the contractors
have a little the best of them, but declare they will not abandon their fight,
and are confident of success in the end.
The union granite cutters have also received a severe set back in that a great
many of the union quarrymen have returned to work.

THE END COMING.
Indications that the British haw Mahers
Will

Soon Adjourn.

its intentions

in

regard

to

the termination of the session.
He did not wish to retard business,
but the House felt that the time was approaching when such a declaration of
the government’s intention could be reas-

onably expected.
He did not, he added, desire to press
the government to name a particular day

for the dissolution of the House and declared that he was not so anxious for the
early arrival of the day as that. An explicit statement on the course of the business should be made, so as to enable the
House to form a judgment and make arrangements to the advantage of the members without distinction of party.
Mr. Balfour agreed with Mr. Gladstone
that an appropriate occasion might early
be found to make the declaration he desired. He must, however, defer until a
better occasion any statement in behalf
of the government regarding the matter.
Mr. Labouchere said he did not think
the House felt much indebted to Mr.
Balfour for the information he had fur-

nished. [Laughter.]
The Post this morning says:
“We
think that the statements which were
made yesterday by Mr. Gladstone and
Mr. Balfour foreshadow an arrangement
between the two sides of the House of
Commons to secure an early closing of
the present session of Parliament.”
To Hold Knox

seated the

following

order of exercises

will be given:

London, May 27.—In the House of
Commons last night Mr. Gladstone said
that the time was opportune to ask the
government

Headquarters Chief Marshal, )
Memorial Day, 1892.
t
Orders. No. 1;
Having been appointed Chief Marshal by the
joint memorial commission for the observance
of Memorial Day, the following is published for
the information aud guidance of all organizations and persons interested. All the
organizations taking part in the pa :ade will be guided
by this order without further orders.
Comrades George Ft French of Bosworth
Post, John D. Williams of Thatcher Post, and
Robert L. Whitcomb of Shepley Camp, S. of V.,
are hereby appointed aids to the Chief Marshal,
and will be obeyed aud respected
accordingly.
The military companies comprising the scort
will make their own
organization as In former
and
will report to the Marshal, on Middle
years,
street, junction of Free street, at 2.15 o’clock
p. m. Chandler’s Band will report to the officer
commanding the escort, at the head of Plum
street, at 2 o’clock p. m. The platoon of police
will also report at same time and place.
Bosworth Post, No. 2, will report to the Marshal ,on. Pree street, right resting on Middle
street, at 2.16 o’clock. Thatcher Post will report on Middle street, right on the junction of
Free and Middle streets, at 2.15 o’clock, and at
the same time Shepley Camp, Sons of Veterans,
whl form m line in front of their quarters on
Middle street and await orders.
Carriages with disabled veterans mav take
position on Middle street, on the left of Thatclier Post, and there await orders.
The procession will be made up in the following order, aud will move promptly at 2.30
o’clock p, m.
Platoon of Police.
Chief Marshal and Aids.
Chandler’s Baud.
Military Escort.
American Cadet Band.
Bosworth Post, No. 2, Department of Maine,
G. A. R,, Commander Charles FI. Jordan.
Thatcher Post. No. Ill, Department of Maine,
G. A. R., Commander Joslah
Simpson.
Shepley Camp, Sons of Veterans, No. 4, Captain Frank B. W. Welch.
Carriages with Disabled Comrades.
The cclumn will move over the following
route: Middle street to Excchange street, to
Federal street, to Franklin street, to Cumberland street, to High str eet, to
Congress street,
down Congress street to Monument square,
where the column will be massed about tho
monument and the monument decorated with
aiipropriate exercises, thence to City Hall,
where the escort will be dismissed, and veteran
organizations proceed into City Ball for the afternoon exercises, where seats will be reserved
for them.
Charles D. Clark,
Chief Marshal.
After the veterans and audience are
General.

Music.Chandler’s

Band

Prayer-• .Eev. A.H. Wright
yocal Music.Shaw’s Quartette
Introductory Remarks.Col. C. B. Clark

Address....Maj.

S. W. Thaxter
Vocal Music...Shaw’s Quartette
Keller’s American Hymn.
Address....Hon. W. L. Putnam
\ ocal Music.Shaw’s Quartette
Our Flag is There.
Address..Rev. Matt S. Hughes
Hymn—America.Audience and Band
Benediction.

MEMORIAL DAY SPEAKERS.
More

Than

a

Hundred Orators Will Speak
in Maine.

The Memorial Day orator has usurped
the place that the Fourth of July orator
once held.
On Monday, more than an
hundred orators will speak from Maine

platforms.

Following

is a

partial list

of

them:
Hugusta—Hon. H. M. Heath, Augusta.

Lord. Rockland.
Aldrich. Hermon.
Auburn—Rev. C. A. Havden. Auburn,
Athens—Rev. C. A. Laughton, Solon.
Bryant’s Pond—Hon. Sidney Perham.
B ooks—J. O. Johnson, Esq., Liberty.
Bucksport—Rev. William Forsyth.
Boothbay—Rev. C. B. Crane, Newcastle.
Bluehill—Rev. J. F. Haley, Bucksport.
Ruckfleld—Rev. B. F. Lawrence.
Bethel—Colonel A. S. Bangs, Augusta,
Bingham—Rev. G. M. Hamilton, Solon.
Blame—Rev. E. C. Thompson, Bridgewater.
M.
Appleton—Herbert
Abbott—Rev. R. H.

(CONTINUED ON

SECOND

PAGE.)

County Offenders.

Rockland, May 27.—The county commissioners let the contracts today for the
new county jail on the court house lot.
The Pauly Jail Building Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, will do the steel w*>rk, cages,
&c., for $6500. The structure itself will
be of brick, with stone trimmings, and
W. H. Glover & Co. of Rockland have
the contract for $9,600.
In Boston

Play

Houses.

I

Boston, May 27.—Charles F. Atkinson
is to retire from the management of the

Columbia theatre and become the sole
manager of the Bowdoin Square theatre.
William Harris withdraws from the
Bowdoin Square management and with
Isaac B. Rich and Charles Froliman will
manage the Columbia.
Mrs. Lucy A. Boardman has 'riven
to the city of
Xew llaven,
a manual training school,

$30,000
G't., for

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder.
Hlghestof
all in leavening strength.— Latest United State*

Government Food licport.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall SLN.

The National League Standin.

PlAYED ALL ARODAD THE1I

Won.

Per
Lost Played, cent.

Boston. 23

Brooklyn.

Chicago.

Portlands Distinguished Themselves
Shutting Out Lowells.

Cincinnati.
Cleveland.

Pittsburg.

9
10
13
15
14
16
15

20
Id
18
18
17
16

Louisville.
New York. 15

16

Philadelphia. 14
12
Washington.

18
17
23

St. Louis. 10
Baltimore.
8
The

AI’GCIRE GAVE THE

GAME AWAY

FOR THE LEWISTOJf BOYS.

AIcGunnigle
Downed

Played Alone
League

His

Brockton

Boys
Rain

at

Salem—On National

Diamonds—Portland

men's Scores in the

Militia-

Contest for Creed-

moor.

shut out for the first time

this afternoon.

splendid game
ells showed a

work.

(56.6
58.0
54.5
56 3

The

at home

The Portlands

61 6
48 3

437
41.3
30 3
25.8

Militia Marksmen.

Augusta, May 27.—The

shoot of the
riflemen closed this
afternoon.
Twenty-seven men shot and 14 scores
were made better than 81.
Col.
W.
Scott Choate and Lieut. J. A. Fairbanks
made the best scores, 80 each.
The
other first regiment contestants scored
as follows:
Captain D. W. Lovejoy, F
IstKegt. 29
27
25
81
Lieut, Sederquest, A, 1st
Eegt,.
16
17
26
59
Charles Baker, A, 1st
Eegt..
.. 27
23
22
72
Corp. W. W. Cookson, B,
1st Eegt. 27
17
32
76
W. F. Cummings, G, 1st
Eegt. 28
27
27
82

played

a

PRICES OF HORSES.

all round while

the Lowsurprising lack of team

How

They Have

Hanged

from

Kings to

Forbes.

score:
PORTLANDS.
R.

AB.

Annis, If.

E.

TB. PO.

Rogers, lb. 4
Burns, rf. 4
Clymer, 2b.. 4
Johnson, ss. 4
Klobedanz, p..... 4
Platt, c. 4
Totals.37

5

12

10

AB.

Day,

.-

R.

B.

0
0
0
0

0

4
4
4
4

TB. PO.

0
0
0

0

0

0
3
1

0

0
2

1
0
0

0

A.

E.

0
1114

0
1
0
2

0

0

Hart, ss.
1
1
Hawes, lb.,
0
0
Cull, 2 b.
■Whitney, 3b. soil
Reagan, rf. 3 O O 0
Gulnasso, c. 3 0 O O
McCauley, c.f. 3 0 0.0
1
Ruddarham, p.... 2 0 1
Totals.30

E.

0
0
0

IS "l j

27

LOWELLS.

If..

A.

1
2
2
3
0
0
0
1
1112
2
2
2 11
0
1
l
0
1
3
4
2
0
0
0
0
o
0
01
0
2
3
5

4

Kirmes, 3b. 6
J. O’Brien, cf. 4

11
2

o
4

220
0
9
2
0

0
2
o

11

0
1
0
0

4
4 27 23
4
456789
Portlands.0 0 0 00230 0—6
Lowells.0 000000 00—0
umpire—Gray. Time— 1 hour, 40 minutes.
Attendance—700. Earned runs—Portlands, 3.
Two base hits—Platt, Clymer.
Sacrific hits—
Rogers. Burnes, Johnson. Stolen bases—Annis, O’Brien 2, Rogers, Burns, Platt, O’Brien.
First base on errors—Portlands, 2; Lowells, 1.
Struck out—Day. Hart, Guinnasso. Rudderham,
Kirmiss 4, Rogers, Burnes, Klobedanz, Platt.

Innings.1

2

0

3

M’GUIRE GAVE IT AWAY.
How the

Lewistons Lost the Game at Paw-

or

more

or

complete than

The earliest account on record of a
notable price for a horse is in the very
ancient Book of I. Kings, according to
which, about 1600 years B. C.. in the
most prosperous portion

of his reign,
King Solomon imported one from Egypt,
for whioh he paid 150 shekels of silver.
The fact of this price being recorded, in
connection with the amount paid for a
chariot and other very lavish expenditures, certainly indicates that, low as it
appears in comparison with the prices of
Sunol, St. Blaise and Arion of the present
day, this was the highest price which
had been paid up to that time, though it
would amount to but an equivalent of
$79.50 of our money. However, it is not
probable that the best of that day were
any larger or much better, at least in
many respects, than the mustangs or
bronchos, for which such a price as King
Solomon paid for his Egyptian horse
WfllllH Tinw hmr flirt
hcef
vorw

the uses of horses have been few, as was
then the case, prices have always been
and still are low.
Six hundred years
later, Xenophon, who commanded the
Greek forces on that famous expedition,
after Cyrus had fallen, and who afterward in his “Anabasis” gave so much
curious and interesting information, in-

published.

a

the best

Hamill, If.
Conuoghton, c.
Jordan, cf.
Cronin, lb.
Duggan, ss.
Mather. 2b.
McGuirk, 3b.

0
0
o
o
1
1

well or better illustrate the advance.
When Robert Bonner in 1884 paid $40,000 in cash for the champion
trotting
mare Maud S., it was a
price which had
never

been exceeded for any horse in

America, and the prediction was then
quite general that this prince of purchasQuinlan, rf
0
ers would probably not
buy many more,
Clare, p.
0
that no other would take Ms place, and
Totals.41 13 12 15 27 29
2
that such a price was not
likely to be
LEWISTON'S.
again paid.
AB. It.
B. TB. PO. A. E.
Not very long after, the writer was
Malien. 2b. 4 ~0
0
O
2
0
1
present and saw Bell Boy sold at auctiou
1
boxy, «'. 3
1
1
5
1
0 for more than $50,000, which so far ex* ook, If. 4
o
0
O
4
1
0
ceeded the price paid for a trotting horse
1
Lezotte, lb. 2
0
0
6
0
0
in any
A. Lezotte. rf. 4
country, that many actually
0
0
o
0
O
0
11 ickey, ss. 2
doubted
the sale being genuine, and
1
1
2
0
3
3
0
Douahue, c......... 3
0
0
6
0
1
prominent
papers reported that only a
0
0
Maguire,p. 2
0
0
5
0
portion of this amount was cash.
0
Keefe, P.. 1
0
0
0
2
0
However, the truth in relation to that
0
1
2
McCormick, 3b.... 3
4
0
2
sale now stands unquestioned, that $51,Totals. 28
3
3 1 27 12 1 000 was the amount of cash
actually paid,
Innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
and as five services were
reserved, that
Pawtuckets.1 o"~ 5 O 2 0 5 0 0—13 was equivalent to $2500 more, so that
Lewistons.,.o 2100000 0—3 actually the famous colt brought $53,500.
Umpire—Mulcahey. Time—2 hours. Earned Unfortunately, Bell Boy was destroyed
cTwo-base lilts—Hickey,
??n£~Piiwhlukets>
fire after having completed only one
McCormick.
Connoghtou, Cronin, McGuire. by
Sacrifice hits—A. Lezotte, Donahue, Jordan, season, consequently there was an actual
stolen bases—Keay, J. Lezotte,
Connoghtou, loss of a few thousand dollars from that
Jordan, McGuire.
First base on balls—by purchase, though had he lived
Clare: Keay, J. Lazotte: by McGuire:
long
Hamill,
to have completed the
Jordan, Duggan 2. McGuire, enough
engageCpunoghtOB,
ments for his services which
Keefe:
.........

*

5
J
1
2
o
0
5
3
2
3
6
5
4
l
l
l
o
o
6
1
4
6 13
2
4
2
1
1
3
2
6
1
O
0
2
3
41
1
2
15
5
11110
3
1
1
l
l 12

0

Clare; by
Jordan, Clare. First base on
errors—Pawtuckets, 4; Lewistons, 2. Hit bv
pitched ball-by Clare: J. Lezotte, Hickey.

had been
Ms death, there
would have been a handsome profit from
Passed bails—Donohue 2. Double plays—Mc•his purchase, proving clearly
Guire, Mather and Cronin.
enough that
the price paid for Mm was, after all, no
more then a fair commercial value.
Brocktons, 5; Manchesters, 3,
The history of Bell Boy’s
bringing the
Brockton, Mass., May 27.—Brockton highest price is much the same as that of
George M. Patchen and other famous
won today through superior team work.
horses which preceded him, and
Attendance 200.
high
as any price has been, some other has
Innings.1 23466879
brought not long after a still greater
Brocktons.0 0 1
1

2

O

1

0

5
0—3
x~

Manehestcrs-1 2000000
Base hits—Brocktons, 8; Machesters. 10. Errors-Brocktons, 4; Manchesters, 5.
Batteries
—Lincoln and Cotter, Roclio and Barry.
At

Salem.

Ike

Woonsocket-Salem game
postponed on account of rain.
New England League
Standing.

was

Per
Lost. Played cent.

entered at the time of

pi IOC.

The very sensational sale following

that

of

Bell

Boy

was

that of

Axtefi

almost immediately after lie made his

wonderful three-year-old record of 2.12
for $105,000. Many then claimed that it
was not probable so
high a pr ice was
actually paid, and when, several months
after, in connection with the assessment
of taxes on this famous young horse, the

point was raised, a false report was
widely circulated that the actual purchase price was really much less,
611
E6!3 like the previous cases, that has still,
now
56.3 been settled
beyond a question, and what
56.3
is
this
horse
has
more,
47 0
already provena
29A profitable investment, showing that from
27.7 a dollars and cents standpoint the
price
paid was really Done too high.
Yesterday's League Games.
Since then a two-year-old has beaten
The following games were played in this record, and the most sensational
trotting record ever made now stands as
the National League yesterday:
thatofArion, two-year 2. lOf. His subAT WASHINGTON.
sale for $125,000, though greater
Washingtons.0 0000131 1—6 sequent

Won,
Woonsocket. 11
Manchester. 11
Lowell.
9
kaleni
0
Portland..
0
Brockton.
8
Lewiston.
5
Pawtucket.
5

6
7
7
7
7
9
12
13

—.

68~7

10
18
36
16
16
17
17
18

Pittsburgs.0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0—4
Base hits—Washingtons. 34; Pittsburgs, 6.
Errors—Washingtons, 5; Pittsburgs, 3. Batteries—Knell and Milligan, Galvin and Mack.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Cincinnatis.5

2000

0

10

x—

8

Philadelphia.00400200 0—6
Base hits—Philadelphias. 9;
Cincinnatis, 18.
Errors—Phlladelphias, 3; Cincinnatis, 1. Batteries—Keele and Clements; Mullaue and
Murphy.
AT NEW YORK.

Chicagos.1 0000030

x—

4

New Yorks....!..0 0 1 0 o o o 0 0— 1
Base hits—New Yorks. 3; Chicagos, 8
Er
rors-New Yorks, 2; Chicagos, 2. RatteriesKmg and Field, Luby and Schriver.
AT BROOKLYN.

St. Louis.O 0

4

1

3

2

4

0

X—13

Brooklyns.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0— 1
Base hits—Brooklyns, 3; Rt. Louis, 13. Errors—Brooklyns, 11; St. Louis, 5. Batteries
—Inks, Kennedy and Kinslow, Gleason aud
Buckley.
AT BOSTON.
Lonisvilles.5 2 0 0 3
Bostons .3 0 0 0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

x—10

0—3
Base bits—Bostons, 7; Lonisvilles, 12. Errors
-Bostons. 4; Louisvilles, 3.
Batteries—Nichols and Bennett, Stratton and Dowse.
AT

BALTIMORE.

First Game.
Clevelands 0 1 10000000 1—3
Baltimores 0100100000 0—2
Base hits—Baltimores, 6: Clevelands. 5. ErBatteries
rors—Baltimores, 5; Clevelands, 3.
—Cobb and Gunson, Young and Zimmer.
Second Game.
Clevelands.0 0 0 3 3 0 0 4 x—10
Baltimores.1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2— 5
Base hits—Baltimores, 9; Clevelands. 11. ErBatteries
rors—Baltimores, 6; Clevelands, 11.
—Buffinton, McMahon and Robinson, Davies
and Zimmer.

than

Age
When
Sale. Sold. Price
of

Name

Record

Arion, 2 years.2.10%
Axtell, 3 years.2.12
Director.2,17
Red Wilkes*.2.40
Anteco.2.16V1
Bell Bov, 3 years...2.19%
Robert McGregor. .2.17%
Stamboul.2.11
Wilton*.2.19V*

Sunol, 5 years.2.08V*
Acolyte.2.21
MaudS.2.08%
Pocahontas.2.26%
Sultan*.2.24

1880
1891

1890
1889
1889
1890
1884
1864
1880
1891

Nancy Hanks, 5 yrs.2.00
Rarus.2,13% 1879
Conductor, 3 years.2.251a 1802
Antevolo, 4 years. .2.19Va 1890
Dexter.2.17% 1867
Goldsmith Maid... .2.14
The King.2.29V*

3
3

$125,000

15

75,000

1802

1880
1802
1801
1891

1890
1890
1870

105.000

60.000

17
12
4
2<>
8
9
3
16
10
5
14
5
12
5
9
9
13
16
4
8

55,000
51,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
41,000
40,000
40,0'O
40,000
40,000
38,000

36,000

35,000
35,000
35,000
32.000

31,000

Blackwood, 3 yrs...2.31
Jay Gould.2.21% 1872
Lady Thorn.2.18% 1870 14
Princes Wilkes.2.14% 1889
8
Ralph Wiikes, 2
1892

years.2.18

Smuggler.2.15% 1873
Pancoast.2.21% 1886
Gov. Sprague.2.20% 1876
Patron, 5 years
2.14V* 1887
—

Constantine:.2.19%

Mascot.
Alcazar, 0 years. ..2.20%
Gen. Benton.2.34%
Geo. M. Patchen.. .2.23Va
Baby McKee (Athe)
Jerome Eddy.2.16%

Macey.2.19%
Piedmont.2.17%
Wedgewood.2.19
Belsire.

1802

1889
1800
1878

I860
1892

Harry Wilkes.2.13%
Russia.2.29%
j-rauiuj.i.10

72

-lOiJiS

l)

Evangeline.2.19
Miss Alice.2.17%

1892

4
7
7
8
15
7
0
5
6
7

Epaulet.2.19
Nutwood.2.18%
Sam Purdy.2.20%

Alfouso.

1892
1891
1890

1871
1886
1886

1876
1891
1881
1880
1800

Clingstone.2.14
Edward.2.10
Edward Everett....2.48
Irvington.

1880

Lady Maud.2.18% 1872
Lulu.2.15
1875
Rosalind.2.21% 1872
St. Julieu.2.11% 1875
Socrates.2.34% 1870

Startle.2.36
Allandorf.

1870

Alcyone.2.27
Johnson (pi.2.06
Westmont (n)*_2.13%
Aublne.2.19%

1885
1884

Palatka.

30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
28,000
27,500

27,000
27,000
26,000

25.800
25,000
25,000
25.0U0
25.000
25,000

1883
1890 lo
1882 11
1887 16

1890
1888
1889

Voodoo.
Happy Medium.. ..2.23%

30,000
30,000

3
7
9
5
5
5
2
7
10
11
2
8

1
3
2
8
6
16
10
5
6
8
14
10
5
11
7
*3
4
3
8
8
7
12
8
12
5

Re-election.2.27%

1891
1887

1891

1892

Darby.2.16% 188<>
Lucy.2.18% 1972

25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000

24,000
24,100
22,600

22,500
22,000
22,000
22,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

20,000
20,000
20.000

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

20,000
20,000
18,000
18.000
18.000
J

Grafton.2.22%
Prospect Maid.2.23%

1868
1889

1875

Rosalind Wilkes.. .2.14%

1889
1891
1890
1890

Worth.
Simmoeolon.2.19

1888
1892
1891

Wilkie Collins.

Woodnut.2.16%
Norval.2.17%

Zoraya.
Auburn Horse.2.20%

Mars Marshall... .2.12%
Chimes, 3 years....2.30%
Electioneer.
Election Bell.
Commoneer..
Lancelot.
Houri.2.17%

18»o
1865
1892

1886
1877
1888
1892

1890
1891

Wellesley Boy.2.26% 1875
Alcantara.2.23

1881

Lady Wellington...2.25% 1890

Trinket.2.14.
Stanza.2.28
Rosa Wilkes.2.18%
Pawnee.
Kentucky Prince...
Mambrtno Bertie...

Position.2.22%
Margaret S. 3 yrs...2.12%

1888
1892

1883
1891
1878

1871
1892
1982

4
7
10
7
15
15
8
8
6
2
4
4
8
7
2
11
1
6
3
7
8
6
8

17,000

17,000

MaudMacey.2.27%

1877
1888

1]

1890
1890
1891
1892
1888

2
6
7
2
5

Reverie...,.

Suisun.2.18%
Susie S., 5 yrs.2.15%

Bellflower.2.24%
Roy Wilkes (p).... 2.0814
*% at rate

13,000

15,100
15,000

16.000
15,000
15,000
15,000

16,000

16,000

15,000
15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

18,000
15,000
15,000

14,600
13,600
13,100
13,000

12,850
12,000
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,000
12,000
12 000

12,000
12,000
11,000

1869

11,000
11,000

10,700
10,600
10,250
10,250
10,000
10,000

5
(1

10.000

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
in.ooo
19 000

10,000

12.01% with mate.

From the above table it
appears that,
previous to 1870, only seven had been
sold for $10,000 or more, six of which
had been purchased by Mr. Bonner. The
average price for these seven was $22,571.
From 1870 to 1879 inclusive there were

Bath—Hon. A. M. Spear, Gardiner.
Bridgton—Rev (’ E Cook.
Buxton Centre—Hon. .John H. Fogg, Portland
Blddeford—Ex-Governor Frederick Robie,

Gorham.
Caatine— George H. Witberlee, Esq.
Caribou—Rev c W Foster, Caribou.

Margaret C. lluuter, Cher-

Cherryficid—Mrs

ryfield.
Cornish—E c Milliken.
China Village—Rev W. L. Brown, Clinton.
Paris.
Dlxfleld-cflonel a. 8. Austin.
Dover—Rev. H. R. Mitohell, Dover.

can

Horse-Breeder.

Why Not This Way as

Well

as

the Other?

AUCTION SALES.
BY F. O.

BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS

STOCK OF GRGCERTesT FANCY GOODS, &c

TUESDAY, MAY 31st, AT 2 O'CLOCK, P. M„
having sold as high in any manner
shall sell the stock of the late Daniel
up to that time; still only three years later WE Coffin, No. 117 Congress street, consistit was surpassed by the sale of Doncasing of Groceries, Tea. Coffee. Molasses, Soap,
Spices, Extracts. ( aimed Goods, Cream Tartar
ter for $70,000.
Some 12 years after,
Beans, Wooden Ware. Fancy Goods,
Ormonde brought $75,000, and only a few \inegar,
Notions. Hardware, Nails, Crockery and Glass
months ago all previous
prices for Ware. Store Fixtures, Show Cases, Platform
thoroughbreds were surpassed by tiie and Counter Scales, &c &c., &<:.
my25-dtd
sale of St. Blair, on this side of the
water, at auction, for $100,000
F.
CO
ever

_

In order to show the marked advance
in price mentioned above we give the following list of the highest prices which
we can recall
as having been paid
for
trotters, with the date of the sale and the
of
tiie
the
horse at
time. While we
age
do not expect this list, which is
designed

include all trotters

having brought

O.

EASLEY 8s.

Auctioneers and Commission Merelia?.'
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
mar 14

C.

W.ALLi;
citf

Friday

crops’ planted. The ex-senator has always loved the woods and fields and
meadows, and since his retirement from
office he has devoted a considerable pori

We

1

and

Saturday.

best
sell
oar
‘BIARRITZ” Kid Cloves at
shall

quality

79

CENTS r»ER. PAIR.

Colors Tan, Brown, Slate and Black.
Sizes from 5 1-2 to 6 3-4.

THIS SALE IS FOR TWO DAYS ONLY.

MiLLETT, EVANS & CO.,
,517 Congress

my27

Street.
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Presque Isle.
Desert—Hon A. P- Wisweli, Ellsworth.
Alonson—Rev. S. C. Fletcher. Dexter.
Monmouth—Rev. W. G Wade.
North Alison—Dr. George M. Twitchell, Au-

Mapleton—Judge Smith.
Mt.

gusta.

Norridgewock—Rev.

gan.

E. L. House, Skowhe-

Newfield—Capt. Edwards.Morris,

Blddeford.

Newcastle—Rev. G. A. Chapman, Litchfield.
Norway—Rev. M. K. Mabry, Kumford.
North Brewer—D. A. Robinson, Bangor.
North Whitefield—H. E. Webster, Damaris-

cotta.
Oakland Col. John P. Cilley, Rockland.
Old Town—Rev. F. C. Andrews. Old Town.
Pembroke—Rev. L. Walter Phillips.
Phillips—Rev. C. E. Tedford.
Pittsfield—Lieut. ,J. J. Chase, Turner.
Peru—Wm. J. Mayburv, Springvale.
Presque Isle—F. M. Eveleth, Esq., Presque
Isle.
Ranaoipn—Eev. V. E. mils, Randolph.
Rockland—Rev. J. H. Parshley, Rockland.
Rockport—Hon. S. L. " iller, Waldoboro.
Richmond—Rev. E. E. Wheeler, South Boston, Mass.
Rumford—W. S. Robinson of Hartford.
Sprague’s Mills—Hon. H. O. Perry, Fort Fairfield.
South Gardiner—F. J. Buker, Richmond.
Strong—Major S. Clifford Belcher, Farmington.
South Paris—Hon, L. X.
Carleton, Win-

throp.
Sidney—Howard Owen, Esq., Augusta.

Saco—Rev. S. J. Hauscom, Boothbay Harbor.
Sumner—Hon. Samuel W. Lane, Augusta.
Skowhegan—Rev. E. H. Hallock, Waterville.
Springfield—Hon. Edward Wiggins, Maysville.
South China—H. H. Fossett, Riverside.
Turner—Rev. C. A. Southard, St. Albans.
Union—Eev. E. Owen, Boothbay.
Vienna—Rev. 1’. Starbird, West Farmington.
Winn—Capt. H. H. Fairbanks, Bangor.
West Gardiner—Rev. A.S. Ladd, Auburn.
Winslow—L. C. Cornish, Esq., Augusta.
Windsor—Rev. G. B. Chadwick, Ellsworth.
Waterville—Major J. H. H. Hewett, Thomaston.
Winthrop—Rev. C. W. Porter, Winthrqp.
West Buxton—Rev. W. S. Mclntire, Biddcford.
Warren—Rev, S. H. Emery.
Waldoboro—Col. L. D. Carver, Rockland.
Westbrook—Hon- H. H. Burbank, Saco.
Washburn—Rev. I. H. Lidstone.
.Yarmouth—Rev. Lauriston Reynolds, Yarmouth.
Thatcher Post G. A. K.

The following order has been Issued:
Hdqrs. Thatcher post, G. A. E.,)
Portland, Me., May 27,1892. J

General Order No: 1.
For the customary observance of Memorial

Sunday the Post will assemble at Thatcber
Post Hall on May 29th at 9.30 a. m. It will

then march from thence to St. Lawrence street
church, Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor, to attend
divine worship.
Comrades are requested to wear regulation
uniform with white gloves. All soldiers and exsailors, whether members of the G. A. R. or not,
are cordially Invited to attend service with us.
For the observance of Memorial Day the
Post will assemble on May 30th, at 8 a. m.
sharp, wearing, if possible, G. A. R. uniforms
with side arms.
At 8 a. m. the line will be formed and march
to the Lincoln ttree where prayer will be ofiered and music given by Hie band; thence march
to the <larfleld tree; thence to Eastern Cemetery
where the graves will be decorated, followed by
prayer, and: appropriate music by the band.
Barges will then be taken f or Forest City
Cemetery where the graves will be decorated
and appropriate services held, consisting of
prayer, addresses, recitations and singing.
At 1.30 p.m. the line will be formed and the
Post will take part in the parade and services
at the monument and at City HalL

By commander,

George C. Hopkins,

Josiah Simpson.

Adjutant.
w*

vauipi

Commander Frank B. Welch and Sergeant W. A. Olson of Shepley Camp, S.
of V., have issued a general order relating to Memorial Day. Members of the
camp are directed to assemble at headquarters at 2 p. m. tomorrow in full uniform to attend divine service at Congress
street M. E. church.
Monday they will assemble at headquarters at 8 a. m. in full uniform to as-

Decorations for Evergreen.
Persons having special decorations for
Evergreen Cemetery, should leave them
at Bosworth Post Hall, 44 Free street, as
Bosworth Post decorates all graves at

How the Drnmflsh Drums.

An ingenious device invented by a horse
for adding to the comfort and
beauty of
a man while
exercising,—Life.

FOR TWO DAYS ONLY!

Daggett.
Milo—Rev. E. F. Pember, Rangor.
Madison—Rev. C. S. Cummings, Rockland.

Evergreen Cemetery.

paid.

Though the history of the American
trotter, scarcely yet recognized as a distinct breed, is limited to comparatively a
short time, that of the thoroughbred
covers a period of some 200 years, and
gives a better field for judging whether
prices on the whole are actually on
the increase or not, and the showing
there is very similar to that of the trotter.
Twenty years ago Blair Athol bronght
12,500 guineas, equivalent to about $62,500, whi%h was a higher price than any
other had brought at public sale, ancl
there is no record or claim of any other

Atchison, Kan.

[Special Correspondence.]
Atchison, May 26.—Before he sails
for Europe, which he will do in a few
weeks, ex-Senator John J. Ingalls, who
is now a farmer, expects to have his

J T. Crosby, Brewer.
Etna-O. A. Tuell, Esq.. Augusta.
East Corinth—Hugh H. Chaplin, Bangor.
East Sumner—Hou Samuel W. Lane, Augusta
East Machias—John F. Lynch, Esq., Machias.
East Wilton—F L Noble, Esq., Lewiston.
Farmington—Maior H. S. Meieher, Portland.
Fryeburg—General C. F- Mattock, Portland.
Fairfield—Dr. A E. Farnham.
Guilford—Rev. John Tlnllng.
Gardiner—Lieutenant Frank R. W'iggln, Bangor.
Gorham—Rev B L Whitman. Portland.
Hallowell—Rev c W. Towiie, Auburn.Hermon Dr. R b’ Miller of Rockland,
nampden—Prof, Allen E. Rogers of the Maine
State College, Orono.
Kittery—Gen. John J. Perry, Portland.
Lincoln—Rev. W T. Johnson, Round Pond.
J.ovell—Hon. J s Hobbs. Litchfield.
Litchfield—Rev .J F. Leland, Augusta.
Livermore Falls-Rev. 0. A. Southard, St. Albans.
Kenduskeag—Dr D. A. Robinson, Bangor.
Lewiston—Col. French, New York, and F. J.

was ever

1

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ellsworth—Rev

sist in decorating graves, and again at 1
)three years, 2.18), Starlight (two years,
m. for
parade, to assist in decorating
2.26i), etc., which are entitled to a place p.
in the above list, but of which the prices the Soldiers’ monument and to attend
have not yet bean made public.—Ameri- the exercises in
City fjall.

paid for any herself anv
in
breeding,
has
any
country,
really not occasioned as much comment
as many of the others, and has not once
been questioned, it having been, in fact,
generally reported and believed to have
been even $25,000 higher then
actually

to

Near

(CONTINUED EBOM FIRST PAGE.)

25, the

average being over $20,000, and
the average for the seven highest of $26,500. During the next nine years, namely. from 1880 to 1888 inclusive, 28 brought
an average of about
$20,000, the seven
highest averaging $27,500. Since that
time 65 have been sold at an average of
over $27,500, 28 of them havinsr been sold
m 1889 and
1890, while 37 have been sold
during the past 15 months at from $10,000 to $126,000 each. During these last
four years the seven highest have
brought
an average of nearly $75,000.
This is certainly a wonderful increase
in high prices, and there are undoubtedly several others, such as Mont Eose

MISCELLANEOUS.

FARMER INGALLS.
How the Ex-Senator Manages His Earns

12,500

5
9
2
8
3
3
6
9

1889
1886 10

Favorite Wilkes.. .2.24%

17,000
17,000
16.009
16,000
10,000
16,000

13

Anse'.2.20
Amelia C.2.1914
Joe Elliot.....

Q,WU

18,000
17,500
17,000

Oliver K.2.16% 1887
Little BrownJug (p). 2.11% 1881
Lady Bullion.2.16% 1890
1890'
Edgemark, 4 yrs....2.16
Edwin Forrest.2.18
1878
1;
Parana.2.19% 1890
Favorite Wilkes....2.24% 1888 11
Electioneer (.Campbell’s).2.16% 1892 6
Palo Alto Belle,
3 years.2.22% 1892
6
Alma Mater.
1889 17
Almont. 4 tears.... 2.30% i 875 11
Barnhart, 3 years: 2.22% 1892
5
Cecilian.2.22
1892
3
Annorean.2.26% 1892
2
1889

inMPAmDmvE

previously

Date

mojt excellent description of
horses, mentions selling one to
Pawtucket, IS. I., May 27.—McGuire Senthes, the Thracian, for
50 danks,
gave the game to Pawtucket in the third which would be equivalent to a little
inning today, when on five bases on balls over $125. It is not possible to give a
and Cronin’s double, Pawtucket scored list of top prices from that time to the
present, or even any great number of
five runs. Attendance 150.
The score:
early prices, but instances nearer at hand Bosque Bonita.2.18%
KETS.PAWTUC
with which all are familiar will
quite as Bruno.2.29%
Favonia.2.15
An. n. IB. TB. PO. A. E.
cluding

tucket.

list

any

51.5

....

Lowell, Mass., May 27.—The Lowells
were

71 8

state

Alanchesters—The

and
the

23

32
30
31
33
32
33
31
31
32
20
33
31

more, will prove absolutely
free from errors, we have
verified most of these prices, and are
quite sure it is more accurate and far

$10,000

complete

At a meeting of the Berlin Physiological society Professor Moebius described
a most peculiar
specimen of the finny
tribe—Baliste aculeatus—the drnmfish.
They are found only in the waters of the
harbor of Mauritics, and when caught
and held in the hand they emit a most
“striking” noise—a sound resembling
that produced by tapping the head of a
tenor drum. A careful examination of
this strange creature fails to reveal any
movement of the mouth, the only morion observable being just behind the
gill slit, where a continuous vibration of
the skin may be seen. The portion of
the skin which vibrates stretches from
the clavicle to the bronchial arch. This
is provided with four
large bony plates
and lies just over the air or “swim bladder.”
Behind the clavicle is a curiously

shaped long bone, which is attached, by
the middle to the clavic muscle in such

a

manner

arms.

as

The

to form a lever with two

arm of this horny lever
imbedded in the ventral trunk muscles and is
capable of easy movement tc
and fro. The 6hort arm slides
during
tins movement
over the rough inner
side of the clavicle, which
gives rise to

is

a

long

cracking noiso

heard at a

Louis

which

distance of

Republic,

can be plainly
twentv feet.—St

JOHN J. INGALLS.

tion of his time to them. His farm, a
500 acre tract, is on Walnut creek, five
miles south of Atchison, and he drives
out at regular intervals to superintend
the planting of crops, or such other
work as may he in hand. The farm is a
model in every respect. The owner
knows every person about the place,
and as he trudges around addresses
them by their first names. Some of his
men address him familiarly as “John/’
He is a favorite among the children of
his laborers.
The ex-senator also owns a thirty acre
tract just across the road from his palatial residence, which is situated on a
picturesque knoll in South Atchison,
commanding an excellent view of the
city and surrounding country. This
tract has been redeemed from its wild
state and converted into a pasture and
truck farm. The greater portion of it is
given up to blue grass, on which grazes
a herd of sleek cows.
The garden contains almost ten acres, and is planted in
vegetables of every description and
variety. In this garden the orator does
his individual farming. He has been
known to hold the plow and use the hoe
in this garden, a sight sufficient to have
attracted a multitude if it had been
previously advertised. The garden is
his pride and the envy of the neighborhood. Not a weed is allowed to grow in
it. The keen eyes of the ex-senator can
detect a weed the moment it appears
above the surface of the ground. The
yield of the garden is very large. Mr.
Ingalls’ hired man is generally the first
to appear on the market with a wagon
load of fresh vegetables when the season
opens, and every morning thereafter
until there is no longer a demand to be

TIE SHREWSBURY TOMATO.
Originally a very fine variety of Bed Apple Tomato, from the high tablelands of
South America, brought to Shrewsbury, N. J., a number of years ago by Mr. E. C.
Hazard, under whose care and fine culture it has been brought to that high degree
Jf perfection which has made it and its products famous throughout the world.
(Ve submit a list of a few fine table articles made up from this base, the Shrewsbury Tomato. They are recognized by connoisseurs everywhere as the finest artiiles of their kind.
Tomato Chutney.
Shrewsbury
“
Chili Sauce.
“
Tomatoes, cold packed, in glass jars.
“
Puree of Tomato, in glass.
44
Tomato Ketchup, (used at the White House).
44
Cove Apple Tomato, in tin, excels all others,
15c per can.
44
Selected Table Tomatoes, in glass.
The latter, in particular, are of unusual excellence, the very finest thing in the
way of Tomato, nothing but the finest Shrewsbury Tomatoes being used and these
selected in the month of August when they are at their very best.
The Tomatoes
we first halved, the excess of water
removed, and then the clear pulp squeezed into
the jars; the jars are then corked and stoppers securely
then
immersed
clamped in,
in hot water and cooked in the jar at a temperature of 240*; in this
way none of the
goodness of the Tomato is allowed to escape; that freshness of flavor which is generally lacking in common goods, and for which these goods are famous, is thus retained.

THE MILLETT
Geo.
my26

C, Shaw & Co.,

supplied.
At this

air of a man who has tilled the soil all
his life. When the garden is at its best
he takes a keen delight in showing it to
visitors. On chilly days he strolls about
his garden wearing the white slouch hat
with which the people of this section
have become familiar, and the long,
gray overcoat which he has worn every
spring and fall for six years. When it
is unbuttoned the flaming red necktie
becomes visible.
Bichard S. Graves.
Two

Famous Bonifaces.

[Special Correspondence.]
Lebanon, 0., May 26.—This old village
is not alone proud of having produced
such an eminent man as Tom Corwin,
but also boasts that two great American
hotel keepers were born here. One of
these is John B. Drake, of the Grand
Pacific, Chicago. He began life humbly
enough, compared with his present position. His first hotel experience was in
the old Williamson tavern on Broadway in Lebanon, an old fashioned building, which is yet standing and used as a
hotel. It was of greater value then than
now, as it was in the days of stages, and
Lebanon was an important station on
the stage route.
Young Drake did
everything as clerk, from helping the
travelers from the stage until he showed
them to their rooms with a tallow candle. He manifested his intuitive knowledge of how to run a hotel to please
very

early.

One day Landlord Williamson told
him to buy some turkeys for the next
day. Young Drake could find none for
sale. Old man Sauser had some, but refused to sell at any price. Williamson,
when told that none could be had, said

Fancy Grocers.
TS&T

oUUlin I

of the year Mr. Ingalls
be found in his garden,
to the laborers with the

season

generally
giving orders

may

STORE,

ANOTHER

STOCK.

We have bought the entire stock of Leather Goods
from the well known firm of J. & B. Jordan, who are
closing their business in this city.
We shall put it on sale Saturday Morning, on the front
counter as you enter the store.
It will be a great opportunity to secure some good
things in Leather Coods.
We call your attention to the following:
3 dozen Pocket Books at 75 cents each, worth
SI.25
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
2
50
|.00
“
“
“
“
“
“
7
“25
50c. & 62c.
“
“
“
“
“
10
Purses
5
15c. & 19c.
“
I
Ladies’ Travelling Bags at 75 cents
each, worth.
SI.50
I lot of Leather Shawl and Shoulder Straps at
12 1-2 cents each, worth.
25c.
2-3 dozen Toilet Sets in Leather Boxes at 75
-----cents each, worth
SI.75
In this sale you will find fine goods marked ridiculously low.

x. jdhn TOe i co.
may27_

d2t
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briefly,“Wemusthavetnrkeys.” Young
Drake thought his job depended upon it
and he waited until night, when he stole
out to old man Sauser’s turkey roost and
nabbed several fat gobblers and hens
and surprised Williamson with his enterprise the more when he told how he
got them. When the turkeys were being roasted, young Drake told Sauser
who took his turkeys and then induced
him to take an advance on the market
price. Later on Sauser’s son married
Drake’s cousin, and is living here today.
The landlord is the only one living of
his name in his branch of the Drake

family.
Harvey Bates,
Bates House in

who built tbe famous

Indianapolis

and died

millionaire, was once a poor orphan
boy in Lebanon. He was taken in by
a

farmer, who treated him so
a merchant named
Eddy,
backed up by indignant citizens, made
the old tyrant give the boy np and took
him into his store.
Bates prospered,
went west, became rich and never forgot his benefactor, having been enabled
in later life to help some of the Eddy
family acquire riches and distinction.
F. B. Gessner,
an

old

cruelly that

Japan has 1,100 miles of railroad.

HI

e (UIA

EOSPOSJNO EXTRACT OF

^ta§S-SAR$APAR|
BISTTANCESan competitors, both in quality and prioe.
Simply the
kind
and
and

tion ot

composed entirely of Boot*

Herbs,

Itig the only orenaracontains nothine injurious

SlPJSL1308* delicate system. It is euaranteed to cure SCBOFULA. RHEP.
MATISM, KIDNEY and LIVEB DISEASES, INDIGESTION SICK
HEADACHE, CONSTIPATION, and all diseases of the STOMACH and
BLOOD, Sold by all Druggiats. 128 DOSES, 50
CENTS
ALLEN SARSAPARBLLA CO.,
WOODFORDS. ME.
Branch Office, 125 Broad St., Boston.
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FOR PORTLAND ATHLETES.
Large and Enthusiastic Meeting
New

of

the

The

Association.

City

Government

Election—An

Nathan Clifford.
For two years—Frederick K. Gerrish, Walter
C. Emerson, Theodore C. Woodbury, Stephen
C. Perry, W. S. Eaton.
For one year—John C. Stevens, Edwin H.
York, George D. Band, Charles F. Libby, Edwin F. Vose.

After some discussion as to the finances
of the club, the meeting adjourned.
The Yacht Club Cruise.

pretty nasty in the harbor yesterday afternoon, the time set by Commodore Bray for the annual cruise of the
was

Portland Yacht Club. The clouds were
thick and heavy and occasional showers
came down with a will. The Preble, Mr.
Isaac C. Atkinson’s elegant steam yacht,
was gracefully rising and falling at her
dock while the workmen put the last
touches on the new engine, and when she
win

aiiT

ntn

tli n

Tv o

in readiness for the

cViA

cruise.

land, Commodore Bray’s

ifOO

oil

The Mait-

steam

yacht,

anchored out in the channel, with
the fleet captain directing the signalling
On the other
by the quartermasters.
yachts all was hurry Jand preparation.
Boats were moving about, loaded with
supplies for the various yachts, and the
windows and balcony of the club house
were filled with on-lookers.
At 3.30 o’clock the Maitland fired the
starting gun and, quick as a flash, turned
on her heel and started at a lively pace
down the harbor. The Leila and Clarwas

ence were

fully

as

Appoints Election
Date of Special

quick, although sails,

Ordinance

Aimed

The principal item of business before
the

Deering city government last evening was the appointment of the ballot
and election clerks nominated by the
Republican and Democratic city committees.

The list is

as

Our

follows:

WARD ONE.

Ballot Clerks—Henry F.
Milliken, (Kep.),
John H. Blake. (Dem.)
Election Clerks—Herman W. Lunt, (Rip.),
and Wm. E. Jordan, (Dem.)
Ballot Clerks—Arthur H. Small, (Kep.), and
Martin Curran, Jr., (Dem.)
Election Clerks—Charles H. Curtis, (Kep.),
and Simeon Tracy, (Dem.)

(Rep.), and

K. Seale, (Kep.),
A. McKone, (Dem.)
WARD FOUR.

Ballot Clerks-C. B. Berry, (Kep.), and Geo.
W. Furlong, (Dem.)
Election Clerks-E. P. Pinkham, (Kep.), and
Caleb A. Marsh, (Dem.)
WARD FIVE.

A *3.50 Hat for *2.45
A 3.00 Mat for 1.98
A 2.50 Mat for 1.70
A 2.00 Hat for 1.45
A 1.50 Mat for 1.20

Ballot Clerks—A. C. Bragg, (Rep.), and James
Parker. (Dem.)
Election Clerks—C. B. Dalton, (Kep.), and
Lemuel W. Dyer, (Dem.)
ward six.

Ballot Clerks—P. .1. Lidback, (Kep.), and
Isaac F. Clark, (Dem.)
Election Clerks—F. W. Lombard, (Kep.), and
Edward M. Lang, Jr., (Dem.)
WARD SEVEN.

Ballot Clerks—George W. Johnson, (Rep.),
and John E. Skilling, (Dem.)
Election Clerks—0. G. Chipman, (Kep.), and
Frank F. Starbird, (Dem.)
The

Preliminary Election.

It will be necessary for the new city to
have a preliminary election to choose in
each ward a warden and clerk who may
officiate at the September elections. An
order was introduced last evening, and
had its first reading, that this election be
held Monday, August 8th. The wardens
and clerks who officiate at this preliminary election will be appointed by the
city council.
For

The pupils’ entertainment of the Portland Fraternity opened last evening with
a selection, “Tyrolied,” given with the
zither, guitar and flute by Madame Zimmerman, Miss Yarnum and Mr. Samuel
Johnson, and was followed by an encore.
Mr. George A. Thomas next favored
the audience with “Simon, the Cellarer,”
and as an encore the boys’ old favorite,
“A Jolly Good Hearty Laugh.”
Miss M. W. Laughton, the elocutionist, charmed her hearers by giving, to
Miss Bice’s accompaniment, “The Low

The Republican State Convention in
this city June 21st will be a grand gathering of the G. O. P. The Maine Central
will run special trains from Bangor,
Skowhegan, Farmington and Rockland to
Portland on the morning of the convention, with a one fare ticket.
Chairman Manley has also decided to
make the convention a grand ratification
meeting, and has invited Messrs. McKinley, Frye, Reed, Hale, Dingley, Boutelle
and Milliken to be present.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Saturday Offering

The New Perfection Refrigerator is a rival that is pushing
hard in Maine for public favor.
It is, as the name indicates, new
and it is also as near perfection
as it is possible for the work of
mortal man to be.

WHAT YOU DON’T WANT.
You don’t want

a

Refrigerator

Shoe Department. DressDepartment.

SUITES.

A nice Parlor Set

When You Are Bargain Hunting

will last for

Generally speaking, a
family will get but one, for with
the careful usage that is given it
years.

it is

reason

—

OUR

For

outlasts every other set.
that

THE

IS

a

good

set when you

DEPARTMENT.

New

$2.00 A PAIR.

Perfection!

finishing

circuses $100.
The committee

just

notice

Crockery
Department.

not

got

give
dining
got one,

of the houses at

which you visit—see if

they

j

have

See how nice it

and how bare the

Prices from $12 to $200.

for today and toWe shall offer as a

Department
morrow.

specially tempting inducement,
for 19 cents.
Ladies’ line Hose,
regular
37 l-2ce nt, for 25 cents.
Ladies’ tine Hose, regular 50
cent, for 37 cents.
25 dozen Ladies’ Fast Black,
three pairs for 25 cents.

CHILDREN'S HOSE.
Fast Black, 12 1-2 cents a
pair.
Regular 25 cent for 12 1-2

room

All

Do Not Miss This Chance.

styles.

37 1-2 cent for 25

LADIES' VESTS.

2 CENTS EACH.

Not more than one dozen will
be sold to one customer as the
stock is limited and we wish to
would look without it. Go home reach all. This is the best value
and imagine one in your dining in the department, but many
others will be found here.
room, then come and see ours.
looks

one.

LINENS

For these two days we shall
offer a special bargain in crystal cents*
These are the
Glass Tumblers.
Regular
ones we have been selling for 50
cents.
cents a dozen. As a special offer
we will sell them for

touch to the

some

-AND-

Ladies’ fine Hose, regular 25

We have them in Congress and
It is a great Shoe for
Bals.
business wear.

boards.

If you have not

room.

give another

our

cent,

A Sideboard is needed to
the

sale in

DRESS GOODS

buy.

cord with the rest of his furnish-

Side-

to

going

are

always well to

—

We have lots of new Furniture
that you will be sure to admire,
Notes.
and the bargains you will find in
The resignation of E. P. Sargent as a
Carpets will tempt your purse.
fire warden was received and placed on
Don’t you need something new
file.
in Furnishings this summer ?
A remonstrance was received against Neckwear,
29 cents You remember that our Crockery
the widening of Rackleff street.
FORMERLY 50 CENTS.
Department is full of rare bits
The resignation of Constable L. M. Children’s Suits from
of Crockery, China and GlassClark was reoeived and accepted.
$1.98 upwards ware. They are rare because of
The committee on licenses think base G. A. R.
Uniform Suits and the prices at which they are beball games should pay $5 a game, and
Canes.
ing sold.
on laying
out new
reported favorably on the petition
of A. A. Chenery and others for a street
to run southerly from Ocean street to
Back Bay, and announced a location beginning at the northerly side of the Gilbert lot. The report was accepted, and
the new street is to be called Ghenery

SHOE

We

special

—

so

—

Men’s Suits, Black Cheviot,
$ 7.00
Men’s Suits, All Wool,
10.00
Men’s Pants,
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50
Men’s Overcoats,
$5.00 and upwards
Men’s Underwear,
25 cents
25 cents
Outing Shirts

:::

COME IN AND SEE

We will sell a Man’s Satin Finish Calf Shoe, flexible, easy and
We would not advise a man of
thoroughly well made, at a barmoderate means to get the most gain. It has just arrived and
will be sold at only
expensive. That would not ac-

get

!

goods

PARLOR

department.

Alderman Hutchins introduced an ordinance that will fill a long felt want at
Woodfords, at least. It is to prevent
loafers from congregating on the street
comers, making such offences punishable by a fine not to exceed $10.
The or-

The 25 cent line for 19 cents.
The 37 1-2 cent line for 25
cents*
The 50 cent line for 37 1-2
cents.
These are great bargains and
will be continued through these
two days.
There are
many excellent
Dress
trades in the Linens,
Goods and Small Wares.

streets

MIDDLE, PEARL and

A New Exit for

Mayor Ingraham

City

MAINE TOWNS,
Items

of Interest

Gathered by
pondents of the Press.

Corres-

O,

Yarmouth.

PEERING.

Yesterday the new drug store was
opened at Woodfords, on the corner of
Spring and Deering streets, in .the Wyley
store. Messrs. Albion L. Chapman and
Ross.
George H. Wyman are the proprietors,
The following resolution was adopted: under the firm name of
Chapman & Wy“The Republicans of Yarmouth recog- man, Their store has been
finely finished
nizing the high character and ability of in white wood and its improvements are
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, his untarnished a decided addition to the corner. The
record as soldier and citicen, his con- new firm is composed of two of
Deering’s
spicuous fidelity to the public interest most popular and enterprising young
and his well known loyalty to Republimen.
can principles, do pledge' our united
Beal Estate Transfers,
support to'his candidacy for Governor of
Maine.”
The following transfers of real estate
Norway.

[From our special Correspondent.]
The most enjoyable occasion of the
season was at Union Hall, Thursday
The W. C. T. U.,
evening. May 26th.
and Scientific
and Literary Societies
united their efforts in bringing about the
meeting and it was a grand success. The
ladies of the W. C. T. U., provided the
supper, and the Literary Society furnished the entertainment, a programme
of which follows. S. S. Stearns, Esq.,
officiated as toastmaster for the evening.
His

appropriate

and

witty

remarks

elicited much applause. The responses
were short and eloquent.
Programme.
Rev. B. S. Rideout.—“The Clergy.*
Caroline E. Angell,—“Woman In Professional
Life.”
Dr. O. N. Bradley,—“The Medical Profession.”

A. N. French,—“Development
Science.”

of

Medical

Smiley.
Hon. A. S. Kimball,—The “Legal Profession.”
Prof. M. H. Small,—“Teachers and Teaching.”
D. C. Clark,—“Boards.”
MUSIC.

Frank Kimball, assisted by Male

Quartette.

E. F. Smith, Esq,— “Tribulations of a
Father.”
Frank Kimball,—“The Ladies.”
C. H. Brown,—"Woman.”

Hall.

^Brid^ton—Nathaniel

N.

Stickney

to Charles

MARRIAGES.
In this city, May 27, by Rev. Matt S. Hughes.
Martin M. Henley and Miss Ida L. Davis of
Portland.
In Cape Elizabeth, May 26. by Rev. L. H.
Bean, Jason E. Fickett of Cape Elizabeth and
Miss Hannah Dolleyof Portland.
In Bath. May 26, Elmer E. Crooker and Mist
Susie E. Trask.
In Hallowell, May 24, Elmer E. French and
Miss Serena M. Catlin.
In Livermore Falls. May 24, Walter F. Safford
and Miss Georgie A- Graves.
In Waldoboro, May 20, Albert A. Creamer of
Thomaston amt Miss Annie B. Marston of Waldoboro.
In Vinalhaven, May 11, Chester R. Young of
Vinalhaven and Miss Eva M. Brown of Friend-

-1
DEATHS.

Town

fears 11 months 11

is likely
Jair.

days.

[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
it his lato residence, No. 181 Lincoln street.
In this city, May 27, Mrs. Mary Hunt Bass,
wife of the late William H. Whittier, aged 70
fears 7 months 11 days.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Erom her late residence, No. 66 Pine street.
Burial private.]
In this city, May 27, Horatio N. Haley, aged
B1 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

In this city, May 27, Mary, oldest daughter
if Margret and Michael Hinds, aged 29 years

days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
Sebago Lake, May 27, Althea C. Littlefield,
wife of Francis A. Littlefield, aged 49 years 9
months 23 days.
In Bath, May 25, Dr. Edward P. Roche, aged
26

At

55 years.
In Woolwich, May 25, Elbridge G. Small, aged
52 years 9 months.
In Wayne, May 14, Mrs. Jeanette Jones, of
Temple, Fla., aged 49 years.
In Thomaston, May 20, Mrs. Harriet G. Lefensaler, aged 84 years.
In Brooksville, Eben P.Parker, aged 89 years.
In Gardiner, May 21, Isaac Parker Talbot,
aged 38 years.
In Chelsea, May 14, Elizabeth Prescott, aged
55 years.
In Gardiner, May 15, Mrs. Sarah McKenney,
aged 27 years.
In Gardiner, May 14, John Judkins, aged 90

years.
In South Gardiner, May 14, Wm. L. Eastman,
aged 64 years.
In Soutli Gardiner, May 17, Lillian Burgess,
aged 21 years.
In Litcliiield Corner, May 17, Percy C. Smith,
aged 22 years.
Ih Dresden Mills, May 18, James Blen, aged
71 years.
In Richmond, May 19, Herbert B. Gifford,
aged 35 years.
[The funeral of the late Dorothy Simmons
will take place Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Erom No. 120 Pleasant street.

Store closes at six o'clock

tonight.
On May 28th, 1843, Noah
Webster, famous as the author
of the Dictionary, which bears
his name, died at New Haven,
Conn.
The century was young when
he began to compile the work
with which his name is identified
and of which the first edition appeared in 1828. His spelling book
had a sale of over fifty million

copies
The advanced ideas of civilization

require good fitting Clothing.
This

er

to

can

only

in cost, but the most economical
buy, when service is considered.

$12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20 buys strictly
all wool, and correctly fitting Suits.
a

peep into

our

furnishing

latest in
not to stain
the shirt, durable and comfortable.
A glance at them will convince

to-day and see
Suspenders, warranted

you

they’re right,

FARRINGTON

our

50c.
&

BICKFORD

CONGRESS

STREET.
dlt

seats.
After the speech-making and
music pleasantly interspersed with words
of appreciation for the handsome manner in which the W. C. T. U. had done

this part the company dispersed in
exceedingly happy state of mind.
Cape Elizabeth.

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.

many friends

wish him and his bride

In

via G. T. Railway, daily 7.10 a»
Soturday only 5.12 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 4.30 9.30
a. m.
Saturdays only 3.00 p. in.
STAGE CONNKCTIONS-Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner aud Turner; Canton for Peru, Dixfleldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. I.. LINCOLN, Supt.
dtf
je28

a

long and happy life together.

Scarboro.
be observed with
appropriate services in this town. The
members of the Grand Army will meet
at the M. E. church at Dimstan’s Corner
at 9 a. in., form line and march to the
cemetery, where prayer will he offered
Memorial

1

Day will

and the graves decorated.
then meet at the Black Point
11a. m., and proceed to the
there and decorate the graves.
in the evening will be held in

They will
church at

cemetery
Services
the town

Effect May 28, 1893.

Leave Portland
m. 1.30 p. m.

Best grown in China.
Packed only in

Finest drank in America.
half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
The same as served in the
Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on
receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
_

We sell only to the trade.

SALE—Fine summer cottage 7 rooms,
stable and all conveniences; location anil
view unsurpassed; also 2 acres of shore land
the best shore property in the market. W. P.
(JOSS. 465 Congress St.
28-1

FOR

active intelligent
\\J'ANTED—An
with his
TT
in

American
tlie city, to
boy living
parents
work in a drug and paint store; High school boy
28-1
preferred. Address P. O. BOX1Q18.
RENT—Six

room

tenement rear of 420
mouth. Inquire
28-1

FORCongress street; $12 per

at 53 Brown street.

find

cotton dress Gloves

plete,

R.

our

silk, lisle and

line of white
and

of

militia

will

companies

prices

com-

not

are

high.
Special

discount

by the

box.
We can’t

begin

much

as

as

tell

to

we’d like

you to know of our line
of Windsor Scarfs.
For

-wearing

neglige
and

with

all

costumes for

men

and

and

women

girls,

Windsors

strongest in

boys
are

the

popularity

and the best liked because
they’re the most comforta-

ble, easier

to tie and most

appropriate for
wearing. The
immense.
is

and the

summer

stock is

The

variety of
nearly endless
prices are little as

you could wish.

and

an

On Thursday, the 26th, occurred at
Pleasantdale, the marriage of Mr. Jason
T. Fickett of Pleasantdale and Miss
Hannah Dolley of Portland. The ceremony was performed by Rev. L. H.
Bean. Mr. Fickett is a prominent and
popular citizen of Cape Elizabeth, and

Society of Maine.

and

We

FICKETT-DOLLEY.

The 82nd anniversary meeting of the
Bible Society of Maine will be held a’
Chestnut street church tomorrow eve
ning at 7.30 o’clock. The public are cor
dially invited. A contribution will be
taken.

the G. A.

styles

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

543

Members

you

be

accomplished by
resorting to the sort made by experienced hands; hence a trifle high-

Take

In Lowell, John Goodwin and Mrs. Sarah
Neal.
In North Saco, Wm B. Fenderson and Miss
Angie M. Boothby.
In Phillips. May 18, Geo. E. Russell and Miss
Mae E. Staples.
In Gardiner, May 12, Simon Nelson and Mrs.
Elizabeth Church.
In Berwick, May 18, Walter R. Tebbetts and
Miss Carrie E. Stillings.
In Solon. May 18, Isaac J. Smith of Skowhegan and Miss Viola French of Solon.

be

to

Portland, May 28, 1892.

window

The beautifully decorated and abundantly provided tables wore spread for
sixty members. There were no vacant

there should be additional exits from
City Hall. If a panic should occur wliei
the hall is crowded he feels there mighl
be great danger to life. Mr. Fassett finds
that it will be perfectly feasible to put £
stairway in the north corner next the
stage, which would cpme out near the
door of the large room occupied by the
Eegistration Board, and close by the real
stairway leading down to the police
station.

The Weather Today

In this city. May 17. I’hillip H. True, aged 20

ship.

MUSIC.

Thomas Smiley, C. H. Home, F. Kimball, J. S.

Song by

have been recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—Matthew Woods to Heman
R. Nutter.

VINE STREETS.

J?3LtlS.i3QLSC>13.g CarOIO.*! lk/L&LYl.&ie£&jrm

liall at 6.30 o’clock, consisting of addresses by Rev. Mr. Donnocker and Mr.
G. H. Boothbay of Saco.
There will be
readings and recitations interspersed
with good music.

[From Our Regular Correspondent^
The Republicans of Yarmouth have
chosen as delegates to the state convention June 21st, L. L. Shaw, J. Y. Hodsdon, Charles T. Grant and Horace G.

has felt for some time

Literally Chopped to Piece..
A Canadian named Albert Girard wai
instantly killed at Berlin Mills yesterday
He was walking on the long trestle wliei
he was struck by the Berlin Mills train
He was literally chopped to pieces.

3IfBQ,€tC>

__

It is reported that the large front mill
of the Lisk mill property in Westbrook
has been leased for ten years for use in
the manufacture of a high grade of tissue paper.
This is a valuable property,
and the news that it is to be used again
for manufacturing purposes will be welcome to the people of Westbrook.

Bible

Convention.

Refrigerators!

WHAT YOU DO WANT

LOTMIM

the Benefit of the Loafers.

pleased

State

SOMETHING ON

ed in the mark down.

Shall Emery Street Be Protected J
To the Editor of the Press:
On the corner of Cushman and Emery
streets, in this city, we have enjoyed an
arc electric light very much, ever since it
has been placed there, and also felt that
auu
cacjteu var,
run, ijo osier.
miss
it was a great protection, but under the
Laughton’s professional work in Boston shade of that
light every night congreand vicinity is well known, but owing to gate a lot of boys,
many from other sectemporary illness she has not been heard tions of the city, who disturb sick peoin Portland previous to her appearance ple and are bent upon de stroying as
much property as possible by trying to
on this occasion, made by special favor
break down fences, running over new
to the Fraternity.
made and old lawns, breaking down
Miss Rice next sang “The
Merrie shrubbery, etc.
They have been kindly
appealed to to desist, and the police, 1
Brown Thrush,” and “Annie Laurie,”
have also been requested to inbelieve,
her rich, sweet voice filling the hall with
terfere, but all to no avail. Some of the
loveliest melody in the beautiful old neighbors have thought best to put in a
Scotch ballad.
request to have the light put out, which
The farce “Turn Him Out” was given has been done, and now we are left in utter darkness.
I think the light very newith much snap and spirit.
The cast
cessary for our protection in many ways,
was as follows:
and are we not entitled as taxpayers to
Nicodemus Nobbs.John Mitchell the protection of the police, and not to be
Mackintosh Moke.Patrick Wallace
obliged to be deprived of the light and
Elegantine Koseleaf.
exposed to the depredations of the boys
Julia.
and still worse characters? If our handSusan.
I Frank Merrill some new Democratic city marshal has
iortera.(Martin Foley not the power to protect us without beAll did well and should feel much ing deprived of our light, I would be
gratified at the applause of the greatly pleased to know to what higher authoriA Citizen.
ty we can appeal.
audience.

At the close of the play Mr. S. C. Goss
sang most acceptably “NTorine Moreen.”
Madame Zimmerman’s zither solo
“Gluck Auf” was highly enjoyed, as was
Miss Rice’s “Beauty’s Eyes.”
Miss
Laughton received vociferous applause
for her well chosen bits of prose and
verse and was obliged to decline a fifth
recall. Mr. Goss concluded the evening’s
entertainment with a comic song.
The pupils gave a successful play
themselves and would extend sincere
thanks to the ladies and gentlemen who
gave so fine a musical treat.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

But get a good quality,
clumsy and awkward that you ings.
have to keep it out in the back
and it will last.
You can get a
rington, Boston Derby, Wilcox,
You don’t want one that
Strand, Youman and Dunlap, yard.
Parlor
Suite
from
in
a snow drift
$45 to $450 ;
Soft Harts, Flanges, Bicycle and must be buried
to preserve the ice.
You
don’t
from $60 to $100 is a fair averYachting Caps. In the latter, es- want one in which the
ice, hash,
pecially, we are running great onions and custard after
from which to choose.
being age
bargains and every yachtsman left
a
together for few hours will
should inspect our stock. Chilout reflect the
dren’s Caps in all shapes and on being taken
taste of the whole in one indestyles. These will be all includ- scribable dose.
The stock includes the Har-

_

Portland Fraternity.

Department.

department.

We are overstocked with Hats
and Caps, and to reduce them we
shall commence a grand rush in
this department this morning
by marking down prices to a
point never before reached.
This is a genuine mark down
sale.

WARD THREE.

Hooper, (Dem.)
Clerks—Herbert

NEW

and

IIR^IXEKE

Hat

WARD TWO.

Ballot Clerks—Ira F. Tibbetts,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Friday

and

Kolland H.
Election
and Alexander

NEW

THE ATKINSON CO.

at

Loafers.

in the good breeze, couldn’t contend with steam, and the commodore
quickly took the lead. Then followed
the Genevra, Viva and Kestless, after
which the vice commodore, Dr. Woodman, in the Dorothy Q., fired a gun and street.
that boat joined the procession, followed
Arthur J. Floyd was appointed special
policeman, without pay, at Evergreen
by the Idler.
It was expected that the yachts would Cemetery.
lay-to ofi Hamilton’s at Chebeague last
WESTBROOK.
night. Christmas Cove and Boothbay
will be made by the squadron before the The Eisk Mill
Property To Be Used as a
end of the cruise on Monday evening
Paper Mill.
next.
even

Republican

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Clerks and Fixes the

A large and enthusiastic meeting of
the Portland Athletic Association was
held last evening in Baxter Hall. Some
of the most prominent business men in
the city were present and the greatest
The meeting
interest was manifested.
was called to order by the president of
the temporary organization, James E.
The records of the last meetMarrett.
ing were read and approved.
A committee, consisting of Messrs.
Band, Hunt and Duran was appointed to
Mr.
draw up a draft for a constitution.
Band presented one, adapted with few
necessary chances from that of the Boswas
ton Athletic Association, which
read and discussed. The most important
in the constitution is the
provision
limiting of the membership to 500. Ancommendable one is the deother
barring of any professional athletes.
It was then moved and seconded that
a committee of three be appointed to present a list of nominees for a board of
managers. The committee chosen consisted of Edward H. York, John Calvin
Stevens and Dr. Gerrish. They presented the following list, all of whom were
unanimously chosen:
For four years—Franklin C. Payson, George
Burnham, Jr., Lyman H. Nelson, Jas. H. Dyer,
C. W. Bray.
For three years—Arthur K. Hunt, James E.
Marrett, Frank C. Crocker, Edward B. Duran,

It

NEW

DEERING CITY AFFAIRS.

keep Waitresses’

Nurse-maids’caps and

aprons.
For Picnics

(the season
ready) we have
and
baskets
hampers,
paper napkins, wooden
is about

knives and

forks, drinking
cups, paper plates, spreads,

glasses,

water

and about

coolers—

everything

re-

quired except food.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

he not sent

a despatch
peremptorily declining

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Kates,
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wobdford# without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

In Daily Press
$1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page,
ditional.

to the convention
to allow the use

nothing

that of four

like
peremptory
years ago will preventit from

THE SENATE.

Republi-

TO

TWELVE

PAPES.

SATURDAY, MAY 28.
well afford to stop
his position on the
free coinage question.
Whatever he may
say or do on that subject cannot affect
his Presidential chances simply because
lie has none.
Senator Hill

can

dodging and manifest

The House appears to have attempted
to steer between Scylla and Charybdis
on the questions of closing the Columbian exposition on Sunday, and forbidding the sale of liquor and met with
very poor
the

The mere

success.

government building

closing

of

will come far

short of satisfying the religious sentiment which demanded the closing of
the entire show, whlie the refusal to forbid the sale of liquor will of course
thoroughly anger the temperance sentiment.

Superintendent Byrnes of New York
who started in with the intention, and
the honest one, of enforcing all the laws
is compelled to make public .confession
that the excise law cannot be enforced.
The simple fact is that he has found
Tammany influence and power too much
for him, as they will always be too much
while they remain as strong as today for
anybody no matter how honest and capable he may be. New York cannot be reformed until the power of Tammany
Hall is swept away or greatly abridged.
Dr. Parkhurst is right in that position.
The Argus alleges that its account of
the Smith affair was based on the statements furnished

by eyewitnesses. Very
likely. But eyewitnesses frequently furnish very conflicting testimony, and they
did in this

The

case.

officers

were

as

much

eyewitnesses as anybody elsei But
the Argus entirely rejects their testimony, and gives full evidence to the
stories of some of the bystanders who
like itself, were full of sympathy for the
arrested man, and full of hostility to the
sheriffs. It is a significant fact also that
the name of not a single one of the bystanders on whom the Argus so implicitly relies is furnished by that paper.
The celebration of their golden wedding by the king and queen of Denmark
has called attention to the remarkable
the royal families of
Europe are connected With this royal
Danish house. One of their daughters
is the Princess of Wales, another is the
empress of Russia, while another is the
wife of the Duke of Cumberland, a representative of England’s royalty.
One

extent to Which

of the sons is now

king

of

Greece, while

another is the husband of Princess Marie
of Orleans. King Christian and his wife
Louise appear not

only

to have

given

to

European royalty some very desirable
additions, but also to have given their
own country an excellent administration.
Such simple, honest and unpretentious
devotion to the welfare of their people is
in striking contrast to the attitude of
some other kings and queens that have
held power in Europe within the last
fifty
years. The royal house of Denmark has
not made a great stir in the world, but it
is evidently worthy of more respect than
a great many others that have
occupied
no small amount of the world’s attention.
__

The question which is taking precedence of all others in the minds of Republicans of the country at the present
time is the attitude of Mr. Blaine towards the Presidential
nomination—
whether, if nominated w'ith substantial
unanimity he will accept, or whether he
will refuse under any jand all circumstances. And on this question reports
are so numerous and contradictory that
it is

impossible

to arrive at a

satisfactory

Four years
determination.
ago Mr.
Blaine would undoubtedly have been
nominated in spite Of his Paris letter had

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
R. C. Brown, who went to Colorado in
1859 without a dollar, has now nearly
completed at Denver the finest hotel west
of the Mississippi, which will cost him
$1,500,000. A quarter section of land,
which he entered thirty years ago for
$200 is today worth $5,000,000.
The dynamite cruiser Vesuvius lias
been proving herself thoroughly uncomfortable. She is long, narrow and shal1011s irigntiuny.
anchor outside the bar at
S.
last
Charleston,
C.,
week, she rolled
decks under repeatedly and the officers
could not keep in their bunks.
ouu in

While

uyuscijucuue

at

Captain Bower and Dr. Thorold, who
have recently made a journey through
Thibet with nine

Indians,

had a remark-

able journey, which it is hoped will be
so told as to do justice to its
perilous ad-

ventures. A large part of the journey
at an elevation of 15,000 feet, and
more than forty horses
belonging to the
expedition died of exhaustion.

was

THE

CONQUEROR

Heart

HAS COME!

Trouble, Dyspepsia,

DIZZINESS,
AND

Rev. TV. Xu Brown, fob Fears a member of the si. E. Church, but fob the
LAST TEN TEARS AN EVANGELIST IN THE
Church of God. He is well known
by thousands who will vouch for
THE TRUTH OF THE FOLLOWING :
Gents
I write to inform you that the
TWO COURSES of SKODA'S DISCOV-

FIXED AND OBLIGATORY

it, the change has
marked.
I contracted the Chronic Diarrhoea
in the'Army, and since 18631 have been a
constant sufferer. In addition to this, 1
was troubled as follows: 1st
a lame
Bach and Kidney trouble, 2d, DysFaintness
and
an
3d,
pepsia,
all-gone
feeling; 4th, Distress at pit of Stomso

ach; 5th, Headache and Dizziness;
6th, Muscular Rheumatism in Chest
so I had to mm.
a
, lie in bed for
weeks at a E, U
JmJ time; 7th, a
Severe * ■
Heart
Trouble that would cause my pulse to
_

at »8 tor days at a time. -I was
treated by very eminent Physicians, but
would be compelled to leave my labors
and tettim to my home weeks at a timein fact I have had 18 fits ot sickness
in the last 26 years, and several times
have been given up to die.
I feel that I am completely cured of
of all my bodily diseases except the Diarrhoea, which Ss not cured —^
but greatly benefited, gj
8 O
I
shall take
another
course which I think will cure me en.
Yours with gratitude,
tirely.

Columbus

to

unite._

Special Bottles for Poisons.
An Atlanta paper says that a druggist
of that city has invented a contrivance
to prevent serious mistakes in filling
prescriptions. His invention is a bottle
just like others except in one particular.
It has a glass stopper covered with innumerable sharp points that sensibly
prick the hand if one is not careful is
removing it from the bottle. All poisonous and dangerous drugs are to be kept
in bottles like this. The peculiar contrivance will make the druggist careful,
no matter how great his hurry, and if he
is made to be cautious in handling bottles he will make no mistake in firing

prescriptions.

Earnlnes for each of the Fiscal Years above stated

REV. TV. L. BROWN.
Atkinson, Me.
The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE. Try a course (6 bottles) at
OUR BISK, IF NOT BENEFITED RETURN
BOTTLES AND GET YOUR MONEY. PAY
ONLY FClR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

follows:

JUNE 30,1S91. 10,390,702.76
June 30,1892. 11,736,218.00
,

In the Income Bond created under the Plan of Reorganization, it is provided that it is optional
with the Management that the cost of all improvements made on the properties shall be deducted
before interest, is paid, and. as the fund provided under the Reorganization Plan became exhausted, these deductions had to be made, leaving a diminished rate of interest for the Income
Bond coupons, viz.: 3% per cent in the flrst period, 2 per cent in the second, and 2 Vs per cent
now declared for the year just closing.

FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier,’

Deposits in

as

Aggregate Net Earnings Fiscal Year to June 30,1890.$11,195,919.56

SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME,

With the experience the Management has now obtained in operation of the properties, it is
believed that the improvements for several years to come should not be less than from $2,000,000
to $3,000,000 per annum, including Equipment recently acquired under the Car Trust and such
other Rolling Stock as may be deemed necessary for the future wants of the road.
With Improvements satisfactorily provided for. the Earning Tower of the properties should
be increased through reductions in Operating Expenses,secured by substantial and adequate additions to Plant.
The Improvements in question relate alone to Tracks. Road-bed, Buildings, Machinery and
Rolling Stock on existing mileage qf the Atchison, Topeka d- Santa Fe Railroad Systemas described,
t.n Circular 63, which excludes the lines of the St Louis & San Francisco and Colorado Midland
Railway Companies, each of which has independent merits for such purposes.

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
ily25

dtf

The Improvements made on the Railway lines from October, 1889 (period of Reorganization),
to June 30,1892, Other than Rolling Stock not built at Company’s Shops, and exclusive of Repairs
and Renewals of Plant and Equipment charged into Operating expenses (which more than offset
depredation), will amount to $4,900,000, additional to which there were purchased in years 1890
and 1891 Cars and Engines to the value of $2,608,945.48, which were placed under a Trust which
will now he canceled and this Rolling Stock enter directly under the Mortgage Liens, making an
aggregate of NEW VALUES in Improvement and Equipment added t > the property to June 30,
1892, of $7,408,945.48, to which will also he included from the operations of this Plan the additional sum of $3,500,000 in Cars and Engines now being delivered under Equipment Trust
Series A.
It is the opinion of the Management that the time has now arrived when all of the obligations
the Company can be returned to a Fixed Basis, sufficient funds provided to take care of all of
the Improvements of the road required for at least four years, and. if necessary, a longer period
andjat the same time the restoration of the junior Bonds and Capital Stock of the Company to a
more permanent and stable market value, with assured returns on the first and probable balances
forlthe latter.
of

City of Portland
City of Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

S’s
5’s
5's
5's
7's
41-2’s
6's
5’s
5's
5's
Stock

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock

With the foregoing facts presented the Management offer the following to the Income Bondholders of the Company:—

PROPOSED CONVERSION.
A Second Mortgage under which the issue of bonds will be as hereinafter stated, dated
July 1,1892, to expire July 1,1989, covering all the properties of the Atchison and Auxiliary
Companies named in Circular 63 of October 15,1889, has been created, uext in lien to the General Mortgage,under which Coupon Gold Bonds in denominations of one thousand dollars ($1000)
and- live hundred dollars ($500) and Registered Bonds of five hundred dollars ($500), one
thousand dollars ($1000),ten thousand dollars ($10,000),and fifty thousand doilars($50,000) each
will issue, with FIXED INTEREST payable October and April ineaeh year. Scrip in denominations of one hundred dollars ($100) will also issue bearing Interest payable when converted into

Sale

AMUSEMENTS.

THE*Ti?E

OF MAV 23.

1st Year, ending September 30, 1893.
2d Y7ear, ending September 30, 1894.
3d Year, ending September 30, 1895.
4th Year, ending September 30,1896,and thereafter
until maturity.

«

*•

percent

.4

*

«

•

«

t

To draw Fixed Interest payable October and April, at 4 per cent per annum.
These bonds to be issued in no greater sum in any one year than five millions of dollars
($5,000,000), and only by the Trustee upon certificate of the Board of Directors of the Company duly furnished that the proceeds shall apply to specific Improvements (including Equipment) therein named on the mileage ot the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad System
as it existed as of July 1,1892, (exclusive of the
mileageof the St. Louis & San Francisco
Railway System and the Colorado Midland Railway. In the event that the Improvements in
any one year shall not be equal to the proceeds ol the $5,000,000 of bonds, it is understood
that the surplus proceeds of such bonds shall apply in the next year following to Improvements for sueli year, butto no greater amount than the proceeds of *6,000,000 of bonds in
any one year, su that, while provision is made that bonds can issue in one year to the limit of
$5,000,000. the proceeds of the same may apply to more than the four vears covered by the
*20.000,000 of bonds, and it is also understood that the proceeds of none of these bonds
shall apply to the extension of the Company's lines beyond the mileage referred to.

Show.
TWO AND ONE-HALF HOURS OF FUN.
Admission 10 cts. Reserve Seats 25 cts. Ladies’ and Children’s Matinee Saturday at 2.30;
school children admitted to matinee for 5 cts.

my23dl\v
3VEA.IMTE3

City Hall, May 28,1

to 28th.

Modern looms operated by electricity; a mohair machine from Sanford mills, silk and gingham machine from Westbrook in actual manufacture of goods; the process of nickel plating,
carving, two phonographs and an old fashioned
spinning wheels win be ill operation.

Grand Concert each Evening by Chandler’s Full Military Band, 25 pieces
A good restaurant will be opened Monday
evening; dinner 35 cents, from 12 to 2 o’clock;

supper 25 cents, from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
Ice cream and cake, strawberries and cream,
and lemonade at usual prices.
Coupon Ticket, 6 admissions, #1.00.
.25.
Single Ticket, 1 admission,

Admission free during the day.
railroads.

Halt' fare

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

o

*

*

*

foregoing issues, of which the use of the Class B Second Mortgage Gold Bonds $20,000
000 extends over a period of not less than four years from July 1, 1892, will amount to the aggregate to $100,000,000 when all the Class B Bonds are issued, and at the end of four and one-quarter
years from July l, 1882 become bonds of one class only, at same rate of interest per annum, viz.,
4 per cent. Under this new Mortgage the right is reserved to the company to issue Second
Mortgage 4 per cent Gold Bonds only after thefull amount of the $20,000,000 Class B Bonds shall
have been issued, to an amount not m any one year exceeding $2,500,000, for the same specific
purposes on the same mileage and under the same conditions as provided for the issue of the
Class B Bonds, to a total limit of $50,000,000.
The

Under this plan the fixed charges of the Company for four years, beginning with July 1,1892,
with no Contingent charges excepting such as will pertain to dividends on Capital Stock, will be
as follows -.
FIXED CHARGES FIRST YEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1892.
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds, etc. $8,000 000
2Va per cent, on $80,000,000 Class “A” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.
2,000.000
4 per ceut. on $5,00u,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds.
200,000
Total

on

Obligatory

Fixed Charges Ahead of capital stock, First

Y'ear....$10,200,000

my23dlw
FIXED CHARGES SECOND YEAR

BASE! BATjIj.
PORTLANDS vs. LEWISTONS, Monday,
May 30tll.
PORTLANDS vs. MANCHESTERS, Wednesday and Thursday, .June 1st and 2d.
PORTLANDS vs. SALEMS, Friday and Saturday, June 3a and 4th.
Admission 25 cents; Ladies free to grounds
grand stand, except Monday, when charge
will be made to grand stand,
iny28td
and

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
At Office of Atchison Company, 95 Milk St., Boston.
UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
80 Broadway, New York City.
BARING BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED,
8 Bishopsgate-wtthin, London. E. C.
Holders forwarding bonds from distant points In America should ship them, by express, to the
Union Trust Company of New York, 80 Broadway, New York City.
Holders in foreign countries should snip their bonds to Baring Brothers & Company, Limited,
London.
All

expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above Agencies, will be paid

by the Atchison Company.

Fending preparation of engraved bonds, the work upon which is proceedingwith despatch
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and Deposttory will be delivered Income Bondholders, to
be exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former in due course. Application to list these
Certificates will be promptly made to the several Stock Exchanges in Boston, New York and
abroad.
Income Bond Scrip of any class wi 1 be received for exchange, the same as the bonds, in
less than $100, and in even hundreds or thousands.

amounts not

Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange under Circular 63 of October 15,1889, upon
presenting their bonds to any of the Ageneies mentioned, can effect the original and present exchange at the same time.
TO ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT THE EXCHANGE OFFERED HEREIN, HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT THEIR INCOME BONDS BEFORE JULY 15, 1892.
SUBSCRIPTION TO SECOND MORTGAGE 4 PER CT. GOLD BONDS GLASS “B.”
The Management considers at present a fair basis of market value of the new Second Mort
gage 4 per eent Gold Bond3, Class “B,” to be 70.
Holders of Income Bonds depositing their Bonds for exchange are invited to subscribe to any
amount of $5,000,000 of these bonds, which win be authorized to be issued for
Improvements to
be made for the first year, beginning with July 1,1892, at a price of 67, the bonds allotted to carry all coupons for interest at 4 per cent, from July 1,1892.
Each depositor of $1600 in Income Bonds will be entitled to subscribe for $100 of the new
Second Mortgage Class "B” Four Fer Cent Bonds. In the event of applications exceeding the total amount to be offered for subscription, the excess will be adjusted lu proportion to holdings.

Arrangements have been made by which this subscription has been underwritten,
haring been formed to take all the bonds not availed of by Income Bondholders.

syndicate

a

SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
10
25
25
20

per
per
per
per
20 per

cent iu cash to accompany application.
cent upon allotment.
cent within 30 days after allotment.
cent within 60 days after allotment.
cent within 90 days after allotment.

Payments may be anticipated upon any day upon which installments are due and interest will
he allowed thereon at the rate of four per centum per annum.
The Subscription List will close on the 1st of July. 1892.
Ale Cash Payments under this Subscription will be made to the Atchison, Topeka St
Santa Fe Railroad Company. 95 Milk Street, Boston, and at its Fiscal Agencies, Messrs.
Baring, Magoun & Company, 15 Wall Street, New York, and Messrs. Baring
Brothers & Company, Limited, Bishopsgate-within, London, Eng., at all of which
places blanks will be furnished as may be required. Receipts will be issued by such depositories
as Agents for the Subscribers upon the understanding that the moneys received shall be held in
trust, not to be paid for the use of the Railroad Company until the Directors of said Company
shall officially announce that the Plan of Conversion has become effective.
Oral and written inquiries concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars and
Blanks for use thereunder can be made of Messrs. Baring. Magoun & Company, 15 Wall
Street, New York City. Messrs, Baring Brothers & Company, Limited, London,
Eng., and of J. W. Reinhart, Vice President, Atchison Company, 95 Milk Street,
Boston.
By order of the Board of Directors,

GEORGE C. MAGOUN,
_

__

ObairmaD,

_

J. W.

REINHART,

_Vloo

Frosid-ent.

my26-d2w

COOK COUNTY, ILL
:v
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POHTIiAND,

Bonds due lay 1st, 1892,

JULY

BEGINNING,
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage, Gold Bonds, etc.
2Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds 3 mos...
3 per cent. Interest on Class "A” $80,000,000 Second
Mortgage Gold

Bonds,

4

9 mos...

per cent, on $10,000,000 Class “B” Second

Mortgage Gold Bonds.
t°ial.

Incorporated 1824.

Accounts of Individuals. Arms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

nvestments.

Interest allowed

on

time

deposits.
Small, Marshall R. Coding,
StephenR.
President.
Cashier.

febl4

mm & ioultw.
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

We

DON’T GO WEST!

City

ap26dtf

THE

WILDS

BARREN

ARE

FRUITLESS.

OQN’TGOSOUTH!
THE CYCLONES AND

EARTHQUAKES

TVILL DEVOUR YOU.
Look into

a valuable

industry just be-

near

your own door.

dtf

BONDS.

BAKTK1BH.S,

ing established

1, 1893.

MB.,

EXCHANGED FOB OTHER

Class “B”: 820,000,000.

Vaudeville

EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY FAIR,

EXCHANGE.

}
annnm.214 per cent.
.2% per cent
.3
percent.3VS per cent

These Bonds will be delivered to holders of present Income Bonds, par for par, without expense to them, and at the same time and place such exchange is made a certfleate tor the sum of
2ya per cent interest, declared payable on Income Bonds by the Management. Irom operations of
the year to June SO. 1892, will be delivered, payable September 1, 1892. The Income Bonds
deposited for excliauge should have therewith coupon No.3 of September 1.1892 and all subsequentCoupons. The Class A Second Mortgage Gold Bonds to be delivered in exchange for
Income Bonds will have attached a Coupon for three months’ Interest due and payable October 1
1892, at rate of 2ya per cent, per annum, and subsequeut Coupons for Interest payable Semiannually on April l and October 1 In each year as provided. The present Income Bonds so received will be deposited with the Union Trust Company of New York, Trustee of the New Second
Mortgage, as part of the security of the Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, thus giving to these bonds
in addition to the Second Mortgage, the entire lien now given by the General Mortgage
6 to secure
the principal of the Income Bonds.
**-*.***•»

Strong

FOR

.-OF-

to months, ending September 30,1892.at rate of.per

CO.,
dtf

BONDS

The Bonds under the Indenture will all have the same security, and will be issued in two

toy

mar 11

WEEK

OF

To draw Fixed Interest, payable October and April.

If. M. PA¥S©.\ &

D

DEPOSIT

INCOME BONDS WILL BE RECEIVED FOR EXCHANGE TINDER THIS PLAN, BEGINNING
WITH JUNE 1ST, 1892, BY THE FOLLOWING APPOINTED AGENCIES:—

classes, viz:—
Class "A”: 880,000,000.

TEED.

Por

In case the improvements In any of the years above noted call for less than the proceeds of
$5,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds the Fixed Charges will be proportionately lower.
This includes Car Trust, Series “A,” Atchison Company, in total amount *2,500,000. The
first Car Trust of 1890*91 proposed to have been issued, in amount of $2,508,945.48, has been
cancelled; and the Rolling Stock turned in under the lien of the General Mortgage and Second
Mortgage Bond Indentures.

Bonds.

Also, several issues of Water Co.6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

Day in Baltimore.

The Catholic churches of Baltimore
will celebrate the 400th anniversary of
the landing of Columbus in an appropriate manner. An elaborate programme
is being arranged at the suggestion of
Cardinal Gibbons, who is deeply interested in having a suitable religions and
civic display on Oct. 12. The religions
celebration, according to a Baltimore
paper, will include masses in all of the
Catholic churches at an early hour, and
at 11 O’clock pontifical high mass will be
celebrated by Cardinal Gibbons in the
cathedral. All of the priests of the city
will be invited to be present at this
mass.
The Rev. Dr. O’Gorman, of the
Catholic university at Washington, has
been selected to preach the sermon. The
pope has announced his intention to
write an encyclical letter on the discovery of America and the position which
the church at Rome occupied at that
time toward Columbus and the assistance which was rendered him by the
church. She programme of the civic
display has not been decided upon, but
it will probably include a big torchlight
procession, in which the Catholic Benevolent legion, the Young Catholic Friends’
society and all the societies and lycenms
of the various churches will be invited

__

O

$li,900,000

Total. $12,000,000

:

(•Partly approximated.)
These increasing returns did not result from extroardinary crops, but reflected natural conditions from the steady growth of the country through which your mileage extends, and are such as
to insure confidence of the Management in their continuance. The Company is the owner of large
interests in Coal and other Properties and of securities from which a large net revenue per annum
is obtained and which added to Net returns from Railway Operations, make aggregate of Net

3,100,000

The fixed charges for the fifth year and thereafter, provided no further issue of Second
Mortgage Bonds should be found necessary will be
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds.
$8,000,000
4 per cent. Interest on $100,000,000 SecondMortgage Gold Bonds.
4,000,000

$8,000,000.00

For Interest on Income Bonds (if earned after Improvements, etc.).$4,000,000.00
The Plan included the provision of a Cash Fund which was thought sufficient for the early
improvement of the properties, which would as well enable some payment to be made on the Income Bonds from the beginning of operations under the Reorganization.
Improvements then found absolutely necessary, which had been postponed from lack of
funds, were prosecuted as vigorously and Judiciously as possible,and efforts in that direction were
largely reflected through the results, which are exclusive of Net Earnings from sources other
than railroads operations:
IN THE YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1890.
The Gross Earnings were...$31,004,357.03
Gain over previous year (12 4-10 per cent).3,481,488.13
Net Earnings. 10,083,970.77
Gain over previous year (48 9-10 per cent)...
3,311,580.06
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1891.
Gross Earnings.$33,663,716.18
Gain over 1889 (22 1-10 per cent)... 6,090,847.28
Net Earnings.*... 9,620,546.54
Gain over 1889 (42 per cent).
2,848,155.83
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1892.*
Gross Earnings.$35,771,702.00
Gam over 1889 (29 7-10 per cent).
8,198,833.10
Net earnings. 10,886;218.00
Gain over i889 (00 7-10 per cent).
4,113,827.29

$8,000,000

800,000

Total....

:

For Interest on General Mortgage Bonds, Taxes, Rentals, etc....
CONTINGENT

1, 1896.

per cent. Interest on Class “B” $20,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds.

thus reduced to

ERY and LITTLE TABLETS have done
MMn p pp vdnders for me. I
hardly realize
EsE *« 1TER™11
“1

_

Com-

Showing an Annual Deficiency, without considering Improvements of any kind, of $4,427,609^29
This condition of affairs and the existence of a large Floating Debt created the necessity for
urgent and radical treatment through scaling of the Fixed Charges to within the Operating possibilities of the Railways. To accomplish this, the General Mortgage B'our Per cent Bona with
B'ixed interest and the Income Second Mortgage Five Per Cent Bond with Contingent interest (if
earned, after due regard for improvements) were created. The charges of your Company were

CURED!

been

THE INCOME BONDHOLDERS of the
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILROAD COMPANY s
On Oct. 15,1889, Circular No. 63, containing Plan of Financial Reorganization of your

were.$11,200,000.00

Muscular Rheumatism

It is announced that Thomas
Spurgeon
pastor of the Auckland Tabernacle, New
Zealand, who is going to take charge of

his father’s work for three months in the
London Tabernacle, has been very successful in Auckland. In style, voice and
fluency he is said to be a veritable chip
of the old block and it is possible that he
may succeed his father as the permanent
pastor of the tabernacle.
Hazen S. Pingree, now mayor of Detroit was a Union soldier thirty years ago
and during one of those historic jShenatidoah valley campaigns was taken prisHe had the honor of
; oner.
exchanging
clothes with the raider Mosby on this ocI
the
but
casion, upon
polite
pressing suggestion of the Confederate officer. Mr.
Pingree was then transported to Andersonville for a five months’ vacation.
Two good tramps have been found in
Ohio. They were traveling on the railroad, but not on the cars, when they
found a broken rail. One hurried east
and the other west to signal trains. One
of jthem stopped a limited express, and
the passengers raised $100 for the pair.
The conductor took them on their way
and telegraphed the officers of the road,
who sent a pass to the end of the line
and intimated that they would do more
when the men reached Cincinnati.

600,000

<11,300,000

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES FOURTH YEAR BEGINNING JULY

4

pany, was issued.
This Plan, which was fully accepted in due course, related to all your properties, including
Railway Owned 6960.08 and operated 7178.91 miles, the details of which, as well as the necessities of Complete rehabilitation of the same, are fully set forth in the ciroular.
The Operations of this Railway mileage for the year ending June 30,1889, were
Qross Earings.
$27,572,868.90
Net Earnings.
6,772.390.71
while the absolute and obligatory Fixed Charges of the Company for the same year,
including Interest on Bonds, Car Trusts, Sinking Funds, Taxes, Rentals, etc.,

Rev. W. L. BROWN.

run

PRESS.

THE

2,700,000

Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc.
3Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 3 mos.
$700,000
4 per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 9 mos. 2.400,000

BOSTON, May 25,1892.

as

___

$8,000,000

per cent. Interest $15,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds

Railroad Company,

CIRCULAR NO. 68.

can, except those from what are known

the silver States, voted
one third adnay. The
effect of the vote will be to
keep the bill
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per before the Senate until it can be brought
square each week. Three insertions or less to a vote. When that will be is uncer$1.60 per square.
tain, inasmuch as the Senate has no rule
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed for limiting debate, but the anti-silver
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each men will not be able
to stave it off more
insertion.
than a few weeks.
The vote on the callmatter
in
type
Notices
Pure Reading
reading
ing up of the bill practically assures its
25 cents per line each insertion.
passage when a Vote is reached. It will
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar adthen go to the House and be referred to
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
the coinage committee; which is confor 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtrolled by the free coinage men, so that
t isements not paid in advance, will be charged
an early and favorable
report in that
at regular rates.
body is altogether probable. Mr. Bland
State
Press—$1.00
per
square
PVMaine
is therefore likely to
get another chance
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
to push his favorite
measure, and under
each subsequent insertion.
circumstances too, rather more promisAddress ail communications relating to sub
scrlptious and advertisements to Portland ing than before. The Stewart bill is a
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street, free coinage measure pure and
simple,
Portland, Me.
with no redeeming feature about it.

4

pNO. 95 MILK STREET.

The silver men won a notable victory'
in the Senate in
securing the immediate
calling up of the Stewart free coinage
bill, which had been reported adversely
early in the session by the finance committee and placed
on the
calendar.
Every Democratic senator who voted,
except Palmer of Missouri, Gray of Delaware, Vilas of Wisconsin and White of

Louisiana,

Topeka & Santa Fe

Atchison,

Mr. Blaine at the head of the
Will that refusal come? That is
the question which is interesting the
American people today more than any
other.

placing

voted yea, and
every

total fixed charges third year, beginning JULY 1, 1*94.
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc..
3 per cent. Interest on Class ’‘A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 3 mos.•.*......
$600,000
3Va per cent. Interest on Class ‘’A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold
Bonds, 9 mos. 2,100,000

Total..

ticket.

SILVER IN

.FINANCIAL.

—:-1—

office oif1 the

refusal

a

FINANCIAL.

CONVERSION^

PUN ¥ INCOME BOND

of his name. The indications today are
that the same powerful Blaine sentiment
which manifested itself at Chicago four
years ago will again manifest itself, and
with equaljforce at Minneapolis, and that
but

financial.

financiaiu_

MISCELLANEOUS.

Offer, Subject
Sale,

to

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. o’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. 1. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas. Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway
3 First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
O’s due 1908.

City

S8,000,000

The Co-operative Milk Condensing Co.

$500,000
1,800.000

40§!ooo
$10,700,000

building a factory at Brldgton, Maine, and a
few thousand shares of non-assessable equipment stock are offered in lots to suit large and
small Investors at $8.60 per share, par value
$8.00. Send to Boston office 76 State St., for
copy of descriptive pamphlet.
dlw
may23
are

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dee29
d£t

ADVEEXISEMEXNS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

new

new advertisements,

new

advertisements.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portland Theatre.

The

new

ire is much

Listen ye people, anTattend ye vendors of cheap decoctions!

programme at Portland Thea
enjoyed. Foremost amons

the attractions

are new pictures
by ProLovenberg. new tricks by Lena
Lovenberg, new songs by Tom Lewis,
new mandolin selections by Gussie Gill

fessor

and Till’s marionettes. The new after
piece is “Long Distance Telephone” and
is very laughable. Today there will be
a special matinee for ladies and qhiklreu.
The men who have entered for the

Which is better, to huy the “KIMR ^HAT
quart of worthless stuff, called “Sarsaparilla” given you ?

Query:

First:

Museum, appeared

this card:

As it Is impossible for me to reply individually to each of the good friends who has sent me
words of encouragement and affection, 1 take
this way of
to those across the footlights
who have made the day memorable to me, to
those in the profession who would willingly
have aided me if I could have found rcom tor
them, to Mr. Galvin, who has made the theatre

saying

gay in my honor—I thank you.
Three simple
words, but filled with my heartfelt gratitude.
M.
Clarke,
A;cnte
Notes.

Walter Damrosch is engaged in writing
opera whose subject is to be Hawthorne’s “Scarlet Letter.” G. P. Lothrop, Hawthorne’s son-in-law, is writing
the libretto for him.
At the Grand Opera House, Boston,
Thursday night, Mr. Robert Mantell appeared in the double hill “Parrhasius”
and “The Louisianan,” a programme presented for the first time in that city last
week at the Bowdoin Square Theatre.
Last night he appeared in “Hamlet.”
an

St. Lawrence

4-a

_1.!A

-3 A-

"‘VV,»5V

tJ

one

4-

who has

a

deep, personal

interest in

the Rev. A. H. Wright and his people.
He and they have purposed “in their
hearts” to have a new sanctuary.
That
kind of purposing means success.
The St. Lawrence street parish has

outgrown

its old

A
place of worship.
church is a necessity, and necessity is
sure to find the “ways and means.”
Mr.
Wright’s people are a unit in the effort
to secure a building fund.
That they
will do their utmost for themselves goes
without saying. Already more than 100
persons have made pledges of weekly

offerings and new pledges are constantly
being made. Subscriptions aggregating
thus far about $4000 have been received.
Part of this has come from friends outside the parish and is interpreted by Mr.

Wright and his people into a prophecy
of what may be expected from those of
Portland’s citizens who desire the prosperity of the St. Lawrence street church.
The cost of building and furnishing
the new sanctuary is not to exceed $20-,
000. As soon as $15,000 is secured, work
will doubtless be begun. There are 1000
families on the hill and the population
keeps steadily increasing. This fact emphasizes the immediate need of a new
church edifice for the
St.
Lawrence
street parish.
To delay building is to
to
that
the
means of greatly
deny
parish
augmenting its usefulness. Within a
short time Mr. Wright will call upon
many of the citizens of Portland. I cannot but believe that their response will
be immediate, generous and cheerful.
They know the record Mr. Wright has
made during 20 years and more as a
Christian minister and a public-spirited
citizen, and they will not allow a cause
to which he has devoted and is still devoting his whole mental and spiritual
energy to suffer for lack of their financial aid. They will see to it that the
new church is soon begun.
They will
have the joy of having their money transmitted into a sanctuary wherein many
generations will worship the God and
Father of us all.

The gross earnings of the Central
Massachusetts Railroad for six months
ending March 31, 1892, were $299,739.
Gross earnings for year ending March
Massachusetts is leased

to the Boston & Maine

througli the Boston & Lowell for 20 per cent of the gross
earnings up to $100,000 per annum, less
6 per cent upon $2,000,000 bonds in the
The
treasury of the Boston & Lowell.
fiscal year ends March 31, and 20 per
cent upon $610,000 gives $120,000, or a
balace of $22,000 for Central Massachusetts preferred after the payment of the
bond interest.
The Boston & Maine has

unsettled account with the Central
Massachusetts of several hundred thousand dollars which will probably absorb
the balance for the present.
an

SUPERIOR COURT.

Friday—The two traverse juries were excused, the first jury finally and the second will
come back in September.
Mary Green, on a nuisance indictment, was
sent to jail for thirty days.
She has been in
jail several months awaiting trial.
Charles Burke, for an assault and battery on
Deputy Sheriff S. D. Plummer, was sentenced
to one year in jail. The assault was wholly unprovoked and a voluntary one on Burke’s part.
Plummer was eugaged in assisting an intoxicated woman when Burke and another assaulted him.
The other respondents will be sentenced this
(Saturday) forenoon.
Pythian Prizes.

The contest over the sale of tickets for
the late Pythian ball has been decided.
Mr. A. L. Baston takes first
prize, a gold
K. of P. charm, he having sold 70 tickets. Mr. J. E. Leeman
takes second

prize,
ets.

pin, having sold

The Mile

54 tick-

Track.

The meeting of the mile track directors was

adjourned yesterday

to

next

at 3.30 p. m. at the Preble House.
President Burnham was in Mew York
and a quorum did not appear.

Friday

The other

testimonial

on

this page is

genuine—a 'tX*TJLo

ACTUAL CURES than all other sarsaparillas

more

shows

and

performed in

ever

“THINK 000 SHE IS WELL!"

give $1,000 to any person who will prove that E&JOLy testimonial on
is not
g*033-ULiXA0, or that we do not Stot'O.O.XXy Sell A

We will

this page

tlxo amount CXjAXMED ABOVE !

EDWARD T. DAVIS.
Friendship, Me.

Quartermaster’s Story!

“Dana has done me

Of his son 9 years of age, that
he expected to die:

“HE iS PERFECTLY WELL!”

Mr. a. B. Cook, Merchant or Friendship, Me., sends us the following—
ANOTHER VICTORY FOR DANA'S.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:

DANA’S SARSAPARILLA IS cheaper
AT $1.00 PER BOTTLE THAN ANT OTHER AS
A GIFT, BECAUSE IT’S “THE KIND THAT
Cures.”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.:
Gentlemen:—DANA’S SARSAPARILLA haB been such a God-gend to my family that I must let others know.
For the last 10 years my wile has had verv
poor health, complaining of severe beardown pain also pains in
ni ■ b am
back and limbs. Her blood
& “EPS" Wa
““ was so
poor that it would appear to gfagrnate In blotshes all over her
limbs. She tried the different Sarsaparillas
and was treated by Physicians in Mass.,
N. Y. and N. J., but found but little if any

Dear Sirs:—I served 12 years In the
Navy, during that time I was stationed
and other Foreign Ports,
wm at China
ST I also served 4 years in the late
g
Sa|
B • *
Rebellion, and was discharged
on account of 111 health. I have been running: down for years, suffering from extreme
CONSTIPATION,
BC
S\e Ber
O and other CHRONIC »IS**■ I
ft Bia
eases. I have tried a great
many kinds of medicines, but received
llUlo or no benefit from them. At last I was
to
DANA’S
try
IVESE n a cm induced
8
i SARSAPARILLA, and it
3
* 2
GREATLY BENEhas
FITED ME, in fact has done me MOKE
GOOD THAN ALL THE OTHERFEDIfCiE I HAVE EATER
U. S.

_

Five months ago I bought
hera bottle of DANA’S SARSw
ass O

SAPARILLA;
bought three

the

—

it helped her
more, and it

Impossible to describe

thepainslnsideandllmbs.no more
n bearing
down pain or
,
tired feeling.
TRASK
THmT
a
a a
GOB, she is a Will wornan

to-day.

My

oldest

9

years of age, had the
“Grip” last winter. It left him with a bad
congn, and he became so poor that he was
actually a living skeleton, could not
go to school. He has taken two bottles of
eon

SARSAPARILLA, and to-day he is
PERFECTLY WELL,
Apm
goes to school every day.
ajjgjj
[&#g5[SS
wwMibBia’w?
My youngest eon five
years old was puny and sickly, he had no
was
rim
all
down. He is now
appetite,
taking DANA’S and is gaining every day,
remain,

Yours respectfully,
JOHN C. JEFFRIES.
No. 175^ Pleasant St., Worcester, Maes.
Thi3 is to certify that I sold Mr. Jeffries
DANA’S SARSAPARILLA, and believe him
to be an honest, truthful person, and do

not believe he would make
ment in regard to its merits.

a

false state-

Yours respectfully,
FRANK II. TENNEY, Druggist.
Pleasant St.

No. 203

AH AIFUL HUMOR!

A RUNNING SORE!

RED CANKER

THREE BY SIX INCHES

AND

TsrribSe Itching and Burning!
Neck and Stomach Covered with Scabs!

AND HANDS THAT WERE ONE
MASS OF CORRUPTION

DANA SARSAPARILLA CO,

BELFAST,

What

other Sarsaparilla could
perform such a cure? Did you ever
HEAR OF ANY? DON’T IT SEEM RIDICULOUS
TO TELL POOR SUFFERING HUMANITY THAT

’■OUR” Sarsaparilla has “MORE DOSES,”
OR is “CHEAPER,” OR “PECULIAR” WHEN
WATER CONTAINS ALL THE ABOVE INDUCEMENTS? What you need, if you need
ANYTHING, IS “THE KIND THAT CURES.”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Dear Sirs :—For years T have had a

ME.

and Salves

_

anybenefit K

__

§ wi ^

graph

wishing

Sthers

DANA’S.

And Extreme Weakness

O YE MAKERS OF SARSAPARILLAS, YE
MAY AS WELL TRY TO STOP THE CYCLONE
IN ITS COURSE, AS TO PLACE YOUR WEAK
DECOCTIONS (THOUGH THEY MAY BE
“PECULIAR” AND HAVE “MORE DOSES")
IN THE PATH OF DANA, THE CONQUERER,
—IT’S “THE KIND THAT CURES,”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.:
Gentlemen:—For the past six years I

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.:
Gentlemen:—About one year ago, my
wife’s health was so poor, I was completely
discouraged. Altho* she kept about part of
the time just by sheer grit, I could see she
was daily growing weaker—more nervous
and oftentimes prostrated, until I at last
gave her up to die, but

and caused

sores

I

tried

intense sufferSalves and vacines, employed

me

medi fix S Ssi
differentphy “w■ IB ItF aicians but received no relief. The running sores on my
hands kept growing worse, and the old
sore on my leg grew larger until It covered a
inspace of three by
six
ches. I was dia fHflT couraged
* 1
■
__ _

_

and hope nearly
One day I called at H.

gone.
Noel Steeves’
Wholesale Medicine Store and asked him
what medicine he would recommend. He

§T\
§
^2
VMIfSKiiJ

unhesitatingly recom-

_

__

_

DANA’S SAK-f'lBO[TG
l\ &B3P
SAPARILLA. I bought wrf1
one bottle and commenced
taking it. The
first bottle cored my hands.
When
mended

as

SARSAPARILLA

West Warren, Me.

Cana

DANA’S SARSAPARILLA!

rious

much benefit from DANA’S
as I have.
I remain your friend,
MRS. ROBERT A. SPEAR.

may receive

Scrofula, Dyspepsia,

ning

“*•
I
also
had ITCHING
PILES so bad T could not rest nights.
The first bottle of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA did me more
good than
all
the
medi a sJs
cines I ever
B continued
used before. I B B
using it and MY NECSS AND STOMACH
ARE WELL; my ITCHING PILES
ARE CURED.
I send you my photoS

DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA
CURED
Her

she

had

form, all
IS WELL.
I, myself am also

a living witness that
DANA’S Is “THE KIND THAT CURES”
for I have been cured of GOITRE on the
neck which had baffled the most skilled physicians. You are at liberty to publish inis
statement, for I know

DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA
ME.
Yours

Perhara,

sincerely and gratefully,

Me.

TFfOMASC. EMERSON.

Dana Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Maine.

DAM S IS

WEEE MAN AGAIN. I feel as well as
I ever did in my life.
Very resp’v,
DUDLEY BLAKE.
Hallowell, Me.

Dana’s Pills and

my back

was

very

Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Maine.

lame, and

I was terribly weak. I could not work
and was not able to go to my nearest
neighbors.
While in
this condition, I
1
taking DANA’S
common;'
§U
SARSA
■^PAKILEA, and before the first bottle was gone I could walk
a mile wltti ease.
I continued using the
SARSAPARILLA__
and DA
NA,S PILLS (ITU ATthink tha
■ as much
PILLS helped me ■ ■
as the SARSAPARILLA) and I KOW
DO
THE WORK FOR FIVE IN A FAMIEY. I THINK IT HAS SAVED MY
_

_

_

§£

Jjcl

JliIyE.

My little girl

was

trou- C* I 193 K? £5

Head-WUIvEi«3

bled with Sick
»cke. I have been

giving her DANA'S

PILLS and they have cured

ner.

Respectfully,
MRS. GEO. HANSON.
Sebago, Me.
DANA’S Kidney land Liver PILLS are made to
work In harmony with DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
They are the best PILL made.

DANA SARSAPARILLA CO.

‘The kind that Cures’

BELFAST,

ME.

ELIZA

WHITNEY,

Hampden Ctr., Maine.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Messrs.—DANA’S SARSAPARILLA has
done me bo mnrh good, I fee) that I
must write and tell you.
For over 5 years, I have been so much
ont of health that 1 could work only part
of the time, and it was

mo to Walk
Impossible for
neighbors

for want of
to my nearest
breath.
I employed the best Physicians In
Maine and Moss. They told me I had
HEART TROUBLE, also that my LIVER and KIDNEYS were affected, and
that I had a HUMOR IN THE STOMACH. Their medicine did not help me.
I have taken 5 bottles of
even

Nearly all Pills contain

DANA’S

SARSAPARILLA
can truly say, I haven’t felt so well
for 10 years. Its effects are wonderf nl, A number of my friends are receiving

and

DANA’S SARSAPARILLA

Stoddard, N. H.

32,000
CHALLENGE TESTIMONIAL.
Not

T. DAVIS.

Sarsaparilla!

CROTON OIL and if used with

“

FdVtaRD

Please notice our testimonials are
prom NEW ENGLAND not prom Montana
or Mexico. There are MANY SarsaONLr 0KE "KIND THAT
CURES," DANA’S.
Dana sarsaparilla Co. :
Gentlemen
For Five Tears, mv
health has been very poor. I hail a severe
SCBOFFEOFS TROUBLE and a very
case
of DYSPEPSIA.
np m ■ hs. had
E Last Spring I had no appetite,
I H
■
■ ■ “

CARRIE B. SHELDON.
South

Dana

Me.

CURED BY

has CURED

a

CANA SARSAPARILLA GO, BELFAST. ME.

HER.
ailments were
and
COMPLICATED—
RED CA3VKER in its worst
of which has disappeared—SHE

HAS

NUMEROUS

the second waB one-half taken the sore
on my leg had stopped running.
THE
THIRD
BOTTLE MADE A COMFEETE CERE OF MY EEG. Now I am

Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Maine.

ANOTHER VICTORY!
“It Saved My Life.”

LIKE

ing.

externally without

Friendship,

No Blood Purifier

H

__

Tup

GOITRE CURED!

Sebago, Me.

Completely Cured! by

have been troubled with a VERY BAD
SORB oumyleg, which was so exceedingly painful at times that I could not work. I
cm B B P™ tr‘ed almost everything but it
II
EL would not heal. Last June it
grew rapidly worse. The disease permeated my system to suchan extent
that the backs ot my hands became run-

TERRIBLE HUMOR. For months at a
time the back of my neck and my stomach
would be COVERED WITH SCABS
and would ITCH AND BURR
I took Eight
TERRIBLY.
■ H a 9m Bottles of a well known
remedy
that is advertised for Skin and Blood Diseases, besides other remedies, used Soaps
_

STANDINR,

OF SIX YEARS

“ITCHING PILES GAVE
ME NO REST.”

■

recommend
to all
suffering from complicated
chronic diseases of long standing.
Verv truly yours.

It

MBS. GEO. HANSON.

EMERSON,

Perham, Mo.

Hallowell, Mo.

DANA’S

color bias returned to his face, and it is
BUILDING him up W4WDEKFFLLY.
Hoping this may induce others to try it, I

THOMAS C.

DUDLEY BLAKE.

Wect Warren, Me.

also

OUIiKSTAK1E!S'
v*? D. lo-®
[ heartily

^•sn***

MRS. ROBERT A. SPEAR.

change it has wrontrht.
the
BLOTCHES HAVE bisappeabeb,

ra n

_

™

n ma bo.

so mark I
seems almost

good

DANA’S IS KING!

“Building Him Up Wonderfully!”

EC
I
rr 5

more

than ail the medicine i
have ever taken.”

Of his little fire year old laddie:

an alleged cure
out west
but a true story from real life
in the “Granite State.”

destroys

its effects. Use DANA’S PILLS
the

with

”

great benefit from t)ANA’S.
Your 6 truly,
Hampden, Ctr., Me. ELIZA WHITNEY.

Dana Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Maiae.

Sarsaparilla,

they work in harmony.

ARE THE DAYS OF MIRACLES PAST? OR
IS DANA’S THE MODERN BETHESEDA?

Let the cured Answer!
Waiting for death at 21 years of
AGE —SUFFERING UNTOLD AGONY!
THIS
WAS THE CONDITION OF MISS CARRIE B.
Sheldon. Read her story. Another
victory for Danas!
Dana Sarsaparilla CotGentlemen : I wish to testify to the great
value of your SARSAPARILLA. Three
years ago I commenced to be troubled with
c3rb

■

■ na

MERRITT A. BOOTHBY.
Clinton, Maine.

Cancer! Cancer!!
REiLX.

Indigestion. Employed a Phy-

EL sician> but grew steadily worse
until I could not eat anything,
the lightest broth, without its souring

la H
■

CANCER!!!

■

even

and causing’ great distress. I continued to
worse.
I had terrible pains in my
lead, arms and shoulders that words

DANA’S

describe—my sufferings only God
knows. Physician after Physician was called
cannot

until six had tried their skill to no avail.
I suffered so that my eyes beeame distorted—I looked cross
and two objects
appeared to my vision where there was only
one—I feared I should be blind. I consulted
an Dceu
list who told me
0
the troub BC g era® Hj le was caused by my
K
and that my eyes
stomach,
would come back when my stomach was better. He gave me medicine—I took it, but it
did me no good. I tried Dyspepsia Cares,
and in fact everything advertised that I
thought might help me, but got no benefit
from any of them. I was ntterly discouraged—confined to my bed—greatly reduced in weight—nerves shattered—some
nights could not shut my eyes to sleep. Life
was a burden and I felt that
though young in
years, death would be welcome.
One day copies
g-—, of
your
m^L
papers came—mot | INI S\ B her read
w
them, and said “I “ B
am going
to get you a bottle of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.” I had no faith in it, and do you
wonder after taking so many kinds of medicine? However, I commenced taking it, and
before that bottle was gone I felt it was
helping me. I continued until I had taken
nine Eboftles, and 1 AM CURED by
your wonderful mod*
Seine. I cannot say too
8 12& to
much in its praise.
thank God I ever heard of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
Gratefully vours,
CARRIE B. SHELDON.
South Stoddard, N. H.
--

™

»

@

J3

I hereby certify that the foregoing statement of Miss Carrie B. Sheldon is true In
every particular. JAS. SIMONS, P. M.
So. Stoddard, N. H.

DANA'S SARSAPARILLA GO,

BELFAST, ME.

MRS. MARY

CUBES B?

grow

»

K. of P.

Third:

A grateful husband anal father
says of his wife:

eyed,

BEFORE JUDGE BOX'XEY.

a

every 100 sold in Maine is RAMA’S.

the State.

A WONDER IS WORCESTER!

$610,987.

The

a

by about 17 imitators.

sold

facts,

out of

Our

Boston & Maine.

The Central

Sarsaparilla

bottles of

are

Every

:

of
JOHN C. JEFFRIES.
Worcester, Mass.

William Cabkuthebs.
Portland, May 27th.

31 were

have

relief.

Street Church.

A brief visit to Portland has brought
--„

bottles

Second

For

Clarke’s Benefit.

Over S3

17

]. Brevier type.
2. For eaeh typographical error a deduction
of 5 ema.
3. For outs a deduction of 20 ems.
4.
doublets a deduction of 20 ems.
5.
Bad division a deduction of 20 ems.
6. Extra spacing with 3 ems only.
7_ Spaces showing up not to constitute an erro’.-.
8. Time of contest, one-half hom-.
Annie

or

THREE POINTS FOR YOU TO CONSIDER:

prizes in the type setting contest this
evening are George W. St. John, Deering; Thomas Ward and Lewis Hagan
Portland, and Frank Weston, Augusta.
The contest will bo governed by the following rules:

On the programme at the farewell benefit to Miss Clarke Thursday at Boston

CURES” at One Dollar,

MATTIE DOANE.

SIX YEARS OF AGONY!

Hampden Cor., Me.

Tortured by Demons!

SARSAPARILLA!
IF NOTHING AILS YOU BUY a QUART OF
SOMEBODY'S DECOCTION FOB BO CENTS. IF
YOU NEED MEDICINE DON’T LET them SWINDLE YOU. BUY “THE KIND THAT CURES.”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
I hereby certify that I have
Gentlemen
been cured of CANCER by DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA- I inherited camCEROIJS HUMOR from my
TU KT parents. My mother died of
US fcu a ^amceR ON HER
H
FACE.
My fattier died of CANCER OF THE
STOMACH. For years I have seen symptoms of the dread disease which at last apKjT , n n m, peared in the form of a CANK!
O CER ON M S- NOSE. Two
prominent Physicians advised
I used different
me to have it CUT OUT.
remedies, but it steadily grew worse.
Hearing of the wonders performed by DA•»>..«, NA’S
SARSAPARILLA, I
commenced its use, and
«
1 Ti
ro
wonderful
relate,
THREE BOTTLES COMPLETELY
CURED ME. I consider DANA’S SARSAPARILLA the greatest Blood Purl.
■ n
tier in the world. Had
11 llr? fcl
I not obtained it I should
*" S

RHEUMATISM
—AMD—

NEURALGIA
Cured by Four Bottles of

DANA’S.

_

A Miracle in

gy

w

—

now have been

a

victim

TYLER.

Hermon, Me.

Hermon, Me.

Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Gentlemen :—I take great pleasure In
stating that after suffering severely for
with RHEKMANE5 KAEGIA
«2L *****
BtBO which affected
o M
my whole system, particularly my bead and limbs.
During all this time nothing seemed to reagony I endured
■ # h bd 8Pb
SARSAM
S Bw KmP PAR1LLA. DANA’S
Svk#
I have taken onthe result has been
ly four bottles, but
WONDERFEE- I have gained considerasasble iu Weight, peel

X14

i

MD

THAT
I

CURED.

am

g*^ w

65 years of

jjygfe.i

age.
are &b liberty to
this letter iff any way

OF THE DREAD DISEASE.
Yours respectfully,
Clinton, Me. MERRITT A. BOOTHBY.
We hereby certify to the troth of Mr.
Bovthby’s statement. He is a thoroughly
reliable man, and his statement Is true.
Respsectfully, DODGE & JAQUITH.
Clinton, Me.

Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY TYLER.
Hermon, Me.
We, the undersigned, certify to the truth
of Mrs. Tyler’s statement.

Dana

DANA SARSAPARILLA GO,, BELFAST, ME.

Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast,

Maine.

OU R ES you see fit.
UP0

K

KImBALL &

Hermon, Me.

BISHOP,

Merchants.

“FOR 9 YEARS MY SUFFERINGS were terrible!”
“Two Bottles

Completely Cured Me!"

Wht throw aw at your life because
OTHER SARSAPARILLAS FAILED TO HELP
Don’t think they “are all
you?
alike.” They are not.
Some
are
‘•CHEAPER.” Some have “MORE DOSES.”
Some are "PECULIAR.” Dana’s alone is
“The Kind That Cures.” and is sold
under a “GUARANTEE."
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
For over nine Tear* I
Gentlemen
suffered with a STOMACH TROUBLE.
Tried Physician after Physician, hut got no
During the nine years, I
hell'-.
«W»s ■
was in Kansas three
THE
years and
“ ■ ■
™ Michigan
nearly four years, I
was treated by the best Physicians in
MY
both states.
SUFFEHUKH WAS
TERM
BYE.
As I thiSk
of DoKIMn agony I endured I
■ ■ * s*' how
wonder
I lived. I tried
remedy after remedy at the earnest solicita.
tions of friends, but to no avail.
One year ago last
I
to
Maine T M .wJunc
and hearfame
• ■ ■
■
ing of the wonder
fui r,,rPB
performed liy DANA’S 8ARSAPARILL A
I commenced taking it, AND WONDER!
FFI, WAS THE RE- _
TWO
SUET.
BOT-f>||OrO
tees completely wUIW Bid
CURED ME. How grateful I am I cannot
tell you. \ ours respectfully,
MATTIE DOANE,
P. O. Box 56
Hampden, Cor., Me.
The truth of the above is certified to bv
I. N.
MAYO, p. M.
_

'Utw
R- G.

MRS. ABBEE T. CHICK.
Hew Portland, Me.

\
MITCHELL,

Patton, Main©.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
Gentlemen :—While workipg In charge
of a crew of men lumbering among the
mountains of N. H., I found my Kidneys
and Liver were badly affected, my Kidneys so badly that I had to be iip every
half hour nights, and conld not sleep.
I concluded to try a bottle of

DANA’S

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

Eain

DANA’S

SARSAPARILLA
and began taking it. Have used four bottles and consider myself

_

Dana

Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Gents .---About ten years ago I began to
be troubled with terrible pain in my
bands and arms during the night. The
increased in severity so rapidly, that I
eeame alarmed. I tried different Physicians, but received no benefit. I read of
the wonderful cares by

SARSAPARILLA,

ENTIRELY CURED.

at once, and three bottles
marvelously. I am perfectly well, and gladly recommend this
Wonderful Remedy to all suffering with
Kidney Troubles.
-Very truly,
R. G. MITCHELL.
Patten, Me.
I hereby certify that I am personally acwith Roscoe G, Mitchell, and beeve his statement to be entitled to credit.
DANIEL SCRIBNER, P. M.
Patten, Me.

Yours with respect,
MRS. ABBIE T. CHICK.
New Portland, Me.
County of Somerset ss. Personally appeared Before mo the above named Abbie
T. Chick, and subscribed and swore to the
Until of above statement.
JOHN METCALF.
New Portland, Me. Justice of the Peace,

Dm

Dana

it

helped

helped

me

me

Suainted

SaisjpUlMk Belfast,

Mains.

I

believe DANA'S SARSAPARILLA Is

superior to all

other remedies.

Sarsaparilla Co.r Belfast,. Maine,

BRED E THE BLOOD.

one was

killed and a second fired upon by

Houghtaling’s supports. The men of the
First then lay down and plied their mus-

The ex-United States
at Perryville
also took a hand, having wheeled into battery on the ridge vacated by Bush. Bush
halted just across the pike, turned and
opened and in no time the rail fences became a cloud of flying splinters. The First
made another spurt for Bush’s guns, but
he was too quick for them, and they only
succeeded in heading off Houghtaling’s
remnant, minus 95 horses and 26 men shot
down. The First lost 83 killed and wounded.
Chickawauga was the next fight of the
regiment and it was in the second line
again. The last of its old enemies, Bush’s
battery, had been captured by the first
line, and the Tennesseeans charged no guns
on that field.
d
They lost 89 killed
wounded in general fighting against
e
Rock,” “Pap” Thomas. At Missionary
Ridge, Nov. 25, there were no guns to
charge, but work equally as exciting. Gen.
Sherman assaulted the Confederate works
on the mountain to turn them at the railroad tunnel. Maney’s brigade was in reserve, and after the front line had taken
its share of hard knocks, the Tennesseeans
moved up to the barricade.
Sherman’s men were within fifteen paces
and had taken shelter there under a crest.
The ex-United States Napoleons were silenced by the fire that literally rained on
that hillside. The spokes of cannon wheels,
musket stocks, swabstaffs, flagstaffs, anything large enough to catch a bullet, was
splintered. The Napoleons were double
shotted with canister awaiting one more
chance. The men of bbth sides at the barricades lay so close that they couldn’t aim
across the logs, and they pitched stones
back and forth through the air. Finally,
as often happens, the soldiers themselves
took it into their heads to end the deadlock. Three companies of the First, acting
without orders, jumped over the breastworks on tbp flank of the assailing column
and started to roll up the Union line.
The artillerists on the crest swung their
Napoleons to as to sweep the ridge lengthwise, depressed, and let go their grape.
Then the whole brigade, soon followed by
another, leaped the works, and in two seconds Sherman’s column became a mob,
some surging uphill, half dragged as prisoners, others sliding and tumbling down
hill to get away.
The Atlanta campaign found the regiment still in fighting trim. At Kenesaw,
June 27,180 men were in the angle, since
known as the “Dead Angle,” when Gen.
Davis’ division of the Fourth Union corps
sprung an early morning assault upon it.
Thft nnint'i wns a. mnnntsin snnr with otnor
slopes, and no abatis, slashings, or other
obstructions were prepared to aid {n defense. Two brigades in columns of regiments hounded over their own parapets
and rushed up the steep, not halting until
they met the unsparing fire of the Tenneskets into the wood.

Napoleon

An Elite Regiment Which Belied Its
Nickname.

Tho

Daring Work of the First Tennessee

Confederate Regiment—Charging Guns
and Taking Them Too—Hard Hits at
Rosecrans and Sherman.

{Copyright, 1892, by American Press Assoc lation. Book rights reserved.]
ENNESSEE valor
away back in early
days would bear

exploiting

among
reminiscences
of
heroism, and so,
although close to
tho border and divided against itself in sentiment,
that
breeding
ground of warlike
clans could not
have kept hersons
aloof
from
the
civil strife even had war’s clash and
clang not pierced mountain fastness and
echoed over village and plain, beckoning hot tempered youth to the lists. It
goes without saying that the men of the
First Tennessee made haste to rattle the
powder horns and furbish the shotguns
which old time daddies had slung over the
mantels against time of need. And, by the
way, there was a rush to capture the honor
of being No. 1, and two regiments in Confederate service bore that title through
the war—Maney’s First and Turney’s First,
after their earliest colonels. Turney’s was
also distinguished as First Confederate.
Maney’s was raised in central Tennessee—

Nashville, Franklin, Columbia, Murfreesboro and Pulaski—draining the best blood

■

of five counties.
Nashville had five companies—three
known as the Rock City Guards, one of Germans, called Tennessee Riflemen, and one
of Railroad boys. Maury county, around
Columbia, gave the Maury Grays and the
Brown Guards; Murfreesboro, Rutherford
county, the Rutherford Rifles; Pulaski,
Giles county, the Martin Guards, and
Franklin, Williamson county, the Wil1

omonn
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that their bearers were among the pioneer
cohorts of Secessia. The men carried their
ideas of being among the “elect” so far
that some of the rough and ready fellows
from the hills dubbed the First the “Kid
Glove Regiment.”
This nickname had
force until the men who bore it got a
chance to charge a battery or two and then
was played out.
The chance was a long time coming, not
until Oct. 8,1862, at Perryville, Ky.,a Tennessee light in a sense.
At Perryville Col. George Maney led a
brigade composed of five regiments—four
from Tennessee and one from Georgia. It
was in Cheatham’s division.
Cheatham’s
men were halted while the front line skirmished and got the bearings of the Union
forces, and then let loose. The Union artillery and infantry, warned and in waiting, received the assailants with showers
of bullets and shells. Ahead of the Tennesseeans, on an eminence with an open
field in front, Btood Capt. C. C. Parsons’
8-gun battery of Napoleons. The assailants advanced obliquely and Pareons turner six pieces upon them, with canister at
ninety paces. A glaring sun almost blindedthe Confederates, but they advanced,
firing, and quickly shot down Gen. Jamee
S. Jackson, who was helping Parsons.
The infantry supporting Parsons coolly
awaited until the charging column came
within 100 yards, then opened, and the Tennesseeans began to fall.
Parsons wheeled
his seventh gun into position, but before he
could get a shot the enemy was among his
pieces, and he was hauled away in person
by the main strength of some of his comrades. “I couldn’t help it!” he cried; “it
was not my fault.”
And sure enough,
that was Tennessee day.
But they hadn’t finished it. There was
a second Union line behind the broken
one,
and there Stone’s and Bush’s Kentucky
and Indiana batteries, two in number, with
twelve guns, were by their general’s command lying low for close work; that is,
grape at a few paces. They were half a
mile from Parsons’ battery and upon a hil!
sloping sharply toward the Confederate
line and commanding a com field, througt
which the assailants had to march. The
Twenty-first Wisconsin infantry took shelter in the com and peppered the TennesEeeans [utterly, gradually retiring toward
the batteries. Stone’s guns were crushing
the right of Maney’s brigade, and Col. H.
E. Field, of the First, asked the honor oi
taking care of them with his “Kid Glove”
boys. It was granted, and the men deployed in well closed ranks and advanced,
firing, shooting down thirty-five of Stone’s
horses and many of the gunners. The guns
were abandoned and the Tennesseans took
charge, but the battery supports rallied
and drove them out.
Lieut. Col. John Patterson, of the First,
and about fifty others fell in that single
charge. Retiring down the steep before
superior forces, Col. Field rallied his men
in the slope and turned and charged again.
Again they reached the guns and made a
stand to hold them in face of a galling fire
until supports should come to their aid.
None came, and Field gave the order toretire. Only ninety-five muskets gathered
around him at the foot of the hill out of 3Bfl
that had entered the fight. The killed outright wore 49, the heaviest Confederate loss
on the field: the killed and wounded. 179.
it was time tor the “Kid Glove” slur tc
retire. Four of Parsons’ Napoleon gun!
were turned over to
Maney’s brigade and
the names of the dead Tennesseeans were
them.
engraved upon
Perryville nearly
used the regiment up, and as its recruiting
was
walled
in
ground
by Union bayonotaJt
went upon the field of Murfreesboro—or
Stone’s River—Tenn., three months later
with only a handful, and was consolidated
with the Twenty-seventh Tennessee, retaining its own name. Again it was in the second line of attack. Alter the first line had
made some progress and started the holts,
as it were, along Phil Sheridan’s front, and
got' that impetuous warrior fighting mad,
Maney’s brigade took issue with two of
Sheridan’s batteries—Bush's Indiana aod

Houghtaling’s Illinois. Bush occupied a
hill and his guns swept the open ground in
front. Houghtaling was masked in the

a wood between Maney and Bush.
The First and a couple of other regiments charged on Bush, leaving Hough tali ng on their flank for other hands to tackle.
Bush retired when he saw what was coming and crossed a turnpike in his rear. Tha
pike was inclosed by two high rail fences,
the
wets
Tennesseeans
and
while
thinking how ticklish it was going to tie
to climb them under lire, Houghtaling
opened on the First with canister and
shell at 200 yards. His guns were so
placed that Col. Field thought it must be
a Confederate battery firing by mistake.

edge of

His aids rode forward to

see

about it and

guns

captured

seeans.

“Up,

men! they are coming!” was the
cry within the angle, and men grasped
their rifles only to see the enemy closing in
at ten paces, the leader waving his sword
and saying to his men in tones plainly
heard in the angle: “Come on.
We’ll
take”— A bullet cut short the speech,
and the line dissolved under a deadly volley from “Tennessee’s Own.”
Another line followed, and another, and
another, until the riflemen in the angle
found their pieces too hot to hold. Two
brigade leaders and a score of colonels and
captains among the assailants, fell undei
their marksmanship.
The Tennesseeans
had a slight breastwork but no head logs,
and it wasn’t the most comfortable feeling
in the world to see line after line of men
with determined faces pressing their bare
bayonets before them up the hill in a
But there
steady, persistent stream.
seemed always a little more left in the resources of the Confederates, and at the
critical juncture, when the boys were
about overpowered and outdone, those exUnited States Napoleons again poked out
their muzzles, growled and spit fire, and it
was all over with Sherman’s grand assault
on Kenesaw.
The First lost 27 killed and
wounded, and claims to have stretched out
ten times that many foemea in front of the
war

“Dead Angie.”
After Kenesaw the Confederates changed
tactics and began to deal blows as well as
take. In the daring sorties led by Gen.
Hood in July, before the city fell, the First
paid its dole of bloo^ for past omissions.
When Hood turned on his hunters and
dodged back to the fair plains of central
Tennessee, the banner of the First tossed
proudly above She butternut ranks, and the
Maury Grays, the Guards and the Rifles of
Pulaski, Columbia and Franklin stopped
for a cheering word, a kiss, a handshake at
the old home, charged the guns at Franklin, and patted the Hock City boys on the
back as they stood in sight of their own
thimney fires along the trenches at Nashrille, saying, “We'll help you get there
too.” But fate decided no, and hack they
went sadly and sullenly to Alabama and
across

creorgia

to

tue sea to neau on fciner-

before Richmond. In the great surrender of April, 1865, 1£5 out of an original
roll of 1,167 grounded arms to the victors
they had buffeted so often and so valorously in days gone by.
man

Geolge L. Kilmer.

Persia’s Pitiful Plight.

Persia is in a sorry way indeed. As
if she had not been sufficiently punished by having an indecent, shameless
brute to rule over her, and call himself
the “king of kings,” she is now tied up
in a hard financial knot. She has a debt
of $2,500,000 to pay, and no money to
pay it with. Russia very kindly offered
to loan it to her, though where Russia
was to get it from does not appear. But
the Persian border is uncomfortably
near the point at which Russia wishes
to extend her territory. So Persia has
felt constrained to decline the courtesy,
and will now apply to England. She
may, however, find that she has escaped
from the bear only to fall a victim to
the lion, for England’s Indian border is
also very near to some choice Persian
territory, and when England finds it
necessary to protect her “innocent
bondholders” she usually does as she
has done in Egypt, and “occupies” the
country of the bankrupt permanently.
To

Keep Cattle from Growing Horn*.

A Springfield (Ills.) journalist says that
living near that city has a scheme
for making “mulies” out of all breeds of
cattle. He has compounded a sort of
salve that he rubs on the heads of calves
which prevents the growth of horns. He
applies the stuff vigorously once a week
from the time the calf is three months
to a year old, and every one to which he
has applied the salve grows up hornless.
He preserves the strictest secrecy with
reference to the materials that are pnt
into the salve and as to their proportions
in the compound,
though it is known
that he uses a large amount of
patent
axle grease. He won’t allow any of his
to
neighbors
experiment with the compound, for he says he wants to first satisfy himself as to its efficacy.
a man

GOOD
Highways

ROADS AND
Have

an

SOCIETY.

Influence

on

the Peo

pie Themselves.
It is hard to put any money estimate
upon the value of an

improved socia
condition; indeed, it is impossible. Bu
bad roads have so serious an influ
upon country life and the happinesi
of the men and the women who leaf
rural lives that in all probability a purel]
social aspect of the case is more impor
tant than any other. One can scarcel]
pick up a newspaper nowadays withou
reading that in farming communities ii
is most difficult to get competent anc
trustworthy agricultural laborers. Whei
any thoughtful observer sees in the greai
cities how the families of the men wh(
do what is called laborers’ work ar<
lodged, when he sees them huddled to
our

ence

gether in great, badly smelling tenemenl
houses, he marvels that they should pre
fer this to life in the country, where

fresh air is free and wholesome food is
cheap, but there can be little doubt thal
there is a preference for this kind of ex
istence in cities, even though it be a fad
that work is harder to get there than ii
the country and not a bit more regular
Not only is this the case with laborers
but we And, whenever we choose to in
qure, that the best youths born of coun
try families early begin to feel a hanker
If they staid al
ing for town life.
home to till the soil or fields there
would not be this scarcity of agricultural laborers which has just been noted
but no sooner does an adventuresome
youth in the country begin to feel the
down upon his cheeks changing intc
whiskers than he is fired with an ambition to go to some city and become a
member of the great bustle and strife
which the close competition of men with
men produces.
This doesn’t mean thal
he is afraid of the hard work that has
to be done on the farm, for none but s
fool would believe that a man to succeed
even moderately does not have to worli
just as hard in town as in the country,
and farmers’ boys are not fools—at leasl
they have not proved themselves to b«
in America, for the great majority oi
have been recruited not from the colleges and universities of learning, bu1
from these very fields which now snffei
because there are not men enough tc
cultivate them.
Among those who conspicuously advocate the idea that the national government should take a part and lead ir
this matter of road improvement is General Roy Stone, of New York, the engineer and inventor.
The restless activity
of General Stone’s mind has been directed to this problem for many years,
and he has recently secured the co-operation of several prominent statesmen ii
Washington in a project soon to be
formulated in a bill to be brought before congress. This bill proposes the
formation of a national highway commission which shall examine the whole
subject, formulate a plan for a national
school of roads and bridges and make
an exhibit at the World’s fair.
The suggestion that it shall be shown
during the World’s fair that America is
alive to the necessity of improving hei
interior method of communication if
particularly happy. It is true that the
larger portion of foreign visitors who
will come to America in 1893 will see
only such highways as railroads and
city streets; but those who come really
to study us and to measure our civilization and general progress will go further
afield, and they, of course, will seo the
disgraceful condition of our common
roads. It will be well worth while to
show to such as these that we are alive
to the importance of the subject and
aware of the reproach of our wretched
ways.—Jno. Gilmer Speed in Harper’s

Weekly.

An Ideal

Country Hoad.
The ideal country road is the macadam.
The first cost is heavy, but the
roadbed can be kept in repair at small
expense, and ultimately saves to those
who use it far more than it cost. The
usual method of laying a macadam
road is as follows: First, a layer of three
to six inches of broken stone, about the
size of one’s fist, to be put upon the
graded roadbed in dry weather. After
nrmsolidatirvn aHri

finofiftooitro

lovoro

til the desired thickness has

been obtained—all the layers except the first to
he put down in wet weather or saturated
with water and rolled. Macadam’s custom was to put three layers of broken
stone to secure a depth' of nine to ten
inches. The cost of the construction
varies greatly according to the material
used, distance of transportation and
manner of putting down.
A part of
Randolph street was macadamized last
year and it furnishes a test of the cost
of such work in this vicinity. After the
roadbed had been pnt in the proper
shape a course of broken limestone about
eight inches thick was laid and solidly
packed by sledging. On the top of this
a course of liner stone, none
larger than
two inches in its largest dimensions, of
about four inches thick was laid and
thoroughly rolled with a fifteen ton
roller. The top layer was kept sprinkled
while being rolled, and it was rolled a
second time. A thin layer of gravel or
very fine stone was put over the top to
act as a binding material. Limestone
was used, although it is a little too soft
to make the best
roadway, because of
the crumbling or wearing away. The
cost was about $4,000 a mile.—St. Paul
Pioneer Press.
The Necessity of (Good Roads.
The need of improvement in the quality of county roads is so severely felt in
every state of the Union that every intelligent effort in that direction is
worthy of recognition.
Most of the states can better afford to
have good roads than to worry along, as
at present, with bad ones. Our roads,
as they are, cost us vast sums of
money
directly, and a far greater amount indirectly in the increased cost of getting
produce to market. Better systems of
road supervision, better methods of construction and repair are absolutely necessary. The work is a vast one, but it
is indispensable, and it cannot be prosecuted too diligently.—Louisville Cour-

ier-Journal.

The first English clocks
1608,

were

made in

SUNDAY SERVICES.
tarThe Sail Loft meetings are held at No. (
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, common
cingat 10.30a. m
strangers and others art
cordially invited to be present. All are welcome
All Souls Church (Universalist), Deerim
Preach
—Rev. O. F. Salford I) D.. pastor.
ing at 10.45 a. m Sunday school at 12.20
m.
Young People’s meeting at 7.15 p.
Abyssinian Church—Services with preach
ing at 3 o'clock.
Madame Luis Jeys, a nativi
of Carile o£ tlie island of Hayti, will speak it
the evening at 7.30.
Bethel Church, No. 283 Fore street, neai
Custom House, Rev
Francis Southworth
pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7 p. m
Services Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7.3C
Seats
p. m. Ail from sea and land, invited.
free.

Chestnut St. M e

Matts.

church—Rev.

Hughes, pastor; Rev Israel Luce, associate

0.45 young men’s league. 10.00 yonnj
pastor
ladies’ league, lo so sermon by the pastor,

l. 30 Sunday school 3 p. m. sermon by tin
pastor Op. ni., Epworth League meetings. Ad
dress by the pastor before tlie Maine Bible Society at 7.30 p.m. All are welcome.
Church op Christ Corner of Congress and
Weymouth streets.—Sundav services at 10.3C
a. ni. and 7.30
3 p,
p. m Communion at
m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday, at 7.45. Seats

all.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—Rev. H. Hewitt pastor. Sunday school,
at 1.30. Service at 2.30 preaching by the pastor.
Prayer land praise meeting 7 p. m.
Church of tiie Messiah— (Universalist)
Corner India and Congress Sts. Rev. G. L
Keirn, pastor. Preaching at 10.30, a, m. by
Rev. Mr. Payson of Westbrook. Sunday school
at 12 m. Junior
young people’s service at 5 p.
in.
Young people’s Christian union service at
free to

o

p.

Election

a

Surprise

His

to

are rapidly coining to the
but it is not often that they reach
distinction so early as has Matthew B.
Excell, who was recently elected mayor
of the
thrifty manufacturing city of Alliance, O. Mr. Excell has just passed his
year, and is probably the
youngeft mayor of any town of consequence in the United States. He is a
Democrat, but was chosen mayor of Republican Alliance by 202 majority.
When he was nominated by his party it
was not
thought he would be elected,
and his selection as a candidate was
chiefly intended as an honor to a bright
young man. But a local fight on the
liquor question divided his opponents
and Mr. Excell won, and Alliance people haven’t recovered from their surprise

Young men

front,

ti

.rreaumug uy

too
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STREET.

MIDDLE^

The Last Week of

une

Spring!

case

mucuiuie uruuna i rmts

will sell you best Unbleached Cotton in America for
5c yard
One case Apron Check Ginghams
40 inch Scrim at
4c “
“
5c
2 1-2 yard wide Unbleached Sheeting.
500 yards Dress Ginghams
8c “
5-4 Oil Tabling
12 l-2c yard
Lining Cambric, 1 to 5 yards in
10 pieces Bleached Damask
25c “
“
2
l-2c
One case 18 in. Cotton Diaper39c piece
piece,
One case Cheviot
5c “
Double fold Wool Dress Plaids
One lot White Nainsook, checks
12 l-2c yard
“
and plaids
5c
50c All Wool Novelties
39c “
“
One lot Striped Danish Cloth
5c
$1.00 All Wool Novelties
59c «
50 White Quilts
53c each All Wool DeBeiges, gray and
“
One lot Crochet Quilts
59c
brown mixtures
S9c “
2000 yards Domet Flannel
5c yard Wool Outing Flannels
25c “
One case Outing Flannels 6 l-4c “
One case double fold CumberOne case Homespun Outing 6 1 -4c “
land Suitings
5c “
One case Fruit of the Loom
500 Figured Holland Curtains, with
Bleached Cotton, 1 to 10 yards
fixtures complete
in a piece
6 l-2c “
17 CTS. EACH.
The largest display of Ladies’ White Cotton Underwear from one of the
largest manufacturers in the country; all made with lock stitch, full size and
perfect fitting; to be found in the Basement.
We advertise to sell you Garments this week at 33 1-3 per cent from the
regular prices—Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Garments; these are all entirenew
this season, and at this discount we are giving you a great benefit.
ly
Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vests .....
8c each
A 25c
.....
13c “
quality for
Gents’ Seamless Hose
four pairs for 25c
7'i dozen Boys’ Heavy Weight Derby Ribbed Hose, regular 37 l-2c quality,
sizes e 1-2 to 9 1*2, at this sale
ue

8 l-2c yard

Seats free.

uiixuaii, pastor.

■•■at™

and we shall make ASTOUNDING
balance of our Spring Dress Goods, Ladies’ and Children’s Garments, Underwear and many other lots of Spring Merchandise.
The quantity is limited.

Street. Baptist Church—Rev. B.
pastor

a. m. and 7.30
p. m. Sunday School at
12 m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 0.15 p.m.
First Free Baptist Church. Opposite
Public Library.—Bev. C.
E.
Cate, pastor.
The pastor will preach in the morning.
Subject: “The Enrichment of Life.” Other services as usual.
First .Spiritual Society meets at Mystic
hall, 4o7y2 Congress street, at 2.30and 7.30 p.
m.
Mrs. Julia Davis of Cambridge, Mass., test
medium, will be present.
First Baptist Church—Rev. W. S. Avres.
pastor. Sermon at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor,
subject, “The Compulsion of Christ.” Sunday
school at 12 m. Baptismal service, followed by
a sermon, at 7.30
Friends’ Church—Oak street, near ConNo service at the meeting house on
gress.
Oak street. Quarterly meeting at Deering at
10 a. m. and 2.30 p. m. Barge will leave
Oak street at 9 a. m.
First Parish Church (Unitarian), Con
gress street—Rev. John C.
Perkins, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. Henry F.
Jenks, of Canton, Mass. The vesper service will
be omitted in favor of the Maine Bible Society
meeting to be held at Cnestnut Street church
at 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian Church, corner Park
and Pleasant Streets—Rev. W. Courtland Robinson, pastor. Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. and 7.30 p. m. by Rev. John R.
Crosser of Glen Falls, N. Y.
Gospel Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. At 1.30 p. m. Sunday school and pastor’s
Bible class; at 3 p. m., preaching by the pastor;
at 7.30 p. m.. service of song; at 8 p. m.,
preaching by the pastor. All are welcome.
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. n,Fen
D. D.. pastor. Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
Evening service omitted in favor of the meeting
of the Bible Society;
Ilsley Hall, East Deering—Rev. H. Hewitt,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor
Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Prayer and praise

and Evening:

special sale will commence to-day
_A
PRICED to close out the

Free Church Deering—Service of worship
10.45 a. m„ Text. Proverbs 14:34 Theme
“Religion and Politics.” Sunday school at the
close of the morning service. Y. P. S. C. E.,
meeting at 6.30 p. m. Topic—'“What does God
reveal and to whom?” Evening service at 7.30
p. m. with lecture by Madame Jeys, of Hayti.

at 10.30

Day

Mr. Excell is part owner and associate
editor of the Alliance Leader, an estab-

at

welcome.

SATURDAY’S SALE

yet.

Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. George

are

Manson G. Larrabel

twenty^>,cond

m.

Fuee

MISCELLANEOUS.

Him8©If and

Friends.

D. Lindsay, pastor.
At 10.30 a. m. Sunday
school with pastor's Bible class. 3 p. m. preaching by the pastor before Bosworth G. A. R.
Post. 7 p. ni., evangelistic service. The praise
meeting will be conducted by Mr. J. H. Montgomery. Gospel address by pastor. In the afternoon there will be special music suited to G.
A. R. Memorial
Sunday arranged by Mr. Carl
Weber, and rendered by him and his chorus.
All are cordially invited.

All

MISCELLANEOUS.

MAYOR.

BOY

ALLIANCE’S

MAYOR

EXCELL.

lished weekly journal. He has also
done creditable work on The Evening
Review and Leader. He was bom in
Jackson, Mich. His parents moved to
Cleveland while he was a child, and
Matthew was graduated from the high
school there in 1888. Then he entered
Mount Union college, near Alliance,
graduating from that institution in 1891.
Immediately thereafter he engaged in
newspaper work, and says he will stick
to that business. He is unmarried, and
a general favorite in social circles. Perhaps higher political honors await him,
for his party is seriously considering him
as a candidate for state representative.

a

£0*3

and Sum-

*

A 50c Corset for
-•-.•*
A 20c quality English Silesia, 1 to 10 yards in a
piece

25o

1

7c Yard.
Another large invoice of the Linworth
sizes in Ladies’, Men’s and Childrens, at

WIT AND WISDOM.
A

23c Pair.
$1.00 quality Corsets, the Elastic Hip, Nursing Corsets
mer Corsets are in the lot; all to be
put in at the same price
A regular

Stockings

;

we can now

give

you all

SPECIAL MIDDLE STREET PRICES.

Farewell.

3 Wonderfnl Bargains in Black Dress Goods.
,
38 inch Black English Mohair at
...
39 cents.'
88 inch Black and White Stripe English Mohair
«
«
.25 cents.
Notice the width of this.
45
inch
Silk
finish
...
Henrietta
§1.00 quality
75 cents.
This is positively the last lot at this price.
We are supplied with an extra force of clerks that all customers
may be
Hundreds of bargains we have not
promptly and courteously waited on.
space to mention. There are as many bargains in the basement as on the first
floor. Come early aud get a better assortment to select from.

n—11

at 7 p. m.

New Jerusa lemCrurch, New High street.
—Divine worship am} preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by Rev. J. B. Spiers,, -Subject: “The Respect
for Liberty of Thinking.” Sunday school at 12
m.
All are welcome.
Preble Chape l—Sunday school at 2 p.m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. Young
people’s meeting at 7.30. A cordial invitation to the public.
Second Parish Congregational Church
Congress street, cor. Pearl street—Rev. J. G.
Merrill, pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 3
p. m.. subject: “The Highest Type of a Chrisfain.” Evening service will be omitted in favor
of the Bible meeting.
State Street Church—Preaching at 10.30
a, m. and 7.30 p. m. by Rev. W. G.
Sperry of
Manchester, N. H. Sunday school at 12 m.
Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a.m.; Sunday school at 1.30 p.m.;
preaching by the pastor at 3.00 p. m., subject,
“The Outcome of Affliction;” and at 7.30 p. m.,
subject, “Is the Doctrine of Eternal Death, as
the Penalty of Sin, Consistent with the Bible
statements of God’s Love and Mercy?” Seats
free.
St. Luke’s Cathedral
State
street;
Clergy, Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Bishop,
Rev. C. Morton Sills, D. D., Canon.
Services—
Morning prayer. Sermon and Holy Communion
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school catechising at 3
m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon at
—

?..30 p.

m.

St. Lawrence Street Church—Rev. A.
H. Wright, pastor. Memorial service, The paswin

at

picauu
10.30 a. m.

ueiuie

rosii

xnawjutsr

u. a. it.

Sunday school at 1.30. Prayer
at 7 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church— (Protestant Episcopal), Congress St. head of State. Rev. Dr.
Dalton, rector. Morning service 10.30; Sunday
school at 12 m. All are welcome.
Union Hall, 143 Free street—Services at
2.30 and at 7.30 p m.; also every night through
the week, led by N. A. Genthner.
Vaughan Street Church—Rev. C. Everett
Bean, pastor. Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Epworth League prayer
meeting at 6.30 p. m. Praise and prayer service
at 7.30 p.m. Strangers are invited to all services.
Williston Church—Corner Thomas and
Carroll streets. Rev. Dwight M. Pratt, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. subject—Prohibition
in Portland. Sunday school after the morning
service.
Evening service omitted on account
of the annual union meeting of the Maine Bible
in
Society the Chestnut St. M. E. church.
•Woodfords Congregational Church—
Rev. Edwin P. Wilson, pastor.
Preaching by
the pastor at 10.30, a, m.
Sunday school at
close of morning service: Christian workers at
3.30 p. m. Evening service at 7 p. m. Prayer
meeting Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. S. C. E. meeting
Friday at 7.30 p. m. A cordial welcome to alf
West Methodist Church—Sunday school
at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Epworth
League Iservice at 6.30 p. m. General service
at 7.30 p.m. Cordial welcome to all.
West Congregational Church—Congress
street.
Rev. .James A. Anderson, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Vesper service at;7.30 p. m.;
Sunday school at 12 m. A
cordial welcome to strangers.
meeting

_

MANSON

G.

LARRABEE.

Middle Street.
ua

__

“Farewell, Em’ly, farewell! Your
father has took me by the ear and kicked
me to that extent that my manly heart
is a bnstin with shame and sorrer.
Nothin is left for me now but to hunt
Injuns for the remainder of my ’retched
life. Me an my pal leaves for the wild
west this mianit. This letter contains
my will what’ll make you my hairess;
also a nickel to buy a memento of one
who will be heard of in border annals
as Curdle Lung, the Dust Tosser. Farewell, goodby, adool” [Exits hastily with

pal.]—Lifs^_
Hall’s Hair Eenewer unshaken is a fine dress-

ing for the hair.

On the Duties of Husbands.
Prof. Pott—Did you hear my lecture last
night
on “The Duties of Husbands?”
Dr. Swat—Yes, it was very ffne.

Professor, (blushing)-Thank you, my dear
doctor, thank you.

Doctor—I didn’t see your wife there.
Professor (regretfulfy)-No. I was
sorry;
but you see, all four of our children very
have been
sick for a week and she had to remain at
home
and take care of them.—Detroit Free
Press,
WOKTH KNOWING.
The Allcock’s Porous Plasters are the
highest result of medical science and skill, and
in ingredients and method have never
been

equalled.
That they are the original and
genuine porous plaster, upon whose
reputation imitators

trade.
That Allcock’s Porous Plasters never
fail to perform their remedial work
quickly and

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
Offer

Blue Flannel Suits, sizes 35 to 42
[OO
00
double85-60at «k

Rassr Sui.ts- si^,e
,0°
S,easted"nel ®uits>_8'nS,e and_ double
,0°
EXES?? Sui.ts- 8in.Sle double
"

1000 Odd Blue Vests at
50 Black Flannel Skeleton Coats at
-

saye

strictly

15,00

„

only 3.00

OWE

price.

standard clothing CO.
Middle Street, Portland, OTe.

That this fact [is attested by thousands of

sciatica,

,2°°

25 to 40 per cent.

voluntary and unimpeachable testimonials from

lung trouble, kidney disease, dyspepsia, malaria, and all local pains, they are invaluable.
That when you buy Allcock’s
Porous
Plasters you absolutely obtain the best
plasters made.

,°-0°

Bny direct from the Manufacturers and

effectually.

grateful patients.
That for rheumatism, weak back,

To-day

LADIES’

tadi^Bno«s

DEPARTMENT^
Hand Sewed

in
d °pera Toe*
Hand
Friend—No wonder Miss Beauti won’t look at Sewed Oxfords in
many
you. It’s your own fault. You act like a slave
°ur stock of
** nn
are the
—fawning, cringing, kneeling before her, just h
trunks than they took with them in the as if you did not dare to call your soul your best on earth forthe money, am
AA.A. B.C. and
own.
D. If you cannot have vour
fltted In your
spring. The fact has frequently been
Mr. Sadfello—Don’t women like that kind of
nr COLD BO°T and have
take your feet to
commented upon, and now Congress- treatment?
N °F
locality
Friend—Dm—not until after marriage.—New
man Hall, of Minnesota, has
yo“r feet perfectly fitted.
inaugu- York Weekly.
rated a crusade against this well known
°rder you Boots oy
mail none
bv man,
For sore and inflamed eye-lids, the best cure
postage prepaid.
abuse. He says that over 100,000 Ameriis Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Smuggling Tourists.
A great many European tourists return to America each fall with more

styled
$2.00,S2y5l?'and
widt3h'S°n?°?ts
folli w,t*irs

SlCli

^f.e£tly

_

cans

visit

clothing

Europe each

not

year, and

lay in

only for themselves, hut
for their families, and smuggle it in
without

paying duty,

and he proposes to

place a tax on all wearing apparel
brought to the United States from foreign countries by tourists. It came out
not long ago that a number of large
importing houses in New York and Chicago paid the expenses of people coming
to America,
finding it profitable to do
so and to
smuggle goods into the
United States in this
way. So that Congressman Hall is not altogether wrong
in his crnsade. The exodus to
Europe,
by the bye, promises to be much larger
than usual this
year.
_ _ __

Over-Extended Franchise. (The radical
grocer has just been elected county councillor.)
My. Lady (to her pet protegee):—Pray, whom
did your husband vote for?
Martha Stubbs—I don’t know, my lady.
My Lady—But surely your husband told
you?
Martha Stubbs—He does n't know himself
my lady. He’s such a poor ignorant creature'—
Punch.

-^LiMEMBER

An

The purifying effects of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
sure and speedy. Take it this month.

are

“So you don’t believe in the ‘logical candidate’ business, eh?”
“Me? No. I am in for the geological candidate.”
“And what sort of candidate is that?
“The one with the rocks, of course.”—Indianapolis Journal.

Cold

Boot,eweykeehplthI'goSd?

ar°

°"'y SO,d at

s'gn

of

ladies’
Blucher

cu,

Lace

Boots.

,sEE

SHOW

W.NDOW ’

MOTHERS
feet

perfectly

ffSed?

S,g"

°f Co,d Boot and have their

BROWN

mayi3

owrcrMss st. 461

CONGRESS

STre|T.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Products in the

Quotations of Staple

Leading Markets.

American Express.119
Central Pacific. 80%
Ches. & Ohio. 22%
Chicago & Alton.149
Chicago & Alton preferred-ISO

Chicago, Burlington

&

Odinfiy.lOS “>

Delaware & Hudson Canai Co.«142%
Delaware. Lackawana & West..15914
Denver & Rio Grande. 17
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred.
HO
Illinois Central.
102
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West.24%
Lake Shore.183%
..

..

Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Firm-Government
Bonds Dull and Heavy—Railroads Active
and

Stocks

and

Strong—Stocks Closed Fairly Steady

and

Irregular.

At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from l xl % per cent.; last loan at
1% percent, eiosing IV2 percent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 3@5 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet and firm with
actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 86% for
60-day bills and 4 8S for demand; posted rates
at 4 87V2@4 89. Commercial bills were 4 86%
@4 87Vb. Government bonds were dull and
heavy. Railroads were active and strong.
The dealings in the ;stock market after 12
o’clock dwindled down to small proportions,
while Reading and the weak stocks of the pre"
vious hour rallied fractionally. The movements
were unimportant, and among a great majority
of the list no feature or character to trading was
seen. A rather firmer tone marked late trading
hut no special feature was developed, and the
market closed fairly steady at slight and irregular changes from first prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 199,440 shares.

I

Louis*

Railroad

Receipts.
PORTLAND. May. 27.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 98 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 128 cars.
Portland Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. May 27,1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Grain.
I
Flour.
Superfine &
I Corn, car lots. 61@62
low

graues..y4V<LS*l78

cairn.

uag

.ooftD*

101a.

X Spring &
Meai, bag lots. .69 @60
XX Spring $4% @4% ‘Oats, car lots... 42@43
Patent Sprng
I Oats, bag lots. .45@46
Wheat. .5 25@5 601 Cotton Seed
Mich, str'ehl
I car lots. 26 60S26 00
roller_$4%@6 101 bag lots.. $2B@27 00
clear do.. $4%@4% I Sacked Br’n
StLouts st’gt
! car ots.
$19@20 00
looler.*o@5 12% I bag lots.. Szl®22 00
clear do.. $4%@4y8 IMiddlings.. S20S22 00
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. $223,24 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 26@o 501
Pish.
i Pork, Bks.15 60® 16 75
14 76@15 00
clear...
Cod—L a r ge
|
6 25@5 60! short ctsl6 00@15 25
Shore
Small do. .3 76@4 25 Beef,extra
mess... 18 00® 8 25
3 6'"
Pollock
Haddock... 2 Oi
plate.. 10 00@10 50
Hake.176(
ex-plate.10 60@11 00
Herring,box
jLard.tubs. 6y8@ 7V»
Scaled....
ll@15c tierces... B @7%
Mackerel, b)
:
palls- 6%ffill
Shore is..*
I pure leaf.10
(glOVa
Shore 2s..S
Hams_10%@11
Med. 3s...l3 00@$14
docov’rd.ll @11%
....

....

Large

3s..

OIL

Produce.
Kerosene. Portland ref. pet... 6%
GpeCran’s. hush. .2 26
Pea Beans. 195@2 10
Llgonia.6%
Ger. med.. .1 76®210
Centennial.e%
Yellow Eyes.l 75@2 Ooi Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
Cal. Pea.... 2 50@2 60i Devoe’S brilliant 8%
Irisn Potat’s
Raisins.
36® 40c!
Sweets ....3 60@4 OOlMuscatel.... 1 50@2 00
Cabbage,bbl 2 75@3 OOlLondon lay’r2 00®3 50
Onions—Ber
Onpura iay’r.8 @9%
muda.... 1 65@176
Egyptian do 3 00@3 26
Chickens.
I5@17ffi
Fowis.
13@ 14c
Turkeys....
17® 19c
..

xNo
1

Apples,

Valencia.
6y8@7
Sugar.
Ex-aual’ty fine
granulated... 4 9-16
..

Standard do.

Extra C,

•......

4%
4%

1
BaldSeed,
.2 50®8 00 Red Top. .1 75®1 85
26
ating__2 75@3
Timothy.. l 65@1 70
7
vaplS’lb..
@8o Clover... .12 @16
wms....

Lemons.
Palermo
.3 00®3 75
Messina.. .3 60@4 00

Butter.

Creamery.20@21
GUtEdge Vr’mt.l9@20

Choice....
18(320
Oranges.
Valencia. ..6 00@7 25 Good.17@19
Florida_*00@4 601Store..14@16
....

Cheese.
Sicily.3 75@4 00 [
! N. Y, fct’ry... 12@13
Kggs.
Eastern ext.... 16@17!Vermont.. 13 @13%
Held.
|Sage.14 @14%
1
Limed.
Grain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COKBECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May.
90y8

Opening.
Highest..

July.
19%

91

Lowest..

91%
91 y8

90%
90%

Closing.

91%

CORN.

May.

July.
51V8
62y8
51%

62
63
62
63

Opening...........
Highest.....

Lowest............

Closing.
Friday's quotations.

52

WHEAT.
_

May.
90%
90%
90%
90%

Opening..
Highest..
Lowest.....

Closing.

July.
91%
91%
9iy8
91%

COEN.

May.

Highest.

63

July.
61s/8
51%

•L/UYVC3L.

£70

OiO/(j

58

61%

63

Opening.
......

Closing.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Mai'.
Opening....83 V*
Clesiug. 83Va

July.
82%
82%

CORN.

May.

Opening. 64
Closing. 64
Friday’s quotations*

July.
45%

45%

WHEAT.

May.
Opening. S3ys

Closing. 83%

July.
82%
82%

CORN.

May.
Opening. 65

Closing..60_
Boston Stock

July.
45%
45^8

Market.

do

pfd.124%

St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112Vi
St. Paul & Omaha. 60
uopfd.121
Texas Pacific, new.
9
Union Pacific. 39 'q
U. S. Express. 60
11
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.
Western Union. 94%
Sugar Trust. 97Vs
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point.
9
do pfd. 47%
..

*

The Wool

New York

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 27, 1892.-The following
to-day’s closing quotations or mining stocks:
Col. Coal. 325/s
Hocking Coal.14
are

Homestake.14 00
Ontario.38 00
Quicksilver. 3Ve
do pfd.171/2
Mexican.
New

York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK. May 27. 1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations

of Government securities:
New 4’s

May 27.
reg.110%
coup..l163/t

26.

3171/4
11744

NJW4SStates 2s reg. 100
United
Central Pacific lsts.. ...107Vi
& R. G. iat.116%
genv,er
Erie 2ds.......108%
Kansas Pacific Consols.10934

100
107
116

Kansas Pacific

110%
108%

Oregon Nav.lsts....110%
^

May

lsts.108%

Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express..

108%
110%

145

17
28

66%
102

24%
134
75%
1335s
108
12%.
29%
557/a
140%
19 Vs
63
119 Vi
145%
113%
16%
72%
20
19

13%
34%
196%
60%
78%
78V4
124%
113
50’%
121%
9%
40%
49

11%
25%
94Va
97 %
10%
56%

Market.

BOSTON, May 27, 1892.
On new Texas Wools the market is quiet
here, though there is considerable excitement
reported at San Antonio, with buyers paying
prices that are too high for this market. Manufacturers "dill not pay above 55c cleaned for
with 12-month quotable at 57@

fine 8-months,
68c.

The quotations on Wool for this market are
the following range of figures. Iu some
instances prices are a little stronger:
Ohio and Pennsylv’n XX and above.27%@29
about

Ohio snrl

PATvn«\rlvt>nis>

V

Oft

Michigan and Wis. X and above... 25
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.32
Michigan No 1 clothing.31
Ohio delaine, fine....82
Michigan delaine.2 9
Ohio Nol combing.35
Michigan Nol combing.34
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. l8
Unwashed combing.25
Medium unwashed.19
Fine Texas and territory.17
Medium Texas and territory.16
Fine medium Texas and territory. .16
Ordinary Texas and territory.16
Oregon.16
California spring.16

California fall.15
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .25

Georgia.27
Super pulled.30
Cape Good Hope.28
Montevideo.27
Australian and New Zealand.32
Boston Produce

@26
@33
@31%
@32%
@30
@30

@35%
@22
@27

@21
@22

@21

@21
@20

busli; born, 12,000 bus'll;

Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Mav 27. 1892.—The Cotton
is quiet ana unchanged; sales 80 bales;
good Ordinary uplands at 6c; do Gulf at 53«c;
good ordinary stained at 4V2c; middling uplands at 7s/sc: do Gulf at 7%c; do stained at
6 1.5-iee.
NEW ORLEANS, May 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 7 »> c.
CHARLESTON. May 27. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 7VbcSAVANNAH. May 27. 1892.-The Cotton
market

@43

MEMPHIS. May 27, 1892.—The Cotton market is quiet; middlings 7 3-16c.

@27
@27%
@30
@28

Market

—c.

_

Market,
FOR THE WEEK ENDING May 27, 1892.
Mixed fish for curing,cod, 190 for large, 1 15
for small: cusk, 1 30; hake, 65c; haddock 80c.
Fresh shore cod $2% ; haddock $1%.
Last fare sales of Georges Cod 3 62 and 4 00
for large and 2 25@$2 50 for small; Bank 3 00
and 2 00.
Last fare sales of halibut 6% and 6%c
lb for white and gray.
Herring bait $5 bbl.
bbl.
Squid bait $3
Fresh Alewive bait $2 25 & bbl.
Fresh clam bait $9
bbl.
Mackerel—we quote in round lots from first
hands as follows: Large rimmed 3s. sinnoffl
1.5 ro # UOI
medium 3s, $10 50®$11; large
plain 3s, $12; plain medium.33, $9 60®$10 00;
small 3s at $7 60.
We quote new Georges Codfish at $6 D qtl
for large, and 6 00 for small; Georges cured
do $6 00; Bank at $5 60 for large, ana $3% for
small; Shore at 6 00 and 5 00 for large and
small. Dry Bank at S7; medium $5.
We quote cured eusk at $ —@3 75 ft qtl;
hake at $2 00; haddock $2% ;heavy salted pollock $3. and English cured do 4 25.
Boneless and prepared fish 6 to 8e 19 ft for
hake, haddock and cusk. and 7 to 10% c for
codfish.Smoked Halibut lOVae 191b for strips,11
for chunks; smoked salmon 18c v ft,as to stylo
and quality-."
Labrador herring 4 00 ^ bbl; round at $3 00;
pickled codfish at $6 ;haddock §5 ;halibut heads
3 50; sounds $13; tongues and souuds $12;
tongues $11; alewives 3 60; trout $14; California salmon $14.
We quote cod oil at 33c 39 gal.; medicine oil
66c; blackflsh oil 60c; menhaden oil 26c; livers
30e per bucket.
Fish scrap $8 per ton; dry do $16; Liver do
$5; fish skins $18; waste $3.

market is

Foreign Markets.
iBy Telegraph.)
LONDON, May 27, 1892—Consols 97 ll-16d

for both money and the account.
LIVERPOOL. May 27, 1892,-The Cotton
market Is steady middling 4 l-64d:sa!es 10,000
bales: speculation and export 1000 b ,,es.
LIVERPOOL. May 27, 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat.6s lod -/.<!« 10% d; Spring wheat
at 6s 9d<g;6s 9%d.
Mixed American'corn at
4s OVhd. Cheese.63s for white.
OCEAN STEAMER

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO.May 27.1892.—The Cattle market
7.000 shipments 2,500 :steady ;prime
to extra steers at 4 25®4 85; good to choice at
3 85@4 10; others 3 *2 5® 3 50; feeders —; prime
cows and heifers at 3 00@ 3 75; Stockers 3 00®
3 60.

—Receipts

Hogs—receipts 26,000; shipments 8,000;
brisk 10c higher; tough and common at 3 00®
4 50; mixed and packing at 4 75®4 86; prime,
heavy and butchers’ weights 4 85@5 05; light
90.

Sheep—receipts 4,000; shipments 2000; active and steady to shade stronger; clipped Texans 3 75®4 75; clipped natives at 5 00@5 75;
yearlings 5 50@6 60 jspring lambs 7 75(58 25.
Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEWYORK. May 27.1892.-The Flour market-receipts 28,783 pckgs; exports 10,991 bbls
and 20.843 sacks; moderately active; sales 26
100 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65®3 35city mills extra 4 25@4 50; eitv mills patents
4 70@4 90; winter wheat low grades at 2 65®
3 36; fair to fancy at 3 45(5,4 65":patents at 4 25
@5 00; Minnesota clear .1 60,5,4 40; straights
do at 3 90®4 00; do patents 4 15®6 10; do rve
mixtures 3 60@4 10; superfine at 2 10® 2 35;
fine at 3 85®2 50.
Suotliem flour dull at 3 30
@4 75. Rye flour firm with fair demand. Cornmeal 3 20. Wheat—receipts 66,760 bush; exports 429.977 bush ;saics 248.000 bush; irregular, closing firm and fairly active; No 2 Red at
97%@98c afloat; 96%(@98%c fob; No 1
Northern 8691 a-v®.91% c; No 1 hard —; No 2
Northern at 86%;g87c; No 2 Chicago 91c;No 2
Mil 90%c; No 3 Spring 86%@85%c. Rye is
firm and quiet ;Western 82@87c.Corn—receipts
7760 bush-.exports 660.975 bushjsales 170,000
bush; lower and very dull; No 2 at- 58e elev,
59c afloat; steamer mixed at 61 delv. Oats—receipts 90,200 bush; exports 31,173 bush; sales

MOVEMENTS.

FROM

FOR

TIMK

■. .New York. .Liverpool. .May 28
AuraniaCircassian.... Montreal .Liverpool. .May 28
City of Rome. .New Y'ork. .Glasgow.. .May 28
Eras..New York.. Bremen
May 28
Itliaetea.New York.. Hamburg.. May 28
Spaarndam.... New York.. Rotterdam. May 28
LaTourafne .New York..Havre..... .May 28
Fulda :l.- N ewYork.. Genoa.;... May 30
Havel ..New Y'ork. .Bremen
.May 31
City of Paris .New York. .Liverpool... Jne 1
Germanic
.New York. .Liverpoo ..Jne 1
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool ..Jne 1
YVaeslaud
.New Y'ork. .Antwerp
.Jne 1
Didam.New York.. Amslerdam Jne 1
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool... Jne 4
Nevada.New York. Liverpool.. Jne 4
Saale ..New Y'ork. 1 Bremen.... Sue 4
Dania.New York. .Hamburg .Jne 4
Amsterdam
.New York. .Rotterdam..Jne 4
La ChampagneNew Y'ork. Havre.Jne 4
Mongolian.. .Quebec
Liverpool .Jne 6
Lalm.New York. .Bremen
.Jne 7
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 8
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 8
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool... Jue 11
Sefvia.NCw York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 11
Furnesia.New York. -Glasgow
.Jne 11
Elbe.New York. Bremen
Jne 11
YVerkendam
New York. Rotterdam.. Jne 11
Noordland... .New York. .Antwerp. ..Jne 11
Sardinian
.Quebec.... Liverpool .Jne 12
■

...

..

...

..

...

George

Passed Hell Gate
26th, brig
^BOSTON—At
Philadelphia;

^‘ione^Hav'in?88,

cienfuegos-

24th, sch WTDon-

1

WILMINGTON, NC-t-Ar 25th, sch Roger
Drury. Daley. New Yolk.
RICHMOND—Ar 2oth. sell Frank Seavey.
Kellev. Kennebec; Alex Willey, Baltimore.

NORFOLK—Ar 25th, sell Fanny Stewart, fm
New York ; A 1* Richardson, Richmond.
HAVRE DE GR'AOL—Ar 25th, sell Laviilia
F Warren, Grant, Hillsboro.
BA LTIMORK— Ar 25th, sch Allston, Lutt,
Havre <|e Grace.
Ar 26th, schs M Luella Wood, Spaulding, fm
Charleston; Anna W Barker, Perkins, Hills-

Bayard Barnes, Mehaffey,

Port-

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th. sch Flora Condon, Osborn, Hallowell; Fled Walton, Blch,
Kennebec.
Cld 25th. sells JasW Bigelow, Bird, Bangor;
Sarah Wood, Douglas3. Saco; Three Marys,
Birdsall, New London.
Cld 26th, schs S P Hitchcock. Blair, Portland;
E & S Corson, Corson, Hallowell.
Aral Delaware Breakwater 26th, sch Mabel
Hooper, Hooper, Cienfuegos.
FALL RIVER—Ar 26th, schs Clara E Colcord, Kavanaugh, Fernandlna; Nahum Chapin,
Arey, Brunswick.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar25th, schs Everett,
Hoboken for Boston; Lucy M Jenkins. Franklin for New York; Spartel, Whiting for do; Nellie Shaw. Hillsboro for Newark; Annie F ConIon. Pittston for Philadelphia; Helen G King,

— —

V..,

wvu

1
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ANTIDOTE^

WOODBURY’S

the

improves
appetite
ami
diges jHraK||tiou, and it

naled
nnetj^ipllllf
dy for Dys apBip^ pepsia,
laria and

is

an

yjfSSQr

ailments.

out

#

of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

£

».|Perfect
aruggwis.
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will send

Paralytic
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under
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for

treatment

months has had
will give
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no
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have never
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we
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three

relief,

of Murdock’s

one case

Liquid Food free of

£
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one case

IF

£
£

"pure B'00d’

“

relief,

£
£

of disease.

cause

months with-

a

£

Sagwa

under medical

three

treatment

roots, barks, and
mineral poisons, thereIt thoroughly cleanses

*i.oo»bottie.

instantly, and cures inflam*ry diseases, ascents.

paralysis that

have not cured

or

very much

helped,

or a

has not

been either cured or

consumptive that
a

strong testimony that life has
been very much prolonged by

jk
v

its

use.

In all cases of Disease
ficial results

are

sure

to

benebe

ob-

tained by the use of Murdock’*

Liquid Food.
attested

by

This statement is
the crucial test of

over TIIBEE

ations in

I RIVAL TO THE GULF STREAM.

The

THOf SASD

oper-

prominent hospital
in this country, ami by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of

We Profit Ourselves!

mi

] W'

iitrn

n

iN'iit

imitfi' 1

#li/kilcifin

■■

of surgery. We shall be pleased
to give any inquirer tBie further
facts, but the above is convin-

Increasing Current

that
.tint flock's
proof
cing
Liquid Food is not an artificial

stimulant

though
most

to

the

it can

he

but

system,

given in the

extreme cases of

tion with

exhaus-

perfect safety,

its In-

fluence is permanent and without a reactionary influence dele-

DAILY PATRONAGE

terious to the system.
We would remind the public that

Through
SPRING

no

substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
lias a record in any way approaching
the results of the Murdock Liquid
Food in the past 12 years.
eodtf
aprS

Our Doors!

OVERCOATS.

J

and many of these difficult cases

-OF-

Ma-

Sold hy all Druggists.
a

feb5

Children’s Short Pant Suits.

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage.

is hereby given that on the SevenMen’s Overcoats $4.98, worth
Short Pant Suits at
$1.25, NOTICE
teenth (lay of August, A. lJ.. 1881. Ivory
Lord, of Gorham, in tub. county of Cumberland,
$6.00.
1.50, 2.00 and 2.50.
in the State of Maine, by his mortgage deed of
All Wool Plaids and Browns at that date, recorded in Cumberland County
All Wool Putnam Overcoats,
l’egistry of Deeds, hook 180. page 22. conveyed
to (diaries L. Lord, of boston, in the
of

Testimonials have
from

different

come

sections

stating that AMANDINE
with QUINCE is found to
be jfist. the best thing to
use while
traveling, for

bathing
hands,

the

face

and

SOLD BY

—

—

J. M. DYER.
h>%v2S9MM

Woodbridge—

and dark
worth $8.00.

light

colors,

at

$5.98,

18.00 and 20.00.

BOYS’ LONG PANT SUITS.

MEN'S SUITS.
Men’s Indigo Blue Suits

$6.00,

at

8.00 and 10.00.

P. P. STEWART

Charles L. Lord claims

F.

& W.

With oscillating draw center
anti-clinker grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever constructed.
Continuous fire can be kept
without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.’

days.

_

_

Adams, Philadelphia.

Memoranda.
Sch Eagle, of Waldoboro, about 100 ions, has
been purchased by Capt JohnPhiibrook,of Winterport, late of sclir Electa Bailey.
The derelict Fannie E Wolston, of Batli, was
passed May 16, lat 34 16 N, loll 40 61 W.
Domestic Ports.

C. A.

CUMMINGS.

Portland, Me.

may27

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
H. ELLEN TOOTHAKER, late of Deering,

order.
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
C. & H. Unlaundered White in
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deShirts at 37 l-2c, worth 50c.
ceased, are requirod to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
FRANK E. TRUE. Adm’r.
may211aw3wS»
Deering.May I7th, 1892.
is hereby given, that the
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed Hnd
of

is wliat we always give our patrons.
Our goods
marked in Plain Figures.
One Price to all.
We are never undersold if we know it.

Administrator
takeri upon himself the trust
de bonis non of the estate of
NANCY TOOTHAKER, late of Deering.
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
al! persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
FRANK E. TRUE. Adm’r. de bonis non.
Deering. May 17th, 1802 may211aw3w8>

are

Horses,

Trotters, Roadsters, Colts and Brood
Mares, always for sale at MILL BROOK
FARM. Send for descriptions.

ELLIOTT
may27

BROS.,

Bcwdoinham,

Me.
dlw*

Just arrived, “per Schooner R. G. Dunn,**
cat*i?o 30,000 bushels coarse Salt. On hand,
full stock of Hay and Cattle Salt.

IRA F. CLARK & CO,

LORD BROS, cfc OO.,
4 A 5 Central Wharf, Portland, Me.
may26dlvv
is hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Adminlstator
of the estate of
ANN FERGUSON, late of Gray,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
FRANK L. CLARK, Adm’r.
may211aw3wS*
Gray, May 17th, 1892.

Notice

The Spot Cash Clothiers,
482
my26

Congress St.,

NEW

Cargo Sch. “Myosotis.”

Arrived from Ponce P.

198 Hhds.

Portland, Me.
Sdt

PONCE

MOLASSES !

<36m,oju27tojly27

Fine

said

“TOO ISLAND SALT.

Ranges

Sid fm Antwerp May 24, ship St John, Fales,
New York.
Arat Bahia 6th inst, barque Daisy Reed,
Mitchell, Rosario.
Cld at Guantanamo 2Bth inst, sch H E Thompson, Thompson, Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Port Spain 28th inst, sch Andrew Ad-

of

__

CO.

Oval Fire Box

Ar at Bombay May 23, ship Baul Revere, Mul-

foreclosure

is hereby given, that tho
Notice
subscriber has. been duly appointed and

and

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENTS.

a

mortgage, pursuant to the statute In such case
made and provided.
CHARLES L. LORD.
Dated tills seventeenth day of May, A. D. 1802.
law.3wS
my21

A LOW FIGURE

^GUARANTEED

RANGES

Long Pant Suits at $4.00,
5.00, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00,
12.00, 15.00 and 18.00.

Children’s Odd Short Pants
from
25c to $2.00.
Men’s Dark Mixed Suits at
Boys’ Odd Long Pants from
$6.00, 8.00, 10.00 and 12.00.
$1.00 to 5.00.
Extra size Boys’ Suits made to

MEN’S PANTS.

"5TOVE5
'FURNACES

County
Suffolk, in the State of Massachusetts, the following described leal estate, viz: a certain parcel of land, with the biithliugs thereon, situated
in said (lorliam. containing forty acres more or
less, and bounded as follows, to wit: Southwesterly by the county road leading frpmSebago
Lake to Portland and passing the dwelling
house of said Ivory Lord: North-westerly by
land formerly owned by Lorenzo Purlnton, now
deceased; North-easterly by land so owned by
said pnrintou; South-easterly
by lauds, of
Seward Wesoott and William Morton. Said
the
farm
premises being
formerly occupied by
said Ivory Lord, and consist of the farm formerly
owned by His wife, Mary Jane Lord, now deceased. and ton acres of land conveyed to said
Ivory Lord by Ahner Wescott.
That said Charles L. Lord claims the said parcel of real estate under and by said mortgage,
and that the condition of and in the same lias
been and is broken, by reason whereof said

at $4.50 and 5.00.

Men’s Working Pants at $1.00,
1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50 and 3.00.

Cleared.

$3.00, worth 4.00.
Sawyer All Wool Cheviot Suits

Young Men’s nobby Spring OvLight Fancy Scotch Suits at
ercoats, all the new shades, at $3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00,
$8.00, 10.00,
12.00, 15.00, 5.50, 6.00 and 7.00.

to remove cinders

and dust. Everyone knows
how impure and irritating
is water used on trains.
AMANDINE
cleanses
quickly, and cools and
soothes the skin.

PORTLAND.

NEW YORK—Ar 25th. sells Benj B Church,
Allen, Mobile; Dora Allison, Rose, Richmond;
E H Smith, Tryon, do; Lucy, Sprague, Havre de
Grace.
Ar 26th, ship State of Maine, Curtis, Havre;
schs Jas A Garfield, Marchant, Eleuthera; J P
Kelsey, Perry. Governor’s Harbor.
Also ar 26th, ship Independence, Barstow,
Boston; schs Annie E Rickerson, Rumrill, from
Tlacotalpau; Mary Jenness, Eaton, Porto Kico;
James A Garfield. Woodbury, Cienfuegos; NJ
Miller, Whitten, Calais; Annie Gus. Curtis, do.
Ar 27th, schs Normandy, Rivers, Femandina:
Lizzie Chadwick, Clark, Brunswick; Henry w
Haynes, Bonsey, Macorris.
Cld 26th. ship Grandee, Jacobs, palcalniano;
barque Justina H Ingersoll, Peterson, Santos;
brig Mary C Marriner, Foss, Wilmington; sch
Marry C Decker, Harvey, Green Turtle Cay.

or

That has been

*

Stomach

Sch Eva Mav. McDuffie, New York—coal to
Kandall & McAllister.
Sell Copy. Robbins, Boston—pitch and paper
to E Hersey.
Sch Matthew Vasser, Kandall, Saco.
Soli Marion Draper, Booker, Kennebec for
New York.

ams,

poo Indian Oil

reme-

FRIDAY, May 27.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch John F Randall, Hall, Norfolk—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Chas A Briggs, Norfolk—coal to Maine

112

acids

no

harmless.
and removes the

Sid fm Trinidad 23U, sch Florence, Gould, for

MARINE NEWS

Un, New York,

#

Sldfm Cardenas 16th, sch Maggie Dalliug,
Dalling, New York.

{;; g».g

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

«

lungs, hips,

Washington.

MINIATURE ALMANAC,.
.MAY 28.
Sutlrises .4 12lHieh water J- 000
Sun sets.7 12 Ulgn vater)-.... 12 29
in
tide

SACO, May 27—Ar. schs Winnegance. Marcia
S Lewis, and Emily H Naylor, from Philadelphia; John Johnson, Baltimore.
Cld. Sell Theresa Wolf, ice port.
WISCASSET, May 26-Sld. schs Millie Washburn. Coffin, and Sheenscot, Wells. Boston.
May 27—Ar, sobs Niger, Adams, and Wm E
Leggett, Merry, Boston.

stem,

ley, Burket, Pascagoula.

..

Sell Matilda D Borda.Endicott, Philadelphia—
coal to Kandall & McAllister.
Sell A E Weeks. Henley, Walton, NS—Chase,
Leavitt & Coach Myosotis, (Br) Mnrpliy, Paspebiac, FQ—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch A W Ellis, Ryder, Rockland and New
York—Peter 8 Nickerson.
Sell Franconia, Young, Franklin and Philadelphia—Peter S Nickercon.
SAILED—Sch Nettie Champion.

4

simple herbs,

absolutely

Foreign Ports.
Arat Kong Kong prior to 14th Inst, ship
Charmer, Holmes. New York.
Sid fm Singapore 18th Inst, barque Edwin
Reed, Fulton, Boston.
At Manila Apl 16, ship Wffi H Connor, for
United States.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Apl 22, sch Haroldine,
Tibbetts, New York.
Ar at Cientuegos May 19, seh Charlotte T Sib-

...

PAllt T?1>
Sell Mattie J Aliies. Crockett.
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.

unded of
;, contains

JJOrll)

Macliias.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, sch Ned P Walker,
Hoboken.
Sid 26th. sch Independent, Case, Kennebec.
BANGOR—Ar 25th, Bch Geo E Wolcott, from
Boston.
BATH—Ar 26th, sch Abble Bowker, Purington, Amboy; James H Deputy, McMahon, New
York.
Sid 26th. sells Sami Dillaway, Smith, Philadelphia; Ruth Robinson,Baker, do; Mary Sands
Gray, New York.

a

is

soreness

ANY

a

sores,

Indian

ikapoo

Calais for Providence; Annie L Wilder, Rockport for Fell River.
NOBSKA— Passed by 27th, schs Lilcv H Russell, and Bradford C Frehch. Norfolk for Portland.
HYANN’IS—Ar 26th. schs Jas A Gray, and
Jenny Lind, Providence for-; Rosa & Adra,
Machias for Vineyard-Haven; G D Perry, from
Machias for New York.
In port 26th, schs Winner, from Joggins,
NS, for New York; Raven, Bangor for do; Modesty, do for Fort Chester; Henry Whitney, Belfast for New York; Lady Ellen, Calais fordo;
L B Sargent, for do.
Ar at Bass River 25th, sch W M Oler, Kennebec for Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sells Ulrica R Smith, from
Hoboken; John Stroup, Amboy.
**■

painful

abscesses, etc.
most
terrible of all blood diseases,
fula is the
;t that this most virulent poison should exist in
od should cause great alarm; and when the appes, or pain in the back, boils, pimples, or any of
)ve symptoms appeac, the use of some powernative and purifier should at once be comi. Nature must be assisted to throw off the
s, and nothing can assist Nature so effectually
ure’s own productions, and for this purpose she
ven us,
through the Kickapoo Indians, the
>t of all blood purifiers.

CHARLESTON—Ar 26th, sch B W Morse,
Rodlck. Kennebec.
Also ar 26th, sch Irene Thayer, Wall, Kock-

...

PORT OF

spine, erysipelas, running

26th, sch Ella G Elies,

..

Height

felt under the skin for months before
erienced), diseases of the eyes, nose, ears,
:se are

Linnell. Havana.

Cld 26th, sch
land.

This disease has many forms; such as,

unsightly eruptions, cancerous humors, swelling of the
ids, particularly of the neck, hard kernels about the neck

26th, sch lloreuceLe-

n6BfeuNSWICK—Ar

—

:s,

K

..

: fo

Oms.

(1»^ScfSW-n«TeslUP Palmyra.
Ski* Wth.rsliil>^)iij8Wa|sh, forNanalmo.
FEltNANDINA—Ar
laBl’l"'RlVER-SM

\

Scrofula.

Drisko, from

Sprague, Calais.
M&nson, Manson, for
Oler, 1Kennebec and rhila-

Guantanamo; J
it
Cld' 26tli, sch Agues

NsS!d°28th, schs W H

MISCELLANEOUS.

-lane Adeline, Cates.

e. Havana.
S Hart, Keei
Ueernir.
Below sch Lydia M
H Converse.
Ar 27tli, schs John

Maggie

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

W Jewett,

..

Gloucester Fish

75@4

4,000 busb;

quiet; middling 7c.
MOBILE. May 27.1892.—The Cotton market
is steady; middling 7 l-16c.

Eggs—Eastern extras at 18c: Vt and N H extras at 18c;Mich. extra at 17@17%c; Southern
Choice at 17; Western firsts at 17®17%c.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c ;do chickens at 23@25c; fowls 16@17c ;Western iced fowls 13%@i4c; Western dry packed chickens at 18@20c; do fowls 14@15c.
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea. at —@1 90:
mar-row pea 1 75@1 80; choice screen pea.l 50
@1 70; hand-picked med i 70@1 75;choice yellow eyes, 1 7o@l 80: California pea beans' at
2 30@2 40; hand-picked, 2 60@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 50@1 70; Western red top
1 60ffiS2: clover, 12@13q ;Hungarlan, 80@90c.
Hay—Choice, at —@21 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good 19 50@$20 50; Eastern fine, $17
@$18; poor to ordinary $.15@$17.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
$1 25@1 27% 19bbl: choice Vt and noruiern
N H Burbanks 50@53c bush;NY Burbanks and
white stars +8®50c ;Houlton Hebrons 60@63c;
Aroostook Hebrons 50@53c.
Apple3—Nol Russets 3 00@3 25; No 2s at
2 00@2 50.

4

oats,

rye. 1.00O bush; barley, 1.000 busli.
DETROIT. May 27.1892.—Wheat easier, Nol
White at 893/*c; No2Ked9lVbc. Corn easy;
No2atSiy2e; Oats steady—No 2 at 37Vic.
Rye, nominal: No 2 at 80c.
Receipts—F’lour, —bbis; wheat. 14,000 bush;
corn, 1,000 busn; oats, 11,000 busli.

@19
@21
@19

to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00//' ] 4 50: short cuts at
00 00@14 76; hacks at 14 7o@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@14 75; pork tongues 17 26; butt pork
10 25.
HamsatlO%c; small do 11c; pressed hams
11c.
Lard—Choice at 7c if Jb in tlerce3 and tubs;
10-ib pails in cs 7% c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c
ib; country
do 61»c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 19@—c:
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 15@18c;
extra imitation creamrv 16® —c; factory enoice
at 16c; Northern creamery, enoice 18@20%c:
New Fork ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
16@18c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
18@l9c. The above quotations are ^receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Nortnem enoice full, creams, new. at
ll@llVic; fair to good at 9@10%c; Western
choice, new, at 10@10%o; lair to gooa 9@10c;
sage

314.000 bush: lower and more active \0 3 at
do White at 38c ;No 2 at. 37(g3!sy*c;
36V2S36C;
(1« White at 40c: Mixed Westert hCW®38Vac;
White do and White State 33®42Vic. CoffeoRio dull and steady; No 7 at 13c. Sugar—raw
Arm and dull; refined is active and firm;
Nor at 3ys(®4c; No 7 at 3 13 16®3 15-16;
No 8 at 3%*8Vic: No‘.t at-3 11-16®3 13-lCc;
No. 10at 3%®3S®C;N0 11 at 3 9-10®3 11-lRc:
No 12 at 3Vs(a3%o; No 13 at 3Vi@3%c: oil A
46414c; Mould A 4 9-lB@* 11-1RC; standard
A 4 5-lRg.4 7-1 Rc; Confectioners’ A 4 3-10(44 516c; out loaf at S.ffEVso crushed at 6®5 c;
Powdered
granulated 4S/8®4%c:
Cubes at 4 0-10(8.4 11-I6c.Petroleum quiet and
steady; united at EOe. Provisions—Pork quiet
and steady; Beef quiet; beef barns dull: Merced
beef quiet ;cut meats quiet and firm ;middies are
weak. Lard lower and dull: Western steam
cb'e-d at R flu bid; city steam at 0 00; refilled is
<I»iet; Continent at 6 50(47 00; S A 7 40. Butter is quiet and weaker; State dairy 10610c;
do erm at IS®T0e; Western dairy 12®14c;do
erm 15a 19; Elgin 18l/2@19e. Cheese firm with
fair demand; State at 8(4,qOO-'hgc; fine White
JOViifcl 0% ; do colored 9 n @9y* c; part skims
8®8c.
Freight* to Livernool steadier with a fair
business; grain per steam 2d.
CHICAGO. May 27. 1892.-The Flour market is dull anil unchanged. Wheat is in fair demand : No 2 Sprint at 8(J n.84c;No 2 Red 88VaC.
Corn higher: No 2 at 48&67C Oats quiet. No 2
at 8144(4320, Rve, No 2 at 78c.
Barley, No 2 at
00®02c. No 1 Flaxseed at 1 033,*. Provisions
lower—mess pork at 10 32y2<Sjl0 35. Lard at
6 30@R 32Va ; Short rib sides at R 22y*®6 25.
Dry salt meats—shoulders 6 2565 37Vi; short
clear sides at R 17 y? @6 30.
Receipts—Piopr. 13,000 bbis: wheat. 51.000
bush; corn. 190.000 bush: oats. 190.000 hush;
rye. 7,000 bush; barlev. 15,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 17.000 bbis; wneat, 41.000
busb; cprn.‘94,000 busli; oats 247.000 bush;
rye. 3.000 bush"; barley, 12,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. May 27. 1892.—The Flour nearer is firm and slow.
Wheat, closed Vie lower;
Nd2Red87e. Corn closed %c lower; No 2 at
49c. Oats lower; No 2 at S3 Sc. Rye quiet at
74Vac. Provisions dull and lower; pork jobbing at 11 00 for new, 10 00 for old. Laid—
straight-contract lots at 625 r 6 10 for butchers. Dry salt meats—loose shoulders 6 40; long
and ribs at R 50; shorts at 6621/5. boxed lots
1 Ec more. Bacon—shoulders at 6 00; longs and
ribs' 7 00; shorts 7 12 Vi.
Hams 9 00®10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 3,000 bbis; wheat. 17.000
bush: eotii 25,000 bush': oats, 16,000 bush;
rye. 1.000;barlev. 0,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour. 2.000 bbis; wheat. 0,000

<WiO'7

BOSTON, May 27, 1892.—The following are

The following were to-day’s quotations of
n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stauta Fe R. 34

Mexican Central. 17
Union Pacific
40
Boston & Maine K.-..., 180
do pid.
Bell Telephone.208
New York and New England R. 38
do Dfti....
Wisconsin Central.
Maine Central R.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.129

108%
142
1B8%

Ex-Div’d,_

stocks

C.B.&Q.1031/t

73

St. Louis & San Frail.
Manhattan Elevated.133%
Michigan Centra].108%
Minn. & St Louis. 12%
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 29%
Missouri Pacific. 66%
New .lersey Central.140
Northern Pacific common. 19%
Northern Pacific pfd. 52%
N orthwestern.110%
Northwestern pfd.147
New York Central.113%
New York. Chicago & St'Louis. 16%
do pfd. 72
Ohio & Miss. 20
Ont. & Western. 18%
North American. 13%
Pacific Mail. 84%
Pullman Palace.197
Reading. 61%
Rock Island. 78
St. Paul. 7794

Retail Grocers'

Sugar Kates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.

Nash.

119
3t> %
2i!
148
100

The celebrated Hathorn Spring Water from
Saratoga Springs. N. Y., will hereafter be received by

MURDOCK & FREEMAN

R., May 19,

25 Tierces.

6f this city. Coming direct from the spring, in
bottles, and will be delivered to any part of the

WILLIAM A.

Now landing and for sale by the im-

porters.

THE TWITCHELL CHAMPLIN CO.
may21

HATHORN SPRING WATER.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY isapurely
mutual company, owned by its members, managed by its members, and
solely in the interest ol its members.

eodSw

city

COODWInT

r

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
57

Exchange Street.

eodtl

regular Saratoga prices._my27dSt»

The poliev contracts of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE 1NSURANE COMPANY are free from technicalities
and ambiguous phrases, policyholders’rights being dearly and tersely

(Late City Eugineer.)

apll

at

stated.

i
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THE EYE AND EAR FAIR.

PRESS.
Today

Will

TODAY

THIRD PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
The Atkinson Company.
Portland and Rum ord Falls railway.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland base ball grounds.
FIFTH PAGE.
Dana’s Sarsapsrill
EIGHTH PAGE.
Rines Bros.

Be the

Bast

Opportunity

To

The

Bridgton Academy’s Commencement

Secure Bargains.

Talent.

Tonight the highly successful fair in
aid of the new Eye and Ear Infirmary
building will close at City Hall, and all
who have failed to attend must not lose
the last opportunities afforded today.
Ho admission will be charged during
morning or afternoon, but there is an

Bridgton Academy is to have a remarkable array of talent at its commencement
exercises.
Hon. Stewart L. Woodford
of New York will deliver the oration,
and General Bufus Ingalls, of whom the
Press published an interesting sketch
last week, will preside. The oration will
be delivered on the evening of June 29th.

evening fee required.
During the evening there will be an
H. II. Hay & Son.
auction sale of articles left unsold, with
Merry, the batter.
F. O. Bailey & Co., auctioneers, and
X. John Little & Co.
many rare bargains can be secured.
These will include furniture, bric-a-brac,
For additional Local News see china, crockery, boots and shoes, draperies, groceries, pictures, rugs, usefcl
Third and Fifth
and ornamental articles, stoves, etc.
Among the gifts to the fair yesterday
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
may be enumerated a lovely silver water
The Emita went on the Island route service, lined with gold, valued at $30,
from the Meriden Brittania Company.
yesterday.
■I. R.

NEW

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE.

Libby.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

FlLCLOSiNC ITHEEM SALE
==01' the--

______

The Atkinson Co.

Maine Central It ail road.

At the monthly meeting of the Maine
Central directors Thursday, it was vated
that the Union Station Company should
erect a stone building, 100x35 feet, on the
west side of the tracks, for the use of the
American Express Company. It was also voted to put up a railing the whole
length of the train shed, with gates at
proper intervals to give access to the
About 800 yards all wool Dress Goods in Remnants at
trains. Gatemen will be employed, and 5
and 10 cents a yard.
Rines Brothers’ store will be closed all Then there was a most desirable hair no person will be allowed to pass through
20 pieces Shepherd Cotton Plaids at 6 1-4 cents a yard.
Gates will also be
mattress, made of the highest grade of without a ticket.
day Decoration Day.
200 yards white and cream colored English Silesia at
at
the
to
the
end
of
placed
white
station,
hair from Frank F. Tibbetts of
upper
There was no
business before the
Free street.
William O’Brien, of the take the place of the chains now enclos- 5 1-2 cents a yard.
Municipal Court yesterday morning.
200 yards Printed Cotton Plush at 15 cents, value 33
Yesterday there were copious showers, Portland & Rochester road, contributed ing the hackmen.
Station Agent Whitney has erected a
with occasional glimpses of sunshine in a handsome gold scarf pin.
cents a yard.
The old-fashioned flax spinning wheel stand between the ticket office and news
the afternoon.
I case short lengths Shirting Prints at 3 1-2 cts. a yard.
At 7.30 p. m. tonight the Westbrook was at work last night, and was con- stand, where an official will be stationed
1000 pounds Castile Soap 10 cents a pound.
to
provide all needed information to
high school alumni will meet at the stantly surrounded by eager questioners. I
1-2 gross Witch Hazel 15 cents a bottle, or two bottles
The Sanford and Westbrook looms were, travellers.
Westbrook high school building.
Mr. E. A. Hall, general train despatch- for 25
F. O. Bailey & Co., have sold the house of course, the center of attraction. In
cents.
262 Cumberland street at private sale to regard to the former we would say that er, has been appointed manager of the
5 dozen Cheveur Freres Florida Water at 25 cents a
William Kernan is the skillful block passenger brakemen west of Bangor.
Capt. Horace H. Shaw for 55,000.
bottle*
It requires weeks to cut the This practically makes him master of
Ancient Landmark Lodge, No. 17, hold maker.
1 gross Children’s Tooth Brushes at 5 cents apiece.
last evening
and whole pattern, not one day as has been transportation of the line.
a special meeting
3 gross Unbreakable Rubber Combs at 10 cts. apiece,
stated. Mr. James Bland is the skillful
worked the first and second degrees.
An Eloping Couple Arrested,
The Portland Company will close down foreman in charge of the mohair maSome days ago, Mrs. Leona M. Torsey worth 20 cts.
for repairs to the boilers this noon and chine.
of Winthrop left that town hurriedly,
2 gross Pocket Combs 5 cents apiece.
The Portland Transcript Company has
will start business again Tuesday mornand as a cousin of her husband, Daniel
1000 packages Toilet Paper 8 cents a package, or four
presented twenty yearly subscriptions of E.
ing.
Torsey by name, left town at the for 25 cents.
One of the motors which will help the vueir paper to me rail-.
same time, it was supposed that they had
In the corridor can be seen a large
electric cars to run out to Westbrook
300 skeins Country Yarn, four skeins for 25 cents.
eloped, and the husband swore out a warthis summer ;has arrived from Erie, Pa. frame filled with pictures of California
50 dozen Onyx Black Hose at 25 cents per pair, markrant for their arrest.
Since then they
It is a very heavy machine.
girls, taken by Lamson, the photogra- have been indicted
by the grand jury, ed down from 37 1-2 cents.
The great painting
“Christ Before pher.
They are worthy of his well es- and with the indictment warrant in his
isauzen Lamea
ra»DiacKnose ai iz i-z cents per
rilate,” a wonderful work of art, by tablished reputation.
pocket Deputy Sheriff Berry of WinThe business at the restaurant and the
Nelson A. Primar, will be on exhibition
pair.
throp went to Boston to search for the
ice cream booth was excellent yesterday.
for a short time in this city.
50 dozen Ladies’Black Taffeta Cloves at 121-2 cents
pair. The couple were located Thursday
tl
4-LnF
,..:n La a...;la
Today the restaurant tables will be sup- in a house on
in
per
pair, worth 25 cents.
Sawyer street,
Boxbury.
shakeup in the police department next plied by the First Baptist, Mrs. John Sheriff
150
Berry,
accompanied
by
Inspecyards Remnants Ribbon Fringes, black and colors*
week. Beats will be changed and possi- Fitts; West End, Mrs. J. C. Koberts; St. tors
Dugan and Collins of the Central $1.00
ble some more changes in the force.
per
Mrs.
made
a
yard, worth $9.75.
and
call
on
the
Wood- office,
Paul’s,
George Welch;
couple that eveThis evening, on the Pullman, a large fords, Mrs. C. A. Weston.
ning and took them into custody, chargISO gross Ivory Buttons 10 cents for two dozen.
ed with being fugitives from justice.
number of the Wheelmen will leave for
The looms will be run from 10 a. m. to
60 dozen Children’s Printed Bordered Handkerchiefs
They were returned to Maine yesterday
meet
at
the Wheelmen’s
Bangor, and 12 m. today, to accommodate the school morning.
at 3 cents apiece or four for 10 cents.
more will start on the 1.15 p. m. train tochildren.

;L

j

Pages.

Notes.

The stores of W. L. Wilson & Co.,
Geo. C. Shaw & Co., and of grocers
generally will close all day Memorial
Day. Place your orders for Monday’s

By the crossing of a couple of electric
yesterday afternoon, there was
quite a blaze in the hall, and before the
wires were cut a fine rug was badly damsupplies today.
aged in an attempt to extinguish the
Rev. J. B. Crosser will give an address flames with it.
The damage done was
on “Responsibility” at the Young Men’s
slight.
Christian Association Sunday afternoon.
A poor woman, whose child had been
All young men are invited. Singing will cured at the
infirmary, wished to show
begin at 4.30.
her gratitude, and brought some beautiwires

The contractor of the mile track at ful violets to Mrs. Blabon.
Scarboro Crossing says the men stuck
Professor Lee and his company will
fast a number of times recently, and in
perform tonight.
one place found the clay bed three inches
The fair has been remembered not onin thickness.
ly by the manufacturer and merchant,
All members of the Cape Elizabeth
but by the blind and invalid, as Miss
wheelmen are requested to meet at the Kieli sent in articles made
by herself, and
drug store in Kniglitville, at 6 o’clock a. Miss Ingraham, who has been so long at
m. sharp on Memorial Day, for a run to
the hospital, made and sent in fancy artiBiddeford, returning at noon.
cles.
Miss Skeele, the well known Portland
Chandler’s Band will give this proartist, who was formerly a resident of gramme tonight:
Saco, has presented the York Institute March—Esprit de Corps.Sousa
with an oil painting of a cat and two Overture—Semiramlde.Rossini
Cornet Solo—Silver Steam Polka.Rollinsou
kittens on a red blanket or robe.
Medley—College.Moses
Two revolver shots rang out sharply Plantation—Darkies’ Jubilee.Turner
Introduction and Tarantelle.Rollinson
in the air on Congress street last eve- Selection—Chimes of Normandy.Flanquette
Medley—Pretty as a Picture: .Catlin
Where
came from the

ning.

they

police

could fnot astertain but thought they
were fired by some people driving rapid-

ly up the street in a carriage.
The track is completed on the Rumford Falls road though not graveled, to

Waltz—Les Sirens.Waldteufel
Star Spangled Banner.
The Maine

fc B&sssBaassaBaB

Mrs. Amanda Paisley
For many years an esteemed communicant of
Trinity Episcopal church, Newburgh, N. Y.t
always says “Thanh Yon” to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She suffered for years from £cicna
and Scrofula sores on her face, head and
ears, making her deaf nearly a year, and affecting her sight. To the surprise of her friends

Mood’s

HOOD'S PILLS
fect in condition,

Department G, A. R,

Commander Dyer of the Maine DepartG. A. K. has appointed his list of

NEW

assistant

inspectors.

Bradley, a well known
Portland boy, now with Abbey, Schoeffel
& Mau, theatrical managers, Boston and
New York, is at home for a short vacation.
Mr. F. W. White of Auburn, vice president of the Maine State Branch of the
American Federation of Labor, has been
invited to speak at the mass meeting to
be held in City Hall, June 3rd.
Mr. C. K. Lamson, son of Mr. Lamson,
the photographer, is a pupil on the violin in the High School of Music in Berlin. All the greatest violinists have been
pupils in this school.
This morning at 0 o’clock Mrs. W. H.

Comrade Charles P. Mattocks, Bosworth Post

2. Portland.

Comrade Samuel W. Lane, Seth Williams
Post 13, Augusta.
Past Commander Charles Hamlin, Hannibal
Hamlin Post 165, Bangor.
The order also announces plans for a

special Department National Encampment Badge for the Washington pilgrimage; commends the movement to raise
funds for the General Sherman monument; also the Grant monument;
aud
invites
the memofficially
bers of the Maine
department to
the Gettysburg celebration, June 2d>
when the monument is to be dedicated
to perpetuate the repulse of Longstreet’s
final assault.
The last paragraph forbids any camp
fires in connection with political mat-

Dennett, Miss Clara Munger, Miss Mary
Fletcher, Miss White and the Misses
ters or posts meddling
Lucy and Alice Blanchard will all sail
from New York for Liverpool on the politics.
Alaska.
Dr. George H. Bailey is going to Philadelphia in acceptance of a very complimentary invitation to act as one of the
judges of the great Philadelphia horse
show. Dr. Bailey was in Lisbon Friday
and found a bad case of tuberculosis in a
cow recently brought from Massachusetts.
Had

a

Hard Time.

fishing schooner Willie Smith
was coming into Portland Pier dock
yesterday morning with both anchors on
her bows, one of them caught the forerigging of the schooner Alwilda Morse
and tore off both her chain plates.
The
other anchor became entangled in the
flagpole and stanchions of the steamer
Isis, and they also were carried away.
The damage in both instances was but
The

the work of

a

few seconds.

sale of
the Bean stock at X. John Little’s. The
store will be open all clay and evening
and the list of bargains in another column will attract lots of buyers.

Today

is the

closing day

of the

A New Postal

in any way in

Saturday Sale.

countries to this.
The new card will do away with that
trouble. Attached to the card on which
the original message is written is a duplicate folded over. The one receiving
the card promptly tears off the duplicate
The
and returns it with the answer.
new cards will be sold for four cents
each, and can he sent to all foreign countries in the postal union.
er

1 mportant.

For today only

we

WOMEN’S FAST BLACK HOSE,

will sell Boys’ Saw-

yer Suits, ago 4 to 14, at $2.50. Our regular price $4.00. Usual price $5.00.
Wm. Mash & Co.

spool.
16 dozen Cerman Silver Thimbles 2 cents each.
125 dozen Household Linen Thread 3 cents a spool,
two spools for 5 cents.
Willimantic Spool Cotton 3cents a spool.

or

3 Pairs for 25 cents.

50 cents will buy a laundered shirt that you
need not be ashamed to wear.
75 will buy an open front laundered shirt
better than we have sold before at the price.
10 cents wiil buy a 4-ply linen collar.
15 cents will buy a pair of
4-ply linen cuffs.
25 cents will buy a choice light necktie.
15 cents will

35 cents will

buy a pair of 25 cent cuff holders.
buy a pair of imported 50 cent

Suspenders.
25 cents will

buy a light weight under vest.
50 cents will buy a medium weight under vest.
We have a large line of Lawn and Cambric.
Ties for summer use at the lowest possible
prices.
__

_

__»

_

Our Corsets department is at all times filled
with the most popular lines of Corsets and corset

waists,
At 50c per pair
We are showing a variety of styles which we
consider the leaders of low priced corsets.
Colors: White,Drab, Pink, Blue, Cream and
Cold. All sizes,
At

7 So

per pair.

We have several styles of Corsets which
very fine fitting and extremely durable.
Colors White and Drab. All sizes.
ak

qiA.vev/

Jt^dx

are

j^CbXX'.
t

We show all the leading and best known
makes of Corsets which are usually sold at
this price as well as several styles lately introduced which we consider of special merit,
;

IN THE HIGHER PRICED GRADES.
We have a fine line of Domestic and imported
Corsets which are recognized as being the very
best in every way.
Prices range from $1.75 to $3.25 per pair.
Summer Corsets at 50 cents, $1.00 and $1.75

pair.

X. IN LITTLE <2 CO.
The bands
Are

IN CORSET

ADD BARGAINS.

tions and in

Women’s Balbriggan and Silk and
Lisle Jersey Ve3ts only
60c each.

Day than by
service.

MEN’S FURNISHINGS.
Men’s Neck Ties, fine assortment,
18 cents.
Our 60c Neck Ties, (for Saturday
39 cents,
only),

STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY.

RINES

Playing

MEN’S HALF HOSE.
BARGAINS AT

10c, !2I-2c,25c,37 l-2c.
MEN’S UNDERWEAR.
MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS.
Sic to

WOMEN'S KID GLOVES.
One lot Suede Kids, Tan Shades, best
6 hook, sizes 5% to 7. regular $1.00
60c pair.
quality, for Saturday’s Sale,
Chamois Gloves, white and yellow,
$1.00 quality, for Saturday only,
75c pair.
Sole agents for the
Kids, (unequalled.)

Store Closed All Day

famous Centemeri

Monday, Memorial Day

rTubby,

Congress Street.
mj23

dtf

needed

them at

as

well

as

Clothing

and

YOUR

....

UNDERWEAR!

or

A large, fine, fresh stock

can

be found at

MERRY™ HATTER’S
Everything

new.

Men’s Hose, two pairs for 25 cents.
A

BOOTS AND SHOES
are

S1.50 each.

Suit

«...

HATS AND CAPS,

Fine White Merino and Blue Mixed
Shirts and Drawers, (extra value), 60c each.

Our unrivalled line from

a new

BROS.

NOW BUY

better way can honor be paid to the
dressing up and attending the memorial

no

Today will be the time to get you
any little Furnishings you may need.

WAISTS.

We have all the best and most Comfortable
makes and you are sure to find the prices as low
here as anywhere.

Women’s Jersey Ribbed Vests,
Every one should have their best clothes on and ap8c, 12 I-2c, 19c, 25c each pear well. Memorial Day is full of sacred associa-

j.

department.

NOTICE WHAT GOOD VALUES WE OFFER IN THIS LINE.

per

Women’s Imported Fast Black Hose,
Hermsdorf’s Dye,
35c pair.
Women’s fine Imported Fast Black
Hose, Hermsdorf’s Dye, 60c quality
for
38c pair,
or 3 pairs for $1.00.

Card.

A new postal card for use in foreign
correspondence will be introduced in the
post offices throughout the country on
July 1 next. It is really a double postal
card, and the principal object of its introduction is to enable correspondents to
prepay answers by p.ost. This could not
be done with letters and stamps, as those
of the latter issued by this government
cannot be used in sending mail from oth-

20 dozen Ladies’ Lace Bordered Handkerchiefs at
12 1-2 cents each.
35 dozen Men’s All Linen Hemstitched Handkerchiefs
at 12 1-2 cents each.
1500 yards Remnants of Nainsooks at 6 1-4 cents a
yard; near the door.
Great sale of Men’s Underwear, Hosiery, Suspenders
and Neckwear.
Leather Belts 25 and 50 cents.
Princess Hair Curlers 10 cents apiece.
Tailor’s self-attaching Dress Shields 10 cents a pair.
24 gross Stearns’ xx “Trimming Braid,” 20 cents a
piece, 24 yards in a piece.
10 gross Nickeled Safety Pins 5 cents a dozen, all
sizes.
35 gross Dress Stays 5 cents per dozen.
40 gross Brass Pins 5 cents a paper.
25 dozen Cutter’s Twist 2 cents a soool.
39 dozen Black Sewing Silk, good quality, 5 cents a

dlt

Skowhegau.
Mr. William V.

in this

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. R. LIBBY.

Comrade Franklin M. Drew, Custer Post 7,
Lewiston.
Comrade Joseph O. Smith, Russell Post 96,

PERSONAL.

are hand made, and are perproportion and appearance.

ment

Inspector Brown
opposite Dixfield. This week the iron
and Aide Mead will inspect Bosworth
bridge is being placed over Spear steam.
This is a steel bridge of forty-five feet and Thatcher posts.
The general order announces as the
span. The iron will be laid to the falls
efatp TiPBtn’nri
by the sixth of June.
-—————

Sarsaparilla

Has effected a cure and she can now hear and
see as well as ever.
For full particulars of her
case send to C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

By selling Gents’ Furnishings at small
profit we keep business lively

AND: IN: THE: EVENING.

~

morrow.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

we are

BAKGAIN.

Also god bargain at 25c a pair; an elegant lot
3 pairs for §1.00; Imported
Hose 50c a pair.

YOU KNOW ABOUT OUR HATS.

selling

When you get one it is right.

MERRY'S LARGE NEW STORE,

Reduced Prices!

my28

There are great bargains in Hats.

On middle Street.
eodtf

SALE—At Woodfords—Modern built
SAEE—lVb story house and elL Eight
POB
house, 1-t rooms, newly decorated and
Fob
rooms; twelve acres; nice orchard ot sev'anged lor two families.
for both.
trees;
situated
ar-

Sebago

Hated roof, furnace and open grate: line stable
md law n, with 15,000 feet of land. Buildings
•ost $5000. Brice $5000.
Three minutes to
itrcet cars.
W. II. WALDRON, iso Middle

itreet._

pleasantly
on main
enty-live
road, 2 Vi miles from Old Orchard. Will be sold
cheap if at once. For further particulars apply
to N. 8. GAKDINEIt, No. 185 Middle street.
28-1

28-1

SALE—The craze is
for music. Oh,
situation by a young woman
1,10where
shall music be found. Hawes, 414 WANTED—A
stenographer and typewriter (KerningAddress
L

now

as

Congress street, has all the late songs, music
Books, also tine Violins. Banjos, Guitars, Har»

ton).

Saoo, Me., P. O.

Box 300.

28-1

capable girl for general houseWANTED—A
work. Apply at 180 High street. 28-1

